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I:TRODUCTIOfl 

"'hose searchinp for a better understandinp of economic develorient
 

&nd com.-itted to imnrovirn the level of living in low-incone natinnsire
 

becominp, lncreasinil:" aware of a paradox. In many poor nations, total
 

ti,ricultural nroduction har been increasing, while a sifnificant pro

nortion of the rural noor cont nue to live with poverty, unemployment
 

and malnourishment. 11hy is it that improved farming practices have 

added to aggreirate food production, while larpe numbers of families con

tinue to live in the backwater of technical c;.ane? In several countries
 

it can be denonstratted that Ohe relative and. in some cases, absolute
 

well-heir of raRnv have worsenei while neasures of agricultural output
 

have risen steadi.ly.
 

"e Preatest disparity annears to exist be-tween households which
 

control an adequatt- area of land and families who are landless or li t
 

on miniscale nlots. Undoubtedly, the size of land holdings is an
 

important determinant of well-being, but the observation is overly 

simplistic for many other factors contribute to the failure of large
 

numbers to en.lov the benefits of improved a.,ricultural technolorp. 

Limited access to credit, innroved seeds, agricultural chemicals and 

irrigation faci..ities contibute to the complex forces perpetuating low 

incomes and misery. 
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The research reported here was ori,Inated to gain an improved
 

understbndimr 
 of the factors which constrain poor rural households from
 

oarticipatin, fully in technical chanles in the agricultural sector.
 

"he research was neant to be more than an adventure in scholarship; it
 

teas initiated to provide guidelines for uolicy makers charged with the
 

task of improvin, the lot of the rural noor. !Hological and physical 

scientists have ma-le rerarkable pro.ress in increasine, the productive 

capacity of tariculture. Social scientists have been less successful 

in comnrehendiri problem of rmIdistributiun of the henefits flowil 

from these scientific advances.
 

T- 1073, the "rited .tates -1,7oncy "or International DeveloTpmcnt
 

received contract 
 :ronosils from three un".versitics: MIichigan State,
 

Cornell and PrlIue. There was consicderabhe sInm.lariL ir the broad
 

ob.ective.-
 of the ihree nronosal:s* each -or.ccntratei on an exanina

tion of how technical chiaven ir. arricultire influence income distribu

tion, each hri as its centerpice' an improved understandin,, of the
 

low-income 
 tr'ro:!en: arid e-%ch suzr.cste-! that research focus on decision 

making at the househol, tnd indilvidual farm level. 

The pro~rn.als differed in their geographical orientation. 3ased on 

previous research anti exnert1se, agricult-ral econo-iits from 'lichigan 

State University i-;hed to fetus on nrob'ems of West Africa, while econ

omists from Ca)rnell and P .r('ue wished to explore the same issues in 

Southeast Asia and Brazil, resnectively. in reviewin, the senarate pro

nosals, tI/AID nersnnnel sensed that a sinle research effort with com

mon ohiectives wzoui1, :roviie .reaiter continuity than if the three studies 

nroceeded in entnden',ly. Pepresen.tatives of US/AlD and the three- uni

vi "sities net and ipreed on a cormor. se' r'f objectives and nlan of work. 



This then was the genesis of the contract: "Poor Rural Households,
 

Techn.cal Change and Income Distribution in Develupini. Countries."
 

The three universities owe much to US/AID. 'lot only did the eency fund
 

the research, but members of the Technical Assistance Bureau had the 

vision and insight to amalgamate the effort. 

O~ectives of the Study
 

Although area-specif!c conditions and the interests 
of involved
 

researchers ir:Mcated a slightly different 
enhasis, eight common
 

objectives vere agreed uDon:
 

1) To conpare and contrast production systems, use of time by
 

household members, participation in the nonfarm labor market and the
 

level of ff.qIly income under the differing ecological and institutional
 

environments prevailing at the selected study sites,
 

2) T- ana'.ze sources and variability in the Income l vel of three 

classes of poor rural households: landowners, tenant farmers anad 

lanless workers, 

3) To conduct an analysis of the rural labor market with respect 

to its efficiency, migration and the demand for and nuply of labor, 

11) To analyze barriers to increased narticipation of landlesi 

workers in the development process, 

5) To analyze the constraints to adoption of new agricultural 

technology, 

I) To develop models which test the imnact of technical change in 

agriculture on output, income and enrloyment of poor rural households, 

7) To levelop and test models which analyze the impact of national 

policies relating to international trade, taxation ani agricultural price 

supports, and, finally 
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8) To identify policy and In3titutional changes which benefit and 

involve the rural poor ir the develomnent procezs. 

The three research teans rave these objectives slightly different
 

emphasis. 11owever, in all settings there was a concerted effort to con

duct research at the individual household and farm level. 
 It is the
 

reactions and adjustment decisions of Individual households which in

fluence the adoption of technolop and functioning cf the labor market,
 

With this philosophy in mind, prriary data. were collected at the farm
 

level in all. studv rerions. Research teams concentrated on the noorest
 

segment of rural families. Here, "poor" is defined as a household vith
 

an annual incone from farm and nonfarm sources totalinr,apnroximately
 

.tiol (us).
 

The stuly slte;i were purposefully selected to encompass a wide
 

rang~e of environmental conditions, size of land holdings and leiels of
 

airicultural technolomr. In 'lest Africa, two study locales were selected:
 

Kano State in northern '111eria and Sierra Leone. West Africa may be
 

characterized as having relatively low labor-land ratios. 
 ?roduction is
 

organized around family farms of two to three hectares. In sharp con

trast to Southeast Asia and Brazil, landlessness and sharecroppin7 were
 

not major problems. It was assumed that adoption of agricultural tech

nology would he Ic-er in 'lest Africa than in Drazil or Asia. The two 

West African study sites exhibited consideiable variabilit:, in climate, 

particularly the level and seasonal distribution of r-ainfall. The 

ligerian site is ty-rical of the seniarid savannah. The dominant sub

sistance crops are millet and sor:hui while groundnuts are the most 

imnortant cash cron. The sampled stuldv areas of Sierra Leone had 

medium to hig.h levels of rainfall with rainfed rice the most important 
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crop. The Sierra Leone case represented a considerably more land

extensive, bush-fallow systen of cultivation compared with continuous 

cultivation in fligeria. 

In Southeast Ania, fou- stuav location; were idertified. In the 

Philippines padrd rice production nrevadlea, and because of the influence 

of the International R"'.e Resea'ch Tnst~tuAt it #as assumed that a high 

proportion of farmers would ha'se adopted modern varieties of rice and a 

significant level of fertilizer and other agricultural chemicals. In
 

Indonesia a Javar:.se village ims selected as tynical of very small land 

holdinr., a high level of landlessness and virtually complete dependence
 

on trFditional paddy-rice technclov. A region of India was identified
 

as having nixed farring with rice dominate. In this location a signift

iant number of fa-ers either o:,ned or hired tractors, offering ar. oppor

tanity to study factors associated with nec.taniz-tio. The fourth Asian 

site was in the nid-:le hills c: !lepal and contrasted sharply with the 

other areas because of its steen torpnoraphy, lack of infrustructure, 

mixed famin, and the moderate level of adepted technolorv that prevailed. 

.he 7-razilian sites renreserted a wide spectrum of environmental 

conditions. reara was chosen because it typified the severe natural 

resource cons traints of th northeaat. The states of Sao Paulo and Minas 

(erais were selected for their wide variations in climate, soil, farm 

size and access to off-fam enplo ment opn:ortunities, In all regions 

subsistance crops of corn and heans 3Ce'Ani~d a significant proportion of 

•irable . .tarage. Cash crops included coftfee, tea, sugar, cotton and 

horticiLtural products. Tt is recognized that no sample can capture the 

r-Tiriad of conditions prevelent in the developin-, world. !1owever, it was 

http:Javar:.se


decided that theae sites did present enormous diversity in the forces 

which restrict the rural poor from full involvement in the development
 

process. 

This report is divided Irto five sections. The followin, three pre

sent major findings drawn from the work of each research team and they
 

synthesize the results from West Africa. Asia and Brazil. 
The ordering
 

of these sections is not arbitrary. Findings from West Africa are
 

re',iewed first since they provide a benchmark where land is 
a relatively
 

abundant resource and aricultural technology and Infrastructure are
 

poorly developed. The Asian sites prosent a stark contrast. Many
 

families have less than .. of a hectare of 1 nd and a broad spectrum of 

improved rice technology is available. The Brazilian sites form An 

anchor. Here exists a co.1siderable range in the factors bearing on 

rural poverty. !owever,, ';hey all fall within the same national context 

of nolicies and de,,elopment objectives. "4e can then guape the determi

nant forces of rural poverty within the context o^f a sinple countrj.
 

Each university research teas has prepared a comnrehensive monopraph
 

from which these summaries were abstracted. Interestea readers are
 
-i 

referred to these mono(rurhs for greater 'ital! and references.-. The 

final section of this report is in essence a distillation of summaries,
 

Here the most important findin:.s are set forth with comnarisons across
 

study sites.
 

- The three major summaries are fully referenced on page l9ri. 
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Il' ODUCTIOII 

The absolute incone pao senaratinp' the rich and poor has widened 

substantially in all but a few developinr countries during the past two 

decades. In spite of emerging, national comraitments toward more broadly 

based growth, efforts to reduce inequality have been hindered by insuffi

cient knowledg.e of how to design policies which ensure broad participa

tion, how to implement then and how to measure their impact. Underlying
 

these oolicy questions is a general naucity of infornation on incomies, on 

the occunational and demamranhlc characteristics of the poor and on how 

the poor respond to and are affected 'hy alternative develoDment policies. 

Amonr the develoninR areas least is known about the size, distribu

tion and structure of personal incomes in Africa. The available informa

tion tends to be highly aggregated and has been used primarily to estimate 

national averwges and to compare administrative regions or industrial 

categories. ':oreover, coverage is almost exclusively limited to the 

modern urban sector. The present study was designed to analyze rural 

incomes in the West African countries of Sierra Leone and :1Igeria.
 

Four characteristics of the study areas imnortantly influenced the 

approach taken in this renort. First, West Africa is generally chdrac

terized by relatively low man/land ratios and as a result, landless

ness is uncommon. Since the rural poor are small farmers with typically 
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secure land tenure, rrograms of land redistribution or Job creation to
 

absorb landless workers ha'e less relevance that in the Latin American
 

or Asian settings.
 

Second, n-J.y minoT cechnical change has occurred in the agricultural
 

sectors of most West African countries. Thus there is t:rpically very
 

limited and highly localized experience on which to conduct a retro

spe-tive analysis of the impacts of technological change. n the other
 

hand, because investntnt in physical and biological research in the
 

area is now underpoing ranid exnansion, there is an urgent need to
 

identify the constraints limiting nroduction among low-income farmers
 

thereby contributing to the design of more annronriate interventions.
 

T'hird, with few exceptions, most West Afr ca: countries are
 

characterized by incomes and by institutional and infrastructural
 

development generally below levels of developing nations in 
7 atin
 

America or Asia. 
The low level around which rural incomes vary noints
 

tc the narticularly limited impact which domestic income transfers might
 

have in inproving the living standards o' the poor. Fourth, the infor

.nationbase on incomes at the rural household level in Africa is ex

tremely limited.
 

Experience in countries which have witnessed the Introduction of
 

both biochemical ai.'I meehanical technolories has shown that the pattern
 

of adoption can be affected critically by the existing distribution of
 

resources and incomes. When successful adotntion reouires increased use 

of factors which are nositivel:! relate, to current income - such as 

human or physical capital - or wiene if a- -; to m.o-r1 inputs Und to exten

sion ansiscance is influenced by institutional factors similarly related 

to income, a concentrated traditional distribution can both retard 
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adoption and contribute to greater overall inequality (Ruttan, 1977).
 

Therefore, an important assuptiot,,.upon which this research was based is
 

that If improved production systems are to be developed for the rural 

poor, then an improved understanding of the current distribution is 

essential.
 

The approach taken in this research has been first, to examine how
 

interhousehold differences in resource endowment, resource use and re

source productivity affect the distribution of personal incomes; and
 

second, to identify causal factors underlying variation in resource
 

endowment, use and nroductivity. Through an analysis of these relation

ships, household profiles at various levels of income have been con

structed, including both structural and behavioral characteristics.
 

Particular ennhasis was nlaced on illuminating the circumstances of the
 

Doorest nLral households.
 

Finally, it should be noteI that by concentrating on production and
 

incomes at the household level, the analysis has been limited generally
 

to sunniy-side factors which affect personal incomes in rural areas.
 

That is, prices and the inderlyins demand structure have been taken as
 

gviveiis. It is clear that with chany'es in the demand for rural products

either in international or donestic narkets-dynamic price relationships
 

can have a nrofound imnact on the level of distribution of rural incomes
 

over tine. With the excention nr an analysis of rural consumption
 

natterns, these factors have not been explicitly considered.
 

Organization of the Study
 

The research was organite.i into four major parts:
 

1) The structure of incnnen in Sierra Leone and in a selected
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area of northern Nigeria waL analyzea throu ,h a comparison of the levels, 

sources and distribution of income a rg rural households. Demographic 

variables were also examined to determine the effect of factors related 

to family size and composition on the incidence of low income,
 

2) Patterns of resource endowment and levels of resource use were
 

examined to determine the relationship between the employment of con

ventional factors of Droduction and incomes,
 

3) Causes of variation in factor returns were analyzed for both 

farm and nonfarm enterprises and among income strata. 
In particular, 

factors affecting the selection of enternrises an well as the effect of 

enterprise choice on household incomes were examiried to determine the 

extent to which low-income nroducers may b? constrained to activities of
 

low returns. Variation in the productivity of farming systems was also
 

analyzed to identify how circumstances neculiar to low-income households 

limit farm productivity and to derive implications for the develrnment 

of technologies which are more appropriate for the rural poor, and 

1,) 
 A range of currently available technologies in several farm
 

and nonfarm enternrises was analyzed to determine the likely impacts of
 

development policies which pursue enuitable growth through the Dromotion 

of labo -intensive modes of production. Of particular inter st in that 

anaLysis was whether Dolicies affecting choice of technique were likely 

to be effective in imDroving the incomes of rural households now in
 

poverty.
 

The !;tudy Areas and Data 

The data upon which this report is based were collected at the
 

microlevel from rural househo.! 
surveyv conducted during 1974-75 in 
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both Sierra Leone and 3igeria. 3oth surveys employed a cost-route 

technique in which seleted households we: "? regularly visited at fre

quent Intervals for a period of 1, months. The Sierra Leone survey
 

911) households selected from throughout that courtry.involved more than 

The Nigerian survey included lhO households living in Kano State in 

northern Nigeria. 

The two study areas disnlayed similarities in several important 

the family farm and practicedrespects. Prcduction was organized around 

at nearly the same scale (average 2-3 hectares) and at low levels of 

technology. Landlessness among rural households was not a problem in 

either area. Minimal, hig-hly localized mechanical and animal traction 

use was present (h nercent of sample in Sierra Leone, less than 1 per

cent in Nigeria) and no substantially improved seed varieties were avail

able. While chemical fertilizer use was greater in tie Nigrerian case 

(W) nercent of households applied fertilizer compared with only 3 per

cent in Sierra Leone), anplication rates were extremely low in both
 

regions.
 

the study areas were also generally
The institutional environments of 

similar. raditional village loadershin rLt ined dominant but without a 

stable intergenerational class structure based on income or wealth. 

!.and tenure institutions in both areas were relatively egalitarian with 

the communal assignment of usu'ructuary rights considerably more impo:-tent 

than the dirent ownership of land. Tabor markets were somewhat better 

de'eloned than land markets, a.tnougn in each case the majority of farm 

labor was still nrovided by househol! members (95 percent in Sierra
 

Leone and ,60 nercent in Nigeria). 



The ecology, degree of pressure on the land and farming systems, 

however, offered Important contrasts. The Sierra Leone case renre

sented a considerably more land-extensive, bush-fa4ow system, compared
 

with the continuous cultivation practiced in the higher density Nigerian 

area (populItion density was about 27 personsjkn2 in rural Sierra Leone 

compared with 5O/)m 2 
in toe Nigerian study area). Moreover, the Sierra
 

Leone study encompassed a range of medium and high rainfall zones
 

(2000-VOO mm per year) 
generally characteristic of the coastal areas
 

of Vest Africa, whereas the Nigerian area represented the lo, r!infall
 

regime (8,0 mm per year) 
of the semiarid savannah. Selection of crop
 

enterprises varied accordingly; rice cultivation formed tV-basis of
 

most farming systems throughout Sierra Leone, in addition to localized
 

tree crop production. 
In contrast, the subsistence crops, millet and
 

sorghum, and the cash cron, ground'uts, dominated production in
 

northern Nigeria.
 

The Levels and Sources of Rural Incomes
 

Mean per canita incomes in both cou'tries "€ere barely above a 

minimum subsistence level, $193 in Sierra Leon- and $93 in JIpgeria 

(Eponou, 197); Matlon, 1979).! / Sources of income for rural households
 

l-Fiures are dollars, 1975TJS exchange rates: Leone =1 $1.10 
and iara 1 = ti.614. Rural inccmes were computed as the annual return 
to household land, labor, and management generated by all members of the
household in all occu.tions. 
Average annual prices computed regionally

from market transactions were used to value all 
inputs and outpuits,
regardless of final disposition. Loan and gift flows were not included
in household earnins. 
Also excluded were unrealized capital gains

which arose 
from the appreciation of assets during the survey period.
 



vere also generally similar reflecting primary tependence on croppir.g
 

enterprises, but with substantial comnonents also generated in off-f-_.m
 

employYnent. Eiphty-one nercent of income in Sierra Leone was derived
 

from cronninp activities compared to 71 nercent in ieria. The latter
 

figure reflects the longer dry seuson and generally less favorable 

farminp conditions in the ligerian area. 

Amon.g t':e nonfarm actIvities, fishingi provided approximately 8 

percent of total income in Sierra Leone-followed by small-scale indus

tries at 6 percent and off-farm wage labor employment at 5 percent. 

Livestock and trading activities provided an insignificant proportion of 

rural incomes in the sample.a/ In contrast, trading, and wage labor
 

emoloyment were substantially nore important ir 3Iigeria, each providing
 

1 percent of total incomes, followed by srall-scale industries at 6 

nercent. Livestock and fishing were not siMnificant contributors to
 

incone r-xon,. the ligerian sample.-3 / 

no data showedi substantial interregional differences in both the
 

leveli and sources of income in Sierra Leone reflecting the wide 

ecological variation which characterized the country. Incomes were 

lowest and the denendence on off-farm enterprises highost in the less 

hunid northern areas. In both respect s, income profiles in ligeria were 

/!ouseholds which were eruaged in trading as a Primary occupation 
were systematically excluded from the Sierra Leone survey, thus und-r
stating the importance of this income sour-e in the rural sector. 

On!, settled farmers were included in Nigerian sample frame. 
Nomadic herders, such as the Fulani, who derive a dominant proporticn 
of their income from livestock-related activities were excluded in the 
sampling procedure. 
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most silila to those recorded in Sierra Leone's north, a reilection of 

somewhat eimilar rainfall patterns. With!n Sierra Leone, mean regional 

per capita income figures varied from Le 60 in the Northern Plateau area 

to Le 112 in the riverine grasslands. 

The composition of farming activities also showed important regional 

variation in Sierra Leone w!th tree crops (coffee, cocoa and oil palm) 

providing a substantially greater share of earnings in the relatively 

more affluent south and east (25 and 38 percent, respectively) compared 

witn the north (7 percent) where uplLnd rice and fundi dominated.
 

Fishing showed the widest regional variation reflecting localized
 

specialization derived from proximity to the coast and rivers.
 

An inportant finding of the locational aralysis was that incomes
 

withiin both Sierra Leone and Nigeria were 
significantly lower in villages 

with relatively higher Tapulation density. Returns to both land and
 

la.^ir in farming were lowest in hirh-den jity localities reflecting a 

history of more intrisive use and declining fertility.
 

Inequality in Rural Incomes
 

In spite of sibstantial income differences among regions, the degree
 

of overall rural income inequality reflected in the Sierra Leone data
 

was in fact relatively low compared with available data in most 
non-


African countries, and generally in line with estimates from other
 

African countries (Jain, 1975) *
 

Despite wide differences in mean incomes among regions, analysis
 

revealed that the greatest Droportion of rural income inequality
 

nationally was contributed by disparities at the village level.
 

Inequality at the village level, 
in fact, accounted for approximately 81
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percent of total inequality, 'onnared with only 19 percent due to inter

villae differences. Mtoreover, at higher levels or Reographic aggrega

tion, income differences anonR resource regions contributed less than 8
 

percent to overall inequality. These resilts demonstrate that, while
 

aggregate income disparities are somewhat wider over broader areas
 

(reflecting variation in soils, clinae, market and other locational 

factors) the widest disoari'les nersist within the village unit. This
 

su.iests that nolicies directed at reducing national inequality through
 

the regional reallocation of development investments will have negligible
 

impact unless causes of intravillage disparities are effectively dealt 

with as wen.
 

It was particalarly signiricant that in both countries inequality 

at the villare level was directly associated with population pressare
 

and with Lproved road aceess. Although the mechanisms producing this 

result were not entirely clear, the data suggested that an improved 

transport infrastruct.ure and a more concentrated population resulted in
 

greatcr integratlon into the market economv with consequent changes in
 

the stricture of demand. lhis in turn created increasing opportunities
 

for nonfarn and cash-cropning enternrises which could be most effectively
 

exnloited by hirher income households with ,reater investment capacity.
 

To determine h. w the various sources of income contributed to 

overall income inequality, the -.ortribution of each household sector to 

aggregate incomes was examined by stratum in both Sierra Leone and 

Nigeria. It was found that regional factors nlayed a crucial role in 

determinin, the correlation between occupational emphasis and income 

status. In the two relatively high income ard ecologically favored 

portions of Sierra Leone, the south and east, the proportion of income 
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derived from both annual aind tree crons increased directly vith income
 

(increasing from 70 to 3 percent in the south, and from 75 to 91 per

cent in the east - fiKL-es represent.the poorest third and richest 

third of the households, respectively). In contrast, in the less humid
 

north where 'P.rmlng onnortunJtJes were generally more limited, farm 

derived incomes fell 
from 82 to 73 nercent, reflectinr the shift of
 

higher income households into 
more profitable norfarm enternrises. In 

this respect, the Nigerian samnle was more simflar to the north of
 

Sierra Leone, wiLf 
 farming: income constitutinR aonroximately 77 nercent
 

of incomes in the lower three economic nuintiles and falling to '12
 

and 6i percent in the fourth and fifth quintiles, respectively.
 

Not only did the pronorcion oi 
the nonfarm incor.es change systemat

ically across strata within each region, but the types of nonfarm
 

activities changed as we!'. 
 The orly consistent pattern across both
 

Sierra Leone and in Nigeria, however, was the very strong decline in the
 

imnortance o' off-farm hired labor earninrs as 
incomes increased.
 

Otherwise the nattern' again reflected localized opportinities peculiar
 

to each region which could be most effectively exDloited by higher
 

income households. 
For example, fishing showed little correlation with
 

income in the south and east of Sierra Leone where freshwater fishing
 

required little capital input. 
 Whereas for the more profitable and more
 

capital-intensive saltwater fishing,in the north, the percent of fishing
 

incomes increased from 1 percent in the poorest third to 16 percent in
 

the richest. Smnnl-scale industry showed a positive associstion with
 

income in the south and north but the reverse in the east. Finally, no
 

patterns were evident fc' livestock or trade in Sierra Leone.
 

http:incor.es
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In the Nigerian case, only che proportion of trading income 

increased with income status (increasing from 3 percent in the poorest 

quintile to l percent in the richest). Moreover, an examination of 

the tining of cash flows !.n both crop marketing and noncrop trading 

activities shoved that trading among higher income Nigerian households 

va' made possible by the dry season reinvestLent of surpluses generated 

In agriculture. 

The net effect of nonfarm earnings on overall inetquality was 

measured by comparing inequality indexes calculated for farm incomes 

alone (earnings deri,,ed from cropping enterprises) with those calculated 

on aggregate incomes. It was found that farm incomes alone were con

sistently more concentrated than total incoes in both countries. The 

reduction in Inequality reflected a resolution of the conflicting 

effects of hired labor earnings compared uith income obtained in other 

off-farn enterprises. Off-farm wage labor provided an important supple

mentary source of income for th. poorest houoeholds in both countries, 

thereby reducing the (.,gree of both absolute and relative poverty.
 

Aron higher income households, however, off-farm activities tended 

tc viden disparities b., providing opportunities for the reinvestment of 

agricultural surpluses. Moreover, this was most clearly evident in the 

leis hunid n3rth of 3ierra Leone and in Nigeria where the cropping 

season i3 shorter and where hii-rh return, capital-intensive farming 

opportunities were generally rm.ve limited. 
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The Incidence of Absolute Poverty
 

A meaningful,appreciation of any given distribution of income 

requires combining information about relative inequality among recipients
 

with knowledge of the absolute levels of income obtained by recipients
 

In each stratum. in an effort to translate the distribution figures into
 

terms more meaningful from a welfare perspective, Doverty lines were 

defined which indicated minimum income levels at which household caloric 

requirements could be met. Three standards *jereestimated a ; varying 

levels of severity. The minimum standard was defined as that level of 

income equal to the value of an amowit of the basic food staple (rice in 

Sierra Leone and millet/sorghum in Nigeria) Just sufficient to supply
 

required calories. An intermediate Doverty line was defined as that
 

level of income at which caloric needs would be met if the household's
 

entire food budget were allocated to the food xtaple. The highest 

standard was set at that income level which would just satisfy caloric
 

needs if the food budget share of the Poorest decile were allocat.ed to 

the averagle diet in each area. 

T.e results of the analysis revealed a surprisingly high incidence
 

of Innoverishment, particularly within :;ierra Leone. 
Under the assump

tion that all income was expended on the local staple, it was found that 

37 percent of the rural nopulation could be classified as being in 

absolu.e poverty. Households located in the north were at greatest 

risk of falling into noverty, ith 46 percent of persons sampled in 

that region below the lowest poverty line. Although the Nigerian income 

data reflected a substantially lower poverty incidence (I0 percent below 

the lowest standard), substantial wc-l!"re 1'oblems for the poorest third
 

of that samn!e were neverthel-s. ,''-r. 

http:allocat.ed
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Only the Nigerian data were in a form whi-A permitted a direct 

examination of caloric intake by income strata. Tht analysis revealed 

that although on average the sample households consumed nearly 11 percent 

more calories than the minimum required level, there vas considerable
 

inequality across income strata. Among households in the first and
 

second deciles, for example, domestic food crop production fell below
 

requirements by approximately 70 percent and 50 percent, respectively.
 

Domestic food production met consumption requirements only among house

holds in the highest two deciles. These results reflect an unexpecte"ly
 

high degree of dependence on the market In meeting subsistence needs
 

among the majority of households. Moreover, after netting out sales and
 

aidinp food purchases and :rift transfers, the first and second deciles 

still experienced calorie deficits of apnroximtely 25 percent and 15 

percent. Substantial caloric surpluses in the form of retained food 

stocks were calculated only in the ninth and tenth deciles indicating 

that the bulk of grains sold to calorie-deficit families during the 

preharvest hunger period would be sIplied by high-income households. 

In short, although rural incomes were not highly concentrated in 

either case study, because of low overall levels, the income figures 

revealed a serioue degree of injoverishment among the poorest 20 to 40 

nerccnt of the rura! nopulation. 

:.abor 'figration and the '/ational Income Distribution
 

kecause migration offers a means for poor rural households to earn
 

higher incomes in oth.r rural or urban areas, it can serve as an income
 

equilibrating mechanism bet-ween sectors and regions. 
On the other hand, 

since migra tion is closely associated with i'lows of both human and 
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financial capital, less certain secondary impacts on inequality may also
 

occur. 
Data derived from a special survey of hligrants in Sierra Leone
 

were examined in an effort to determine some of the implications of
 

migration on income disparities within rural areas and on the distribu

tion of income between rural and urban areas (Byerlee et 19l., 1976).
 

Examining rural-rural migration first, the data showed that flows
 

tended to follow wage-rate differentials far more closely than interre

,Tional differences in income per capita. That is, migrants tended to
 

minrate out of rural areas where wares were low into rural areas with 

significantly higher wages, while no consistent pattern was 
evident
 

regarding mean income differentials between orig;in and destination
 

regions. 
In large part this arose because average regional incomes hid
 

substantial distributional differences. For example, although the major
 

out-migration area and the mrajor in-migration area had similar average
 

incomes, they were characterized by the most unequal distributions in
 

the country.
 

The net effect of rural-rural migration on ar.regate rural inequality
 

was not clear. 4owever, it was unlikely that rural 
income disparities
 

had been significantly reduced as a result of labor movements. 
For example,
 

the data showed that the age, sex and educational characteristics of
 

migrants between rural areas were generally similar to those of the rural
 

population as a whole. That is, no comnositional differences were
 

observed which would tend to chan.e the mean income or distribution of
 

incorie within either destination or origin areas. Although migration
 

between rural areas was highly resnonsive to wage differentials,- and as
 

'/The elasticities of rural-rural migration were -2.7 and 2.5 with
 
respect to mean orivin area vages and to destination area wages,
 
respectlvely.
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such may have tended to reduce interregional income variation among
 

hired laborers, due to the relatively modest participation of rural 

households in labor markets, the impact on more general income differ

ences between regions was probably quite small. 

The data on rural-urban migration pointe' to two distinct migrant
 

streams: 
 those migrants who were lariely uneducated leaving for reasons
 

of poverty, and those who had received some education and were seeking
 

urban Jobs to reap the returns from this education. Ruml-urban flows of
 

uneducated migrants were found 
-o follow wage rate differentials, more
 

closely reflecting close linkage between rural and urban .- formal labor
 

marketii. Wage rates in tl'e small-scale urban sector, for example, were
 

not much higher than in the highest ware rural region. The effect of
 

"wnge differentials on movements of educated rural-urban migrants was
 

less clear. 
In oreneral, bectuse of more linited ODportunitieq for educat

ed laborers in rural areas, wage rates in destination areas were con

siderabl,.
more important than origin wages in determining the direction
 

of novcn.ent as compared with uneducated migrants.
 

Finally, the impact of rural-urban migration on the nati ;nal income
 

distribution was also best seen by separating the individual effects of
 

these two migrant streams. Uneducated migrants tended to originate in
 

households with incomes generally below those of nonmigrants. A fev who
 

ware unemployed in urban areas did experience hardship but a substantial
 

number migrated back to rural 
areas when they were unsuccessful in
 

finding urban employment. 'Tnuw, it was likely that this stream probably 

reduced rural income disparities and disparities between rural and urban
 

areas, while substantially incree.sng inequality within urban areas.
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Tie second stream of migrants, tltose with education, had quite 

different characteristics. This group tended to originate in higher in

come rural households and regions and to migrate more successfully to
 

urban areas with very little return migration. In this sense, they re

flected an important outflow of human capital from the rural sector.
 

While there was generally a neriod occupied by Job search, support from
 

urban friends and relatives reduced the hardshiD. Furthermore, the
 

average urban earnings of educated migrants was over twice the earnings
 

opportunities in rural areas. Although some of their earnings were 

remitted to rural areas, the magnitude of these flows- only about 5 per

cent on average of urban earnings-5 / - was generally too small importo 

tantly affect rural incomes. This tYpe Gf migration, then, also tended 

tc reduce dlsparities within the rural sector, while contributing to a
 

widened gan between rural and urban areas. 

Causes of Income Variation
 

A ramge of income determinants was examined in an effort to identify 

the key factors causing the incidence of low rural incomes. No single
 

factor alone explained the major part of income variation. Rather, a
 

set of interdependent factors-including the demorrarihic composition of
 

the household, land use, levels of employment, enterprise selection,
 

factor productivity and location-affected the income status of particu

lar households. In short, the analysis showed that even the poorest
 

households could not be accurately represented by a single farm type.
 

2/Net remittance averaged Ie 1.20 per month for all employed 
mirants. 
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Household Size and Cycle 

It was hypothesized that in a rurul economy characterized by a high 

ratio of arable land to population and by traditional hand-tool produc

tion techniques, the size and composition of the hcusehold would impor

tantly affect the income levei cf household members. Within a land surplus 

environment, farmed area and hence gross farm income is likely to be closely 

determined by the number of household workers. It follows that income 

per consumer may be importantly determined by the ratio of workers to 

consumers; that is, by the household dependency ratio. 

A number of writers have surgested that these relationships are 

systematically interrelated with the demographic life cycle of family 

formation, growth and decline (Chayanov, 1966; Rodgers, 1978). If most 

households pass through such stages, then valid normative judgements 

regarding the personal distribution of income and the design of pre

scriptive measures to affe-t that distribution must take into account 

the contribution of such factors to current income disparities (Kuznets, 

l)76). 

'he available data allowed a partial test of the life-cycle 

hypothesis. The analysis showed that in both Sierra Leone and Nigeria 

increased family size was significantly associated with declining per 

capita incomes. The data further suggested that this was largely the 

result of an increasing dependency ratio associated with household 

growth. While cultivated land ner consumer declined among larger house

holds, this was due primarily to the smallar proportion of workers in 

larger households. This was reflected in the fact that the ratio of
 

land per worker remained nearly constant across household sizes. In
 



short, systematic changes in family comnosition, and not in access to
 

land, was the underlying factor cont.ributing to the lower incomes of 

larger households. Furthermore, it is in!ortant to note that these
 

patterns were strongest in the Sierra 1.eone situation characterized by 

lover man/land ratios and less use of hired labor. This suggests that 

family structure may be of declining importance as a determinant of 

income in regions of greater ponulation pressure where participation in 

off-farm labor markets is greater.
 

A detailed analysis of the Nigerian data also showed that the
 

strengvth and timing of a life-cycle income pattern were imnortantly
 

affected by the household's organizational structure (nuclear or 

extended). 
Among nuclear units, the highest incomes were realized by
 

smaller families in relatively early stages of development. As nuclear
 

units expanded, a consistent decline in income occurred with a particu

larly sharp reduction for large units with heads 50 years or older. -

Tae decline in incomes for extender] families occurred later with respect 

to the age of the head, with the most rapid decline occurring in units 

characterized by an extremely unfavorable denendency burden and headed 

by persons aged 60 or greater.
 

Three sets of households were significantly overrepresented among 

the poorest 30 percent of households in the Nigerian study: (1) families 

headed by persons aged 60 years or preater, (2) those headed by persons 

-1An exception was families with heads less than :1h years of age

for whom incomes were low in spite of favorable family composition and
 
land availability. This group was probably characterized by lack of
 
capital and inexnerience resultiri in poorer management skills.
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less than 25 years d, and (3) nuclear households characterized by
 

greater than average size. As a group, these three types comprised only
 

18 percent of the sample, but involved 47 percent of all households
 

included in the poorest three deciles.
 

Although the ntaber of exceptions to these patterns show that life

cycle factors accounted for only part of overall inequaiity, these 

results have three important implications. First, they indicate that a 

proportion of poverty among traditional small farmers in land-surplus 

areas may be associated with factors inLzrnal to the family. Only
 

income transfers or production interventions which reduce labor require

ments would be effective in alleviating this type of poverty. Second,
 

since households currently in poverty due to demographic factors repre

sent stages through which most families pass in the course of normal 

development, if a longer-term income concept we:-e applied, it is likely 

that income distribution would appear to be less inequitable than that 

observed. And third, with evidence of the declining popularity of ex

tended family units in West Africa in general, these results imply a 

tendency toward greater risk of impoverishment among the elderly. 

Land Use 

Many rural income studies conducted in developing countries have 

found that access to land is the single most important determinant of 

incomes. Indeed, in the absence of income data, size of land holding is 

commonly employed as a proxy variable to stratify households into income 

or welfare class. but while the land proxy may have considerable intui

tive appeal in a land-shcrt environment, or where land tenure institutions 
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result in restricted acces to land, its relevance to the more land
 

abundant environment of West Africa was challenged by the results of
 

this study.
 

Analysis of land use and income patterns in both Sierra Leone and
 

igeria showed that while there was a 
 'endency for higher income house

holds to, farm larger areas ner capita, the relationship was not strong. 

An examination of regicnal coefficients revealed that the strenf*th of 

the correlation between income and land uras hie.her in areas of greater
 

population pressure.
 

The weakness 
 of using a land Proxy alone as a means of identifying 

poverty households was demonstrate(l by exanining the incomes of house

holds included in the smalle::t lan,! classes. AZmong the national sample 

in Sierr Leone, for exarnle, anproximatel!? 30 percent of the households 

included in the hi:hest decile farnerl lanq oldings amounting to less 

than .1 hectare per capita, and nearly 2; percent of these richest house

holds armed less than .. ) hectare .er ca-.ita. In comparison, withfn the 

overall sa.-ne, approximately ,) -Percent of households cultivated less 

than .4 hectare per canita, and .'4 :erre,', fared less than .2 hectare 

per capita. The most striking results were evident in the north and 

south where 3' nercent and 1 iercent of %he tenth decile !'arrers were 

in the lowest land strata, respectively. 3oth proportions were compara

ble to the regional distribu,.icns.
 

An important factor ',.derly!nr, these results was income earned in 

nonfarm enterprises and its generally inverse relationship with land.
 

For example, anrong the PO nerce:,t of the tenth decile households who farmed 

less than .2 hectare ner capita, nearly 7) percent of income was earned in 

nonfarm occupations. Similar resu!lws were reelected in the Nigerian dat&. 
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Finally, an analysis of land tenure relationships in Sierra Leone 

revealed only the beginnings of a land market. Moreover, no mechanisms 

'ere apparent which would have operated to the systeme.tic disadvantage of 

smaller or lower income farmers. in contrast, the market for land was 

substantially more develoned in northern Nligeria and some potentially
 

discriminating mechanisms were observed. In particular, the practice
 

of pleoaging land as collateral for loans did suggest a neans y which 

land could be systematically transferred from low to high income house

holds over time. 

In short, the available evidence did not suggest that limited land
 

use alone explained a substantial propotion of either income variation
 

or the incidence of low incones. While the correlation between land use
 

and income was highest in areas characterized by greater population
 

nressure, even in those areas the continued availability of land through
 

traditional communal land tenure systems combined with access to nonfarm
 

emnloyment reduced the income effect of the land constraint. !1owever, 

a comparison of the Sierra Leone and :ligeria results as well as patterns
 

within Sierra Leone, surgested that with increasing population pressure
 

and further comnercialization of the land market, access to land may
 

well become an increasingly important determinant of income and a possi

ble source of increased inequality. 

Labor Use
 

F mplo.yment in botY countries followed distinctly seasonal patterns 

reflecting the annual distribution of rainfall. An iual employment levels 

for all activities were substantially higher in Sierra Leone (1,500 

hours Der adult male) tha! in 'lige-ria (700 hours). This difference 
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was due to two factors. First, tne cropping season extends for roughly 

170 days in Sierra Leone compared to mnly 120 days in Nigeria. Second, 

the bush-fallow, rice-cultivation system practiced in Sierra Leone re

quires considerably more labor per unit of laud than does the continuous 

cultivation of sorghum, millet and irou.'nuts practiced in :ligeria. 

An analysis of labor profiles in Sicrr, :,cone revealed that hours, 

of recorded labor were hihest amonir both nen and women in the dxri'r 

and poorer north, and lowest in the more vriid t nst. This reflects the 

substantiallv hitcher levels of far- liahnr which occurred in the north 

during the June to August labor bottlcnec?' ,oriod. '"he iata also showed 

that non agricultural employnent was relatively ani absolutel.t sore 

important in the south for both men and women, bit 3,owed the widest 

seasonal variation in the north. Fin:iliy, hired labor emnloyment was 

least important in the east where it :crovided less than 5 percent of 

total emplo:.'.ent for males, conpar,. *ith a,)nroxim;itely 13 percent in 

both the north and south. 

In view of these structural differences in employment amozg regions, 

it was not surnrisinp that few consistent patterns emerged when exam

ining labor nroflles across regional income strata. For exxrDle, while
 

the loWest levels of annual employment cccurred among, Door males in the 

north and south with the g reatest hour; recorded for ri.h income males 

in those recions, in tL eart, c"nloymennt levels were in fact lowest 

for high income males and highes. for males in middle income households. 

The changini, composi tinn of emnlovmnent across income strata also re

flected patterns peculiar to each r,:;inn. Althouh hours of hired labor 
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shoved the expected though weak inverse relationship with income stax s 

in the poorer north and in the east, a direct relationship was evident 

in the south. 

Similar analysis of labor data in Nigeria revealed that employment 

levels were highest among middle income males. A particularly important 

finding was that when only labor on own fields was considered, low income 

farmers worked the least hours, less than 73 hourn per month even during 

the months of peak farm activities. 

As in Sierra Leone, the causes of low on-farm employment among the
 

poorest households were nct clear but probably reflected the combined
 

effects of three factors. Fir ,. the calorie shortage experienced by the 

poorest households may have importantly limited the potential energy out

put of low-income workers, particularly during the limnediate pre harvest 

period which coincides with peak labor demand. Second, although poor 

farmers expended the least hours per unit area, declining returns to
 

labor set in at an earlier point in their farm production functions.
 

And third, in order to generate an immediate cash inflow, low-income 

males allocated a substantial proportion of their labor time to off-farm
 

activities. For example, on an annual basis low-income males in the 

Nigeria study spent 31; timepercent of their total work in off-farm 

activities, compared to only i) percent mmong males in each higher 

Income stratum. And during the peak farming months when their cash and 

food reserves were at a minimum, low-income males allocated 22 percent of 

their work time off the farm. This compared to less than 5 percent 

among adult males in hifther income households.
 



In view of the low overall e.-nloyment levels, it might be ergued 

that labor tine as such was not a significant constraint limiting in

comes among noor farmers, narticlOar.y in :Iigeria. However, since time 

engaged in job search activities and in travei to and from off-farm 

ennloyment were not accounted for in either survey, if such activities 

were substantially time consuiinr: the !ivailable labor time for low

income workers may have '-een considerably leuis than was imnlied in these 

figures. Purthermore, the comnetiLion between farm and off-farm work 

consisted not only of restriction; on the total hou!:; available for own 

farm wo.k, but also when such work cou!l I'e done. '2,3 secure rerpular 

wage emnloyvment it was necessar" thit ia ,,rers e av,1ilable when re

quested, thus interrupting or nostnoni" onerationn )n their fields.own 

The effect that work discontinuity m ,ahave 'tad on tne farming produc

tivity of lower income households ,ei.arel to :e considerable. 

Can!tal Ilse 

Typich! of much of *Jest Africa, the farminr systems observed in 

both Sierra Leone and :llreria r'enerally enbo,iel traditional hand-tool 

technologies. As result nverar,! cnnit;l,a use levels were extreuely 

low. With the excettion of a 'nall nuber o:' m,:chanized farmers in the 

3olilands (- observation;) an.i :iverine VTa,sands (1h) in 7ierra Leone, 

the use of ca)rital equirmrnut to :;uhsti-ute for labor in farninr, was 

extremely Linited. 'Thesto&'- V'LPI, of "t. tools ner household averared 

aonroximatelv Le 01 for aill 'ierr - 'wone, "arners, renresentinr, an average 

annualized cost of less Than %,-. :"o ''k value of farm tools in 

Niperta was even lower at about 'r)enresentinr an annualized cost of 

less than 1 2. 
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An analysis of capital costs across income strata shoved that
 

although higher income households held somewhat greater stocks of farm 

eqiuipment, the association with income status was not strong. Moreover,
 

because most households were hand-tool cultivators, the relatively
 

minor variation largely reflected differences in the size of inventories
 

and age of tools rather than in the types of capital emnloyed. Variable
 

farm costs showed a weak nositive correlation with income status in
 

Sierra Leone whereas a considerably stronger relationship was evident
 

in ligeria, reflectiro greater labor hiring among higher income house

holds. Finally, the data also revealed that the use of both fixed and
 

onerating eRnltal in nonfarm enterprises was substantially greater among
 

higher income households in the north of Sierra Leone and in Nigeria.
 

.n :ireria this represented narticination in highly profitable dry

season -radin activities, wherpas in Leone these generallyi Sierra 

reflected exnenses incurred in saltwater fishing. The observed varia

tion in capital use writh incor.ne statun reflected primarily the effect 

of two factors-diffurences among income strata in enterprise selection, 

and in scale of ooerations- both of which were influenced in part by 

access to capital. Althouph it is not nosslble to infer from an examina

tion of use levels alone whethe~r catnital shortage posed an important 

constraint to incomes, the data do suggest tha capital availability may 

have been nost closely related to hiahtr incomes throm7h investment in 

nonfarm enternrises rather than in farming. 'foreover? this was most
 

evident in Nieria, an area where greater nonulation density, lower rain

fall and a more extended 'iry sea.;on created more limited farming 

opportunities. 

http:incor.ne
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Rural Farm and :onfar Production Systems 

Ente-arise Combinations
 

Rurp-. households in both Sierra Leone and Nigeria generally engaged
 

in a wide range of farm and nonfarn enterprises. This represented a
 

diversification strategy to mlnimize the risk of crop failure, a means to
 

spread the demand for labor ry)re evenly throujzhout the year, as well as
 

an attempt to vary the domestically produced diet. )epending on the 
cost 

and ret.zns characteristics of individual enterprises, the mix of
 

enterprises could importantly influence agg'regate household incomes. 

Enterprise combinations were analyzed to test two hypotheses
 

central to an understanding of incxie distribution (Franzel, 1979). 

First, in view of the wide .nterrerionai income disparities observed in 

"ierra Leone, conditions in the less hwmil and ..oorer north from restricted 

households were tested in orler to Uxa.7'k a di;tInct set o:, low returns
 

enterprises. A second hy.yol.!esi, 17 :;nei on tIe precedinp results
 

which shcwed that capita', use t,'ie! %c Ie -)sitIvelv related to the 

household's -ncome status. 'h-:s.:,tese,! whether or not higher income 

households engagedin more :aoial intensive enterrnrises which renerated 

higher returns to lttbor therel:.. ont.ribitini, to existinr disparities. 

The effect of eater:.rise "'hoice ir. ,x:l)ainin- income !isnarities 

among refions and Income :;trat as "'crnally tested by means of expected

returns analysis. Throu,,h th-l an'moac: it was possible to identify 

variation in factor returns amonr ho',seo'olIs based solely on the choice 

of enternrise while zontrol ingt for Interhousehold nroductivit differ

ences within each ente nrise. i{igvhly sirni:'icant variation in expected 

returns to labor was found among rugion:; when considerinr farm enterprises 
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alone with returns highest in the south and lowest in the north. These 

results indicated that ecological conditions significantly affected
 

aggregate nrofitability through the tynes of crops grown thereby ex

plaining,in part the lower incones of northern households.
 

A similar analysis conducted to determine the effect of enterprise
 

selction on factor returns across income strata revealed no significant
 

variation -mong cronnin, enterprises. !owever, w.th the adJition of
 

nonfarm activities, analysis showed that !ower income households tended
 

to pursue a sinificantly less nrofitable enterprise mix than middle and 

high incone hoiseholds. The margin in expected returns to labor be

tveen low and high Income households was narticularly wide, 53 percent,
 

wi n the addition of nonfarm enterprises. 

The enterprise mix of the noorest rural households in Sierra Leone,
 

those included in the first decile, ws particularly interesting. Five 

activities rankin, lowest amon. 17 enternrises in returns to labor

unland rico, flindi %rdigitaria exilis), groundnuts, an onion-pepper-tomato 

mixture, r.! hnire wagre labor--,)rovided 61 nercent of the income of the 

Doorest ho-ise.olds. This connared with 41 percent for the overall 

sample and only 2n percent auonr households in the highest decile. 

"early i-lentical results were obtained in a similtr analysis of the 

Nigerian data ('!atlon, 1.07). Although no significant differences were 

observed with respect t) factor returns implicit in the crop mixes 

anong incone strata, returns to labor in off-farm enterprise mixes 

showel a high nositive correlation with income status. 

Tn an effort to deternin' factrrs associated iith enterprise
 

selection, and in particular to exla.n differences in enterprise mix
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imong income strata, relative factor requirements were examined. It 

was found that farm and. ionfarm enterprises associated with high capital/ 

labor rutios also tended to realize higher returns to labor. The rela

tionship between capital use and enterprise emphasis among income strata, 

however, was less clear. Applying a procedure analogous to the expected 

returns analysis, no significant variation was observed in either the 

fixed or variable costs per hour implied in the crop msixes of various
 

income strata in Sierra Leone. 
Since this was true both nationally and
 

within each region, it was concluded that capital was probably not an
 

important factor inflitencing the observed selection of generally tradi

tional farm enterprises. With the addition of nonfarm enterprises,
 

however, ,astrong and highly significant positive relationship was found 

between the value of ca')ital stocks and annual user costs per labor hour 

and income status. There results suggest that the magnitude of initial 

fixed capital costs posed an effeec.ive entry barrier preventing lover 

income households from engaging in high return nonfarm activities.
 

An analysis of the :Iigerian data shoved similar results regarding
 

nonfarm enterprises with the exception that variable costs in the form
 

of cash expenditures appeared to be the more excluding factor than
 

fixed costs. 
Variable costs also tended to influence the selection of
 

crop enterprises in the Nfigerian case. 
 Indeed a peculiar relationshi, 

between factor returns and variable cost requirements for cash crops and 

food crops created a situation in which the lowest income households 

gave disproportionate emphasis to groundnut production at the expense of 

the food staples, millet and sorghum. By diverting their land and labor 

from the food staples, which were characterized by low variable costs 
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but also low returns, to groundnut, a high return cash crop requiring 

relatively low variable costs, lower income households were able to 

nurchase a greater arount of' calories in the market than they could have 

produced on their own land. However, this strategy, imposed on the 

poor-st h aiseholds by economic necessity, also placed them in a clear 

position of dependence on higher income suwplus grain producers in 

meeting their subsistence requirements. 

Productivity Variation Among Income Strata
 

Having detenined that lower incom~e households tended to emphasize
 

less profitable enterprise combinations, due in part to .apital linita

tions, the next step Was to examine productivity variation within enter

prises. Although only limited technical change has occurred in rural
 

Sierra Leone and northern Nigeria, an important degree of productivity 

variation was observed within the traditional farming systems, variation 

which was a function of both ecological and management factors. 

The Sierra Leone and Nigerian data sets differed significantly in 

the extent to which they could be used to explain productivity variation 

for specific enterprises. While the Sierra Leone farm survey captured 

a wide range of el-ological conditions, that survey did not attempt to 

identify differences in cultural practices. In contrast, more detailed
 

information on management practices was obtained in the Nir-erian survey
 

within a single, generally horogeneous ecological zone.
 

Rice Production in Sierra Leone
 

Only two enterprises in Sierra Leone, upland rice and inland swamp 

rice, had a sufficient number of observations to permit farm budget 

analysis by regional income strata. In terms of land use, these were 
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the two most important crop enterprises representing approximately 62 

percent and 6 percent of total farmed area, respectively. 

Exmining costs and returns to upland rice, two importan. patterns 

vere observed. First, yields were consistently lovest on the fields of 

the poorest households and highest on those of the richest households. 

For example, in the north where income inequality was highest, average
 

yields for third tercile farmers were more than 140 percent greater than 

yields of first tercile farmers (1,192 vs. 489 kg/ha); in the South 

this margin was 70 percent (979 vs. 581 kg/ha); and in the east it was 

30 percent '1,029 vs. 773 kg/ha). But second, data on production costs 

failed to explain these production differentials. The intensity of 

land use, as reflected in both labor inputs and in variable costs per 

hectare, did not vary consistently among income strata. As a result,
 

differences in returns to household labor and management among income
 

strata were substantial. Thus again comparing extreme terciles, returns 

per hour of family labor varied in the north between 3.0 and 10.7 cents 

per hour; in the south these figures i-ere 2.5 and 13.0 cents per hour; 

and in the east 7.9 and 15.5 cents per hour.
 

The budget analysis of inland swamp rice production revealed even
 

more interesting results. As with upland rice, substantial yield differ

entials among income strata were again evident, with yields consistently 

lowest on the fields of the poorest households. But in contrast to 

upland rice, most indicators of land use intensity were in fact highest 

among the poorest Droducers. Thus in the north, farmers in the poorest 

tercile expended on average 2,630 hours per hectare compared to 1,640 

hours among the richest tercile; in the south these figures were 1,730 
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and 1,0f) hours, respectively; and in the east, 2940 and 1,710 hours. 

"' silarly, although fertilizer use van observed only in the north, use 

rates showed an unexpected strong inverse correlation with income. As 

a consequence, returns to all factors reflected consistently wide 

differentials between low and high income households. 

In short, the budget analyses suggested that differences in intensity 

of factor use and in product.ion technology did not explain the observed
 

returns patterns across income strata. Further analysis permitted a 

partial test of the effe, .t of spil j-2±ty variation associated with 

location. Although labor/land ratios were generally low throughout most
 

of Sierra Leone, with recent populatio.- growth, pockets of high popula

tion density have begun to emerge. It would be expected that as popula

tion pressure increases, fallow periods would decrease. In the absence 

of significant fertilization, this would lead to a decline in boil
 

fertility and productivity. 

To test this relationship, sample households were divided into two
 

groups on the basis of location in either high density (greater than 40
 

persons/km 2 ) or low density (less than 40) enumeration areas. As 

expected returns to both land and labor in upland rice pruduction were 

substantially lower in high density areas, with the widest differences
 

recorded in the north. Within that region returns to land in high
 

density villages were less than 30 percent of levels achieved in low 

density areas, and returns to family labor were only 50 percent of those 

in low density areas. The causes if these productivity differences, 

however, were not clear. Although when comparisons were made nationally 

and in the south, fallow periods tended to be shorter in high density 

villages, the .mgnitudes of the differences were not significant. 
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Moreove, in the north where productivity differentials were widest, 

contrary and significant fallowing differentials were observed. What 

the data my have reflected wvre differentials in land use intensity 

which occurred during periods previous to the years covered in the scope 

of the survey. If this is correct, it points to a chronic future decline 

in both farm productivity and incomes as rural populations continue to
 

grow (given existing technologies).
 

Farm Production System in Nigeria 

Farm budget analysis for Nigerian farmers showed results similar to 

the Sierra Leone findingc. Each neasure of productivity- the value of 

output per hectare gross margins per hectare, and returns to household, 

labor, management, and capital- indicated a strong direct relationship
 

between productivity and household income sta :us, fHowever, in contrast 

to the Sierra Leone results, higher income households tended to farm 

their fields more intensively with respect to both fertilizer and Labor. 

Although fertilizer use was generally low overall, high income farmers, 

on average, applied 27 percent more fertilizer per hectare than low 

income households. They also used 21 percent more labor, primarily 

through hired workers. In comparison, the differential in value of 

production per hectare between extreme income classes was 49 percent. 

These relative differences indicate that unless there existed 

increasing returns to fertilizer and labor, variation in the use of 

conventional inputs ainne did not e:.plain the substantial production 

gradient. Production function analysis was conducted to examine the 

contribution of each factor to output variation. To determine whether 



production relationships differed structurally among income strata, 

separate Cobb-Douglas functions were fitted to data from each class.ef 

Two results of the production function analysis were perticularly 

impoA:tant. First, whereas factor ?VPs for both land and labor generally 

increased with income status, fertilizer shoved the opposite relationship. 

This iLaplies that a fertilizer program which concentrated distribution to 

lower income households would satisfy both equity and output objectives. 

Second, in spite of the fact that higher income households used substan

tially more labor per hectare, the estimated MVP to labor on fertilized 

fieldc also increased with income status. Since each equation exhibited 

diminishing returns to labor, this implicd that structural differences 

distinguished the production relationships of the three income classes.
 

A Chow test for structural differences in the production functions 

of the various income strata found that the null hypothesis of structural 

similarity across income classes could be rejected at the two percent 

level of significance. These results mean that there were fundamental 

differences among income strata either in the quality of factors applied
 

or in the techniques of production which were not adequately captured
 

through conventional production function analysis. The possible nature
 

of these structural differences was further examined by means of techni

cal efficiency analysis.
 

-/Constant elasticity of substitution production functions were also
 
fit, but reduced goodness of fit conpared to the Cobb-Douglas results.
 
!4oreover, in all cases the elasticities of substitution estimated from
 
the CES functions were found to be riot significantly differe.nt from unity.
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Technical Efficiency in '.-"-gerian Grain Produt-on 

Technical efficiency differentials zan be defiz7, as the variation 

in output across a set of firms using the same combination of inputs 

Which is wrt caused by differences in technology or by random disturbances. 

These differentials can be depicted either as neutral displacement about 

an aver=e production function (Mundlak, 1961) or by deviations from the 

most efficient envelope isoquant in factor space (Farrell, 1957; Timmer, 

1970; Shapiro, 1977). 

The approach taken in this study was to compare the relative 

deviation of field output values about their expected values as esti

mated by coefficients from an averageroduction funccion (Matlon and 

Newman, 1979). The procedure was in three steps. First, a Cobb-Douglas 

production function was fit to a subset of upland fields characterized
 

by a similar mixture of millet and sorghum. Second, using the estimated
 

coefficients of that expected production values
regression, were calcu

lated for each field as a function of the levels of labor, land and 

fertilizer actually employed. 
Third, a technical efficiency index was
 

c&lculated for each field representing the percent by which actual pro

duction deviated from the average level that would be expected given the 

levels of conventional inputs actually applied. 
The next phase of the 

znr ysis was directed by explaining technical efficiency as a function 

of several sets of factors both internal and external to the household. 

An econometric analysis showed that 16 variables represer'.ing
 

factor quality and management practices explained two-thirds of the varia

tion in technical efficiency on these millet and sorghum fields. After
 

controlling for all other factors, productivity was significantly lover 

where population density was greatest, a result consistent with the 



Sierra Leone findings. Similarly, productivity was lower on fields held 

temporarily by the household through rental or pledging arrangements, 

reflefting lover levels of previous fertilizer application. Among the 

management variables dxamined, output was significantly reduced by delays 

in the mean planting date and in the mean date of first weeding.
 

Finally, output was significantly increased by labor allocated to late 

season weeding and by intercropping.
 

Examining the distribution of these factors among income strLta, it
 

was found that a disproportionate number of the poorest hcuseholds inclu

ded in the efficiency analysis were located in the high density village
 

and farmed rented fields. This indicates that lower income farmers mav
 

have been faming soils of lover current nutrient status. However, an
 

inportant finding was that, with the exception of the degree of inter

cropping, poorer households followed nanagement practices shown to reduce 

output-they planted later, delayed their f.irst weeding and weeded less
 

intensively late in the season.
 

Althouwh it is plausible that each practice reflected poor mana~iement 

thereby explaining in part the low-income status of the poorest households, 

an alternative explanation was equally comp..!ling-that poor households 

were consw.rai.ed by low food and cash reserves and bhus acted in part
 

out of econoutc necessity. For example, lower income households short
 

of both cash and seed would be expected to plant somewhat .tter to ensure 

the arrival of the rains thereby avoiding the risk of low germination 

and replanting. The liquidity nosition of the poor farmer also offers a 

possible rationale for suboptina] weeding. An analysis of cash flow 

patterns showed that lower income houss olds experienced an acute cash 
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shortage during the months Imediately preceding harvest. As a result, 

they were under considerable pressure to generate an inflow of cash in 

order to purchase rrain during the weeding period (Matlon, 1978). The 

cash required t- make these purchases was obtained primarily through 

off-farm labor. An examinstion of weekly labor profiles tor that period 

suggested that the time allocated to off-farm employment by poor farmers 

my have competed with operations on their own fields. 

Finally, the low liquidity position of the poorest households not 

only affected the labor allocation of their own members, but also their 

ability to obtain hired labor for timely execution of key tasks. Low

income households were at a clear disadvantage in obtaining hired labor
 

for late weeding, enloying 56 percent of the level of hired labor per
 

hectare as mlddle-income households, and only 17 percent of the level of
 

high-income households. 

In swmmry, what emerged was a set of poverty-trap relationships 

through which factors caused by low incomes may have importantly con

strained the management options of households already in poverty thus 

reducing their farm productivity. These results demonstrate that the 

level of 1,erson~l Income may affect the small farmer's ability to modify 

current farming systems inmore pervasive ways than generally thought. 

In particular, income may directly affect the amount of farm labor 

available at key points in the cropping cycle as well as the willingness
 

and ability to perform cperations at optimal times. The implications of 

these findings for the developnent of appropriate technology are oritical. 

For example, within the present Nigerian environment, improved technolo

gies which require early planting, timely execution of key operations or
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substantially increased labor during the immediate preharvest period 

would be. expected to achieve lover increments to yields as well as lover 

rates of adoption among poorer households. 

Choice of Tec.hnique and Income Distribution 

Beccuse technical change in the rural sectors of both Sierra Leone 

and Nigeria has been limited, the preceding analysis concentrated on
 

generally traditional production systems which currently are in "'ide

spread use. Through an eyamination of supplemental firm data describing 

both modern and trmditional production systems in several rural sectors 

of Sierra Leone, the analysis was broadened in an effcrt to determine
 

the most likely distributional effects of government policies which
 

influence the choice of production technique (Byerlee, et. al., 1979).
 

The analysis included the following sectors: agriculture, agricultural 

processing, fishing and manufacturing. 

In particular, a streegy which is comnonly suggested as a means of 

reducing income disparities is the promotion of labor-intensive modes of 

production through pricinr policies in factor and product markets. 

Within the Sierra Leone context, three issues were examined which are 

basic to this strategy: (1)whether a range of alternative techniques
 

in fact existed through which pricing policies could affect factor
 

demand, (2)whether the evidence on choice of technique in Sierra Leone 

implied a necessary conflict betveen the national objectives of employ

ment generation and output, (3)whether there exists adequate consumer
 

demand for products of labor intensive sectors- and especially whether 

such demand is elastic tc changes in income, and (4) whether policies in

fluencing choice of technique toward more labor-intensive processes would 

be likely to improve the tnccr-es r- rurP.i households now in poverty. 



fhe data rever-led a wide range of technologies within each sector 

vith substantial variation in capital-labor ratios and in production 

scale. An important finding in that analysis was that in each of the main 

economic sectors, small-scale and more labor-intensive processes were 

consistently associated with higher output-capital ratios; that is,they
 

vere more efficient users of capital. These results suggest that it is 

possible both to promote employment and to maximize output through the 

efficient use of capital using labor-intensive production techniques. 

Factor Market Distortions 

In an effort to identify prevailing factor price differentials 

between the small.- and large-scale sectors of the economy, further 

analysis examined orice relatiohships in capital and labor markets in 

Sierra Leone as wel. as distortions stemming from the existing tariff 

structure. The data revealed major dichotcmies. Large-scale firms 

were favored in capital markets as a result of privileged access to 

formal credit sources which extended low cost, highly subsidized loans. 

In contrast, small-scale firms generally depended on their own finances, 

on loans from relatives and friends ard on loans extended by traders 

on purcha3es, generally at interest rates several times higher than those 

charged in the formal market. 

There was also systematic variation in wage rates for unskilled 

labor in Sierra Leone. For example, the wage rate for urban unskilled 

labor in large-scale firms was nearly double that in small-scale firms. 

Finally, under the import tariff structure which prevailed during 

1974-75, small-scale firms paid substantially higher tariffs on imported 

inputs than did large-scale firms while receiving considerably less pro

tection against competinp imports.
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The sensitivity of choice of technique to such market distortions 

was tested through a combination of linear programming and budget analysis. 

Within the agricultural sector, the profitabilitf of tractor cultivation 

was found to be highly sensitive to the subsidy rate for tractor services 

(Spencer and Byerlet:, 1977). For example, under factor prices represent

ing an 85 percent subsidy for tractor services, mechanical cultivation 

reduced production costs by 10 percent when compared to hand cultivation. 

However, with the removal of these subsidies, the cost of production 

using mechanical cultivation was more than double that of hand cultiva

tion. This was reflected in the optimization analysis by a switch from 

mechanical to hand cultivation when factor prices were changea to reflect 

the real cost of capital. Moreover, labor use was almost doubled when 

opportunity cost prices were used. 

A linear progrnmming approach was also used to analyze the choice 

of technique among rice processing fims in Sierra Leone (Spencer, 

et. al., 1976). The resuIts indicated that if existing policies were 

continued-low cost of capital to large mills, overvalued foreign 

exchange and high rice prices-efficiency in the rice processing sector 

would dictate that all hand pounding should be eliminated in favor of 

small and large mills. The employment effect of this transition would 

be substantial, with over 4O,000 full-time rural Jobs lost. On the 

other hand, with factor prices reflecting opportunity costs, the amount 

of hand pounding was only slightly reduced from current levels and large 

mills were completely eliminated from the solution. Similar analysis 

in the fisheries sector showed that if large-scale firms operating
 

trawlers were charged the same fa or prices as small-scale firms, there 
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Vould be a substantial replacement of large-scale travlers by z-miall-scale
 

firms (Linsenmeyer, 1976). Finally, analysis of the choice of technique
 

in the small-scale manufacturing sector indicated that varia.ion in the 

interest rate and tariffs generally did not have large effects except in
 

baking and carpentry industries where there was greater variation in
 

factor intensities among techniques (Liedholm and Chuta, 1976). 

The Demand for Labor Intensive Corrmodities 

An analysis of rura! consuner demand showed that not only was there 

substamtial demand for goods prod iced in th small-scale, labor-intensive
 

sectors of Sierra Leone, but that it was highly income elastic (King and
 

Byerlee, 197 3 ). For example, 9,lnercen 
of marginal expenditures for all
 

rural households were for goods pro";ced throuh labor-intensive pro

cesses. Furthermore, although the income elasticity of demand tended to
 

decline somewhat among higher income rural households, in general most
 

sucn commodities were characterized by elasticities near unity. In short,
 

the analysis confirmed that there was an adequate and expanding market
 

to support the labor-!ntensive strategy on the demand side.
 

Importance of Alternative Techniques
 

In view of the range of available technologies and their demonstrated
 

sensitivity to changes in factor and product prices, and given the rela

tively high income elasticity of demand for labor-intensive commodities
 

a remaining issue was 
the extent to which reival of market distortions
 

would reduce relative inequality while improving incomes of the poorest
 

rural households. 
 Such income effects depend on three properties of 

each tchnology: (1) enterprise profitability, (2) changes in the 

demand for nonhousehold labor, and (3) the magnitude of fixed and 
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variable costs relative to the investment capacity of lov-income 

families. The latter two aspects critically determine in what manler and 

to what extent lov-income households could be expected to particilxte in 

the expansion of small-scale, labor-intensive enterprises. An examina

tion of firm data representing a range of technologies in both agricul

tural and nonagricultural sectors provided evidence on each point. 

The potential of the labor-intensive strategy and its distribu

tional cfects vary importantly by sector. Within agriculture the only 

improved technique of production examined which increased the demand for 

labor- an improved inland swmp rice package -was not sufficiently prof

itable to warrent general adoption. In contrast, mechanized cultiva

tion would probably reduce aggregate demand for hired laboor. Similarly, 

in the rice processing sector traditional techniques were generally 

muperior to large-scale, capital-intensive processes both in terms of
 

employment and profitability, particularly when factors were priced at 

their respective opportunity costs. Within both of these sectors, then, 

it was clear that the removal of factor market distortions would help 

prevent the reductions in emplcyment and incomes for the poorest rural
 

households which were likely tc occur with the spread of available 

mxidern techniques. 

Analysis of choice of technique in the fishing and small-scale 

industry sectors produced more problematic results. Although labor

intensive firms u ire economically more efficient within both sectors, 

the distributional effects of improving price relationships for such 

firms were mixed. Entry costs associated with even the most labor

intensive firms were substantial compared with the investment capacity 
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of lowr income rural bouseholds. Moreover, employment per firm was 

not only small, but limited almost entirely to family members thereby 

restricting gains to oner/operators. 

Within both the fishing and small-scale industry sectors, the 

removal of distortions in factor and product markets would probably be 

beneficial both from the point of view of national output and as a 

means of reducing rural-urban disparities and disparities within urban 

areas. However, unless access to loan capital was substantially in

creased for poor households, or unless entry costs substantially 

decreased, the benefits from such policy adjustments would be concen

trated anoi, middle and particularly high-income rural households. Thus 

rather than reducing rural inequality, it is likely that the strategy would 

increase relative inequality within rural areas while leaving the inci

dence of absolute poverty largely unaffected. 

Implications for Policy
 

Multiple Causes of Poverty 

Formulating development and income policies which have general 

relevance to a broad spectrum of the rural poor has proven extremely 

elusive in most developing countries. Because rural populations tend 

to be highly dispersed geographically, often working within widely 

different ecological, institutional and market conditions, it has been 

difficult to design policy instruments vhich affect more than a small 

proportion of the rural poor. 
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The results from this study further emphasize the limited potential 

of individual policy instrunents in reducing rural poverty. One of the 

more importnt findings of the nresent analysis was that no single 

factor explained the major part of poverty incidence. Rather, a set of 

factors including the demo-ranhic 'onposition of the household, land 

use, levels of'employment, enterprise selection, factor productivity and 

location each coatributed in various degrees to the income status of 

particular households. The dive.-se and interdependent set rf causes 

underlying rural noverty makes it especially difficult to prescribe 

individual policy interventions which would be effective in reducing 

rural poverty. Finally, the finding that life-cycle factors contribute 

importantly to poverty incidence further underscores the limits within 

vhich conventional rural developwent policies can influence existing 

income disparities. With these qualifications in mind, it is useful 

to assess the proper scope for setting rural income policy objectives as 

suggested by the study.
 

lmplicatfons of Relative and Absolute Poverty
 

In drawing,policy implications, it is convenient to distinguish 

between relative inequality and absolute poverty, and between current 

patterns of distri .ution and future trends. Income profiles constructed 

in both Sierra Leone and Nigeria showed that incomes were not highly 

concentrated but rather displayed fairly equitable distributions. Given 

the production technologies available in both areas, existing farming 

systems were not sufficiently profitable, capital intensive, ncr techni

cally complex to produce extreme income differentials. Further, the 

continued availability of surplus land combined with relatively 
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egalitarian social institutions and land tenure systems have contributed 

to the maintenance of income equality. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the connaratively modest range over which 

incomes varied, because average incones were not greatly in excess of 

minimum subsisttnce requirements, a serious degree ef absolute impoverish

ment occurred among the poorest 30 percent of households in both areas. 

From a policy perspective, however, the problem of absolute poverty is 

not best addressed within a framework of relative inequality, that is, 

through policies focused on the redistribution of either assets or income. 

Rather the major problem is the generafl: low leve. of income overall 

and the limited capacity of those now in poverty to improve their in

comes given available resources and production technologies.
 

In contrast to current patterns of relative income equality,
 

ho'evr, the study identified several indicators which point toward
 

the emergence of widening income disparities in the future. These inzlude
 

both structural changes in the location and composition of employmert
 

which are associated with grovth, as well as several preconditions for
 

the emergence of agricultural dxali3m. For example, increasing income 

inequality was found to be directly associated with the emergence of 

market towns and urban centers in both countries. As urbanization pro

ceeds, unless fundamental structural changes occur, income ineouality is 

almost certain to increase. 

Relationships on both the demand and supply siacs of rurai nonfarm 

enterprises also pnint toward widening inequalities within rural areas. 

Since the demand for nonfood goods produced in rural areas is highly 

income elastic, improved rural incomes will generate increasing demand
 

for such commodities. Although a rar,6e of techniques was observed
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permitting some choice of relative capital or labor intensity, initial
 

equipment costs and variable costs associated with even the least
 

:ompared tocapital-intesive, nonfarm enlterprises are generaly hirh 

the incomes of the poorest rural households. Increased capital costs 

observed for farm technologies introduced in Sierra Leone will induce
 

similarly biased participation with respect to farm production. 

It was also observed in the Nigerian case that village leaders had 

preferred access to extension assistance and used their positions to 

divert government supplied farm inputs for their personal use. As more 

pro'.Able crop production technologies are developed, such patterns of
 

privilege will lead to greater inequality. 

Finally, the Nigerian data revealed that lower income families were 

critically dependent upon high-income households, both for peak season 

employment and for the purchase of grain during the preharvest hunger 

period. This suggests that if an income-based class structure were to 

emerge with a parallel decline in current communal support institu

tions- as has been observed elsewhere in West Africa (Norman, et. al., 

1979; Harriss, 1979)- at least some of the preconditions for an exploita

tive system of exchange al.tady exist at the village level. 

Policy Options for Eouitable Rural Develonment 

It follows that the challenge for policy makers is to devise 

strategies which not only raise the profitability of rural enterprises, 

but which also ensure the participation of low-income households thereby 

restricting the tendency toward dualism. Since the incomes of the rural 

poor are primarily generated from agriculture on their own farms and as 

hired laborers, primary emphasis must be placed on strategies which 
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increse the demand for and returns to labor in agriculture, with 

particular emphasis on disadvantaged regions.
 

Perhaps the most basic means of increasing incomes while promoting
 

broad benefit incidence is through the development of improved crop pro

duction packages which are compatible with the factor endowments of low

income producers. Since a disproportionate number of the poorest house

holds live in less humid areas and either specialize in grain production
 

(Sierra Leone) or are net grain purchasers (Nigeria), priority should be
 

given to the inrovement of food-grain technologies suited to low rain

fall conditions. In Sierra Leone priority should be given to upland
 

rice and fundl, and in Nigeria to the millets and sorghum.
 

Moreover, in order to permit broad patterns of adoption, the
 

technical package should economize on those factors most limiting for
 

low income producers- capital, peak-period calories and management.
 

Both of the improved technologies examined in the Sierra Leone context
 

were incompatible with high adontion rates among poor farmers. 'fore
 

incremental "minimum input" packwes with a credit component offer an
 

alternative %poroach. Since labor required in weeding and to some
 

extent planting tend to be the nrinary constraints on production, the
 

develonment of nore modest technologies which conserve and increase 

returns to neak period labor should be given priority. Improved seeds 

which do not require large inputs of complementary factors such as 

land preparation, water control or weeding may affect this by increasing 

output and labor use at other than,peak neasons. Chemical inputs such 

as fertilizer and herbicides may also he anpronriate if provided at low 

cost and with assured access by low-income producers. 
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It is particularly important in the design of such packages that 

the special circumstances of low-income households be explicitly recog

nized. An analysis of the Nigerian grain production system showed that 

personal income profoundly affects the small farmer's ability to modify
 

existing practices. Previous studies have repeatedly affirmed that low
 

incomes directly affect the ability 'f poor farmers to invest in new
 

technologies as well as the poor farmer's willingness to accept the
 

increased risk or uncertainty attendant to adoption. But in addition,
 

the present analysis showed that low incomes ard limited liquidity
 

create a poverty trap situation which may restrict both !,he ,tmount of
 

labor available at key points in the cropping cycle, and the farmer's
 

ability to perform orerations at optimal times. Thus within the cir

cumstances of the 'ligerian ernironment, it was ('P;,.:luded that improved 

technologies which require timely execution of key operations, or sub

stantially increased labor during the immediate Dreharvest period wuuld
 

achieve lower yields and lower rates of adoption among poorer households.
 

An additional means of breaking the circularity of poverty thereby pro

noting proper use of inputs would be to add a consumption credit com

ponent to input packages. This could both add to the energy available to
 

low-incorte workers while reducing the time spent in off-farm labor.8/ 

-/The 
 returns to nroner input use would have to be at least equal 
to the foregone earnings in off-farm employment. An additional benefit 
of adding a consumption loan component would be to reduce the immediate
 
resale of inputs received on credit. For example, low-income farmers
 
(those in the poorest quintile) in the Higerian sample sold 33 percent of
 
all fertilizer received through governent extension programs (Matlon,
 
1978). T*-Js compared with less than 10 percent for all hijher income
 

households,, 4oreover, analysis showed that while it was profitable for
 
poor farmers to sell the subsidized fertilizer at market prices, tne
 
marginal return to actual field use was several times greater than the
 
profits realized from resale.
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A second general nolicy area vhich may affect the degree of equity 

in both rural and urb&n areas is pricing. Factor nrice distortions 

caused by existing tariff structures, overvalued exzhange rates, and by 

fragmented cap.tal markets in Sierra Leone have created a distinct bias
 

in favor of canital-intensive production technologies thereby restricting
 

employment. In both the farm an! nonfurr, sectors existing policies
 

tend to restrict the growth of small-scale and more labor--int.ansive 

enterp'ises which are generally located in rural areas in favo' of more
 

capital-intensive, large-scale and urban-based firms.
 

it is imnortant to note, however, that the equity effect of removing
 

price distortions within the fishing/rural/small-scale industry sectors
 

is nixed. incomes of rural households engaged in such enterprises would
 

increase at th exnense of gent-rally higher income urbar workers. 

Althourh this i;ould reduce r ,.rtLT-urhan income disnarities and inprove 

the overall national distribution, since these rural firms emnloy few 

hired laborers, Little additional eiploynen' for workers from !ow-in

cone household.-! would be created. Tlus unless initial canitta! co-3* 

were qub-tntial.' reducel, it is likely that very li.tle benefit would 

accrue to hcseholds now in absolute poverty. 

With -his qialification, nuhblic action to brinp factor prices mrre
 

into line with they - onportunity co:;ts constitutes an ir.ortant sten in 

creating conlitions conducive to nore equitable growth. A broad set of 

individual nolicy ad.justments could be considered: (1) interest rates 

:harred by formnal lendin,- institutlons should be raised, (2) formal 

.endingpe" t' -'ns should be reoriented to perfon a savin- function for 

snall-scale nroducers in rural areas; (.) exchange rates shtoull reflect 

eore;.n exch-tnme and -'anltal scar"ity, (4) tariff structures should be 
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!odified to encourage the importation of inputs which are complementary
 

to labor-intensive techniques of production, (5) urban wages in the
 

public and large private sectos should be adjusted to better reflect
 

labor scarcity by skill type, and (6) export taxes on labor-intenzive 

agricultural export crops should be removed. While these suggestions 

are hardly new, they do constitute the kind of comprehensive approach 

which could beneficially affect future patterns of growth.
 

In view of the limited potential of labor markets to reduce
 

regional income disparities, other priority areas for goverrnent action
 

involve the allocation of infrastructural investment in transport,
 

educatiin and health to low income areas. In Ltoth Sierra Leone and
 

nigeria, such investments should be concentrated in poorer northern
 

regions. Moreover, they should involve labor-inttnsive approaches in
 

the construction stages to absorb surplus dry-season labor.
 

Finally, it must be recognized that obstacles to ensuring broad 

participation in nrograms of development are not only economic and 

tEchnical in nature, but also institutional. While efforts to diffuse 

decision making in both the desirn and imnlementation of projects down 

to the village level may reduce biases introduced at the national or 

district levels, substantial nroblems ma' nevertheless remain. Although 

traditional political systems can provide a means to facilitate greater 

local i.nvolvement in the design and implementatIon of village level 

programs, it shouli not be ass'ried that the traditional leadership will 

in fact renresent the interests of all classes. The record on this issue 

is not yet clear in much of Wfest Africa. But it is likely that with 

greater commercialization, political and economic institutions at the 
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village level will become less equalitarian. In order to minimize 

abuses which may occur regarding accefis to development assistance, the 

roles played by the village leadership in implementing interventions 

must be better understood. Ultirmtely, it may be necessary to promote 

the formation of alternative village institutions which mobilize wider 

seneents of the rural population and which serve a broader range of 

interests. 
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IlrRODUc"IIO'l 

?he widely held conception of changing rice technology in Asia is 

that of the Green Revolution, which is associated with the introduction 

of higher yielding semidwarf rice varieties. These modern varieties (MV) 

were first released for commercial production by the International Rice 

Research Institute (IRRI) In 1965-6$ and have since been widely adopted 

throughout Asia. The complementary adoption of ?4V and inorganic fertili

zers plus improved water control, constitute the central aspects of tech

nological change in rice farming. The benefits of the adoption of these 

technologies accrue in two ways: First, they provide for significantly
 

higher yields per crop. In rany areas it is of equal or even greater
 

importance that the *,V have permitted increased multiple cropping - in 

sone cases as many as five crops in two years. To achieve high levels
 

of cropping intensity, inproved water management is essential but the
 

availability of faster maturing modern varieties also plays an important
 

role, as does the adoption of improved systems of transplanting seedlings. 

Second, there have also been significant changes in the adoption of other 

modern inputs, such as tractors, mechanical threshers, pumpsets, herbi

cides and insecticides. 2zince these inputs substitute for labor and tra

ditional factors such as animal power, their adoption gives rise to 
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especially significant policy issues relating to the distribution of 

output between labor and other factors of production. It is clear that 

the reasons for adopting these other technologies are not to be found 

solely in the technical ad econonic conditions brought about by the intro

duction of MV. There vas a significant level of adoption of some modern 

technologies prior to the introduction of MV (Table 1). Seventy-five 

percent of the sampled Indonesian farmers, 62 percent of those in Pakistan, 

and a sizable number of those in the other study areas had employed
 

inorganic fertilizer prior to l1)66. Tractors were relatively common in
 

Pakistan and the Philippines before 1W)', and mechanical threshers and
 

herbicides were employed on mo e than 30 nercent of Philippine farms;
 

insecticides were widely used in all the areas except Malaysia and
 

Pakistan. Evidence that technologies other than fertilizer and possibly
 

insecticide are not necessarily complementary with MV is provided by the
 

fact that in several countries their use was negligible or significantly
 

lower than the rate of adoption of MV.
 

Farm size has an interesting influence on the technology adopted
 

(Table 2). There is comparatively little difference between the three size
 

classes in their rate of adoption of the complementary technologies of
 

MV, fertilizer and insecticide. In fact, the largest farms appear to have
 

a marginally lower rate of adoptiort of these technologies than the
 

smallest farms. In contrast, the largest farms show a markedly higher
 

rate of adoption of mechanical technolo.y (tractors ani threshers) and
 

herbicides. TIhis confirms that these particular inputs are not indis

pensable complements to MV, fertilizer and irrigation, and being substitutes
 

for labor, they have no significant place in the production systems of
 

labor-abundant small farms.
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TABLE L--Cuulative Proportion o! Ftr-nern 'Who had1 Used Mlodern Techsnology in 31 Villages in Selected Areas of Asia, b.! 
Technolo: 7yTe, ,:. rVointry, 107)-1971 a/ 

WY Percentageil6-

1ln%0, Using inIir'.9 10q'9 1970 1971 1972 

4odern Varieties of Rict-' 
India 
Indonesia 0 n 

77 
83 

93 

88 
96 

9n 
96 

90 

ln istan"hiliolnes 
rhis lai Ind 

erti I er• n-lift:'. 
0 

.'xi...t 

1 

: 

-

11
71 
.1 

70 

-

21
91 

91 

-

38
9') 
1, 

97 

100 
100
100 
92 

98 

100 
100
100 
82 

100 

NA 
HA
NA 
RA

? i 
( O0b 

b 

istar. 
!'%!inines 

n, 110-ni 
raetors 

ILI 

.7 
15 

751 
62 
33 

6' 
51 
27 

q. 
72 
67 
31 

99 
79 
7 

50 

99 
80 
80 
61 

99 
81 
33 
76 

4)9
.31 

84 
82 

)9 
76 
72 
69 

()6) 
A 
(76) 
(82) 

India 
Tnlonesia 
Malaysia 
"'atiintan 
Philinnlnes 

Thailand 

'4echani 'al Threshers
India 
Indonesia 
Pakistan 
Philipoines 
Thailand 

Insecticide
India 
Indoesia 
Malaysia 
Pakistan 
Philipoines 
Thailand 

Herbicide 

0 
0 

--
3 
0 

0 
0 
0 
19 
1 

3 
31 
--

4 
16 
5 

9 

--
26 
2, 
5 

7 
0 
0 
.7 
6 

31 
49 

9 
1,3 
3 

11 
1 

--
57 
37 
6 

11 
0 
0 

38 
11 

1,8 
7 
-
9 
5) 
39 

13 
3 

--
47 
1. 

9 

9 
0 
0 
50 
27 

63 
92 
-
25 
75 
42 

20 
5 

-
72 
57 
15 

9 
0 
0 

62 
38 

80 
93 
--
42 
89 
50 

22 
it 

--
73 
61 
22 

0 
0 
65 
45 

89 
96 
-
55 
95 
56 

27 
15 
-
73 
61 
33 

9 
0 
0 

65 
55 

91 
96 
-
58 
97 
76 

27 
15 
96 
73 
61 
33 

9 
0 
0 

66 
55 

91 
96 
h5 
58 
9T 
76 

26 
2 
;6 
73
58 
25 

9 
0 
0 
63 
44 

88 
92 
45 
58 
97 
71 

India 
Indonesia 
Malasla 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Thai land 

-
-

-
-

1 
0 

-

32 
4 

1 
0 

-
0 

45 
6 

2 
0 

-
0 
51 
6 

2 
0 

-
0 

67 
7 

2 
0 

-
0 

71 
10 

2 
0 

-
0 

72 
10 

2 
0 
8 
0 
76 
10 

0 
0 
6 
0 
65 
8 

Iource: IRRIa/ (178a), pp. 16, 9, I')n. 

Notes: /Datrt mdssing for Malaysia for all or ,Art of the period.
t/The figures in parentheses are for the dry sason, the others for the wet season.-d/_Mdern rice varieties were introduced in India in 1965/6.
-,/Modern rice varieties were introduced in S.laysia in 1965.The data on adoption of modern rice varieties i- for 3n villages. Data for Zarain 

the other statistics. 
in India was oitted in calculating 
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TABLE 2-Cumulative Rate of Adcption of Some Improved Rice Culture
 
Practices by Farmers in Selected Areas in Asia, 1900-1972. 

Cumulative rate of adoption (percent) 
1900- 1961-

Farm Size 
 1960 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 

Modern Varieties 
1 ha or less 0 13 35 69 85 89 93 93 
1.1 to 3.0 0 9 27 56 89 98 99 99 
over 3 ha 0 7 19 3), 49 68 92 92 

Fertilizer
 
,
1 ha or less 21 55 73 02 96 97 98 98 

1.1 to 3.0 .;) 34 48 61478 83 86 88 
over 3 ha 14 50 61 73 81 86 90 91 

Insecticide 
1 ha or less 23 49 64 81, 89 92 93 93 
1.1 to 3.0 12 39 53 67 87 94 95 95
 
over 3 ha 6 32 45 52 62 
 70 83 83
 

Herbicide
 
1 ha or less 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
1.1 to 3.0 6 13 16 21 ?9 31 32 
 3?
 
over 3 ha 3 P7 39 48 56 
 63 71 71
 

Tractor 
1 ha or less 1 18 19 20 21 2525 25
 
1.1 to 3.0 13 16 21 29 31 32 32 
over 3 ha 3 27 39 48 56 63 71 71
 

Mechanical thresher
 
1 ha or less 0 0 1 1 1 
 1 1 1
 
1.1 to 3.) 8 12 15 22 31 32 33 33
 
over 3 ha 9 21 30 35 39 41 44 44
 

Source: rRRI (1978a), p. 91.
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Further Justification of this last assertion is provided by the 

results of Hart's (1Q78) Indonesian study. The land farmed by all farm

size classes in the study village was virtually homogenous in quality, 

yet Hart's data (Table 3) indicate that the smallest fa-s apply 76 per

cent more labor per hectare than the largest farms and obtain nearly 60 

percent higher yields. This is consistent with the results from other 

Asian sites, which show that small farmers apply their abundaut labor 

intensively in order to maximize output per hectare, and are receptive 

to technology which permits them to achieve higher yi.lds in this manner. 

Constraints to the Adoption of few Tech iology 

Yields achieved on experiment station test plots are considerably 

higher than those realized in farmers' fields. It may be unrealistic to 

express test-plot performance as a target; however, it is important to 

consider factors which bear on the gap between what is technically feasi

ble and farm-level performance. Quantification of components of the yield 

gap, and ascertiining a target which farmers might realistically be 

expected to reach, are extremely difficult. 

While it is easy to understand the frustration of national planners 

attempting t3 increase rice production, it seems that expectations are 

frequently pitched too high. Most research to date has concentrated on 

improving rice technology for areas with good water control, while less 

progress has been made for lowland, rainfed, upland or deep water rice. 

Thus, only in those countries where irrigated riceland represents ; 

substantial proportion of the total rice-growing area can large increases 

in yield and input use be expected. 
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TAME 3-Labor Input/ and Yields by Farm Size in Rice Production
 
Preharvest Activities, Village A, Central Java, Indonesia
 

(Wet Season in 1975-76) 

Average area (hectares) 

Absolute labor input
 
(hours)
 

Female: Family 
Hired 
Total 

Male: Family 
Hired 
Total 

Total absolute labor 


Labor ipnut per hectare 
(hours) 

Female: 	 Family 

Hired 

Total 


Male: 	 Family 

Hired 

Total 

Total labor input per 
hectare 


Yield per hectare
 
(tons of wet paddy) 


No. of observations 


Farm Size Classifications (hectares)
 
A B C D 

>1.0 .50-.99 .30-.49 .19-.29 <.19
 

3.147 0.676 0.377 
 0.271 0.i18 

h0 45 54 87 65 
1 211 109 _2 27 
129 163 159 92 

127 88 135 
 119 68 
1335 211 84 _22 U 
1462 298 219 168 85 

2711 554 382 
 327 177
 

20 66 143 354 455
 
360 306 266
306 	 233
 
380 372 449 20 688
 

70 133 383 456 619 
374 296 180 76141
 
4-4 429 

824 801 1055 1256 1454
 

1.965 2.318 2.220 2.546 
 3.123
 

6 13 13 11 17 

Source: 	 Hart (1Q71), p. 143. 
-/A female labor day (transplaz~tin and weeding) is between four and five hours,whereas the average male labor day is seven hours. Labor data exclude super

visory work and travelling time. They also exclude activities such as pro
tecting the cron from birds in the period before the harvest and preparing
 
food for 	laborers. 
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Even in the well-irrigated areas to which the new technology is 

adapted, it appears that there may be a serious danger of overestimating 

potential. This is suggested by the results of an interesting research 

program conducted by RI in South and Southeast Asian countries (IRRI, 

1975; Herdt, 1976). This research was conducted in irrigated areas where 

all farmers employed MV, where rice was the main or only crop and where 

husbandry practices could be r7-sidered progressive. The research was 

carried out in farmers' fields and was designed, (1) to test the contribu

tions to yields attributable to the use of fertilizer, insecticide and 

weed control, (2) to estimate the economic optimum use of these inputs, 

and (3) through surveys accompanying the field experiments, to determine 

the reasons why farmers' use of inputs was below the cconomic optimum. 

It was found that high input applications on fields led to lower yields 

than those of experiment stations, due to differences in environment and
 

to nontransferabilfty of the technolo-r.
 

There were significant differences depending on the season. In the
 

wet season, only comparatively modest increases could be made by increasing
 

the levels of the three inputs, the average potential yield rain being
 

0.0 metric tons per hectare, with a range from 0.1 to 2.0 (Table 4). In 

the dry season, larger notential yiell gains were possible, with an 

average of 1.5 metric tons per hectare and a range of 0.h to 2.2 (Table 5). 

It should be noted that due to a peculiarity in the definitions used, the 

maximum attainable dry-season yields at several centers were significantly
 

higher than the "potential" levels. levertheless, these maximum yields
 

are less drinatie thnn exneriment station results might suggest were
 

possible. A most significant finding is that at many study sites it
 

would have been uneconomic for farmers to have increased input anplication
 



TABLY 1--Uet Season: ?ieasured Potentialof Inputs in ExperimentsRice Yield- , Actualon Farmers' Fields,Yield, Yield Gap- / andSelected Asian Sites, Contribution of Three Types19714-75 

Yield 
 0otribution ofT~as FemTWeedLocation InsectYear (no.) Actual Potential Gap Fertilizer Control Control Residual 

Philippines 

(t/hectare)-


Nueva EciJa lQ7T 10 
 2.3
1.9 o.4 -0.1 0.2 
 0.4 -0.1
 

Tndonesia
Subang 1975 14 2.2 2.4 0.2 0.1 -0.1 1.3 -0.1
 
Bangladesh
 
-Toydebpur 19TW ~ 9 
 2.7 2.8 0.1 
 0.1 -0.1 0.1 
 0 

Sri Lanka
'Iritale 1975/76 4 
 4.o 1.1 0.2 
 0.2 0.8 
 -0.1
Phi lippines
 

Nueva Fcija 1075 11 3.2 3.9Laguna 174 10 0.T 0.3 0.1 0.23.6 0.15.6 2.0 1.1
Laguna l75 0.3 0.820 -0.23.6 5.3 1.7Czmarines 0.7 0.3 0.7 9 
.Pr 1075 6 3.6 4.6 1.0 0.4 
 0.1 .6 -0.1
 

-hn! land
 
.,upan Buri 10T4 3 3.7 5.1 1.4Supan Huri 1075 7 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.13.9 h.6 0.7 0.5 0.1
ndonesia 0.2 -0.1 

Yogyakarta 10714/75 3 h.2 4.7 0.5 0.7 
 -0.1 -0.1 0
 
,raiwan 

Taichuni, 1975 
 3 5.F 6.6 1.0 
 0.5 0.2 
 0.1 0.2
 
:;ource: Herdt (1076), table 4. 
fl-The high input packages Vhich produced the potential yields vere not in all cases the highest input Packagembeen applied with positive marginal yield. which could haveThus potential in this case is not strictly equivalent to maxiMim attainable yield.
 

-!This refers to yield gap I.
 

"!/"Ats seaon. 
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TA3..E 5-"rv Se't;on: '1isureci PotentialIn "xperiments on Farner,' Fields, Selected Asian Sites, 1175-76
o'npu- Rice~Yield-, *Actual Yield, Yield air- and Contribution of Three Types 

Yield 
 Contribution of
Tri'ils Fanmers' 
 Weed Insect
Year ,Ion IxA t .l."otent! 't aI, Fertilizer Control Control Residual
 

----- -(t/hectare)
1r. tr,.es ia 

Yo ".'akarta !n73 
 .. n 1.3 1. .-
 -0.
 
~ubarp In31.1 3.9 %* 03 0.1 0
 

3ani ladesh 
."o"debmur l5t;/7t" r 3. S." 

Ih I-)nnes

5 1.7 0..3 :4A 

"'Lvnrines Sur 1179 8 3.3 4.8 1.5 1.3 0.1 0.2 -0.1
:viarines Sur I075 3 
 3.0 . 1.7 1.1 0.1 3.1
 

Thiii. and
*un iur 7 4.119'5 (.3 2.P 1.5 0.5 0.3 -0.1 

1iIh i nes 
"v' TPoija 107' 
 ?L.P . 9.0 1.3 
 0.3 0.6 -0.2
"ueva Eci la 1075 "I.3 5. 0*. 0.2 0.5 0.2 0
Sartuna 1074 12 
 14.1 6.1 1.7 1.0 0.2 0.C -0.1
: wuna 117% 0 5.6 7.i 1.8 1.3 0.2 1.0 
 0.1
 

Ta: wan 
10:7hun7r( 3 6.2 7.0 0.5 0.2 3.1 0 

Source: Iferdt (1174 ). table S. 

a-1Le high inDut nackage.i which rroduced the notential yields were not in all cases the highest input packages which could
have been annlied with positive mrarginal yield. 
Thus potential in this case is not strictly equivalent to maximum
 
!'ttilnableyield.
 

!I-is reiers to yield rap II.
 

S11oro Season.
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to the level required to realize maximum yields. This is shown clearly 

and indicates that the retnms maximizing input levels were generally
 

lover than those required to maximize yield per hectare (Table 6). In
 

the vet season it appears that use of inputs was not markedly below the
 

economic optimum. Farmers used inpats at an economically rational level,
 

rather than striving for maximum yields through high levels of input use.
 

In the d7y season the highest inp't,levels were ezonomically Justified
 

in 5 of thE 8 areas studied. 

It should be recognized that the rice acreage in the dry season is 

appreciably smaller tLan that in the vet season and that increases in 

dry season yields will have only a comparatively small effect on annual 

average rice yields. It is estimated that for the period 1970-75, only 

7., percent of the rice acreage of all Asian countries was double cropped 

in the dry season. Of an estimated total rice area of 78.3 million 

hectares, only 5.3 million were double cropped with rice. 

It should be observed that though the potential for increased
 

yields is greatest for the dry season, it is still comparatively small
 

ITable 7). The second crop can be taken as being equivalent to the dry
 

season irrigated acreage. On this basis it can be estimated that for 

the 11 countries listed, the dry season irrigated acreage amouited to 

only 22 percent of the wet season irrigated acreage. The same data 

also show clearly that t.he optimal habitat for MV- irrigated lind

comprises only 311 pereent of the rice-growing area in the vet season. 

The dominant land category is rainfed, vhieh accounts for 51 percent of 

the wet season area. It is clear, therefore, that further research to
 

develop superior technology for growing rainfed rice is likely to
 



TAM.E 6 -- Increased Profit and Rico Yield of Alternative Input UAnMement Packages Compared to Farmers'Pra&Ltice, .rom Experiments ._- Farmers' Piel,.q. Selected Asian Sites., 17T-7( 

Increased n~t Return po.- Iectae OverFarmers Practices Increased Ylad 

-rials AtNetLax b/Location Year 	 At, Max.(no.) Units w-41 M3 44 M5 	 neturrr- Yield 

- - -(t/hetar.) - - -
Wet Seasons
 

Philippines

Nfueva Fcija 1QTh 1') Peo 
 31 -358 	 -902 -2053 0.2
Nueva FciJ 1175 	 0.711 Peso 205 146 -178 -256 0.2 1.2Launa 
 1975 5 eeo -l, -1751 -1262 -1056
Camarines Sur 	 0 1.31975 6 Peso 381 698 
 -158 -844 
 1.1 1.1
 

hailand 
Suvan Burt 1171, 3 Rhat 
 336 836 -540 -2281 0.9
Supan Burt 1179 	 i.46 Bhat -4?.2 -1023 -3034 -316 0 3. 

Indonesia

Yovakartr inT7, I Rupiah -1.909 11330 -1660 10660 O.5 1.0 

!ri Lanka 
roiritale 175 4 Rupees 1528 1399 829 
 R55 0.5 
 1.2
 

Dry Seasons 
"hillipines


luev.% .cila 1075 I Peso -86 -522 280 
 357 2.1
Nueva Ecija 1r7) 9 Peso 	 2.1
 
h20 178 	 1861 2.3
Laguna 	 2.3175 Q Peso 190 -666 -65 -768 0 1.5!,,a una 	 f1Q76 7 Peso V 1015 1296 2153Camartnes lur I 	 - 177 307 -181 1.5 

2.1 2.13n-,r Peso 
Cfararne, Sur 1176 5 Peso 

2.0 
283 221 561 
 1.8 1.d
 

Thailand

Supan uhirt 1179 7 Rhat 365 48 -1167 	 -1155 1.1 2.2
 

ndones la
Yogyaknrta 1175 2 Rupiah .. 009 51000 80000 157000 2.7 2.7 

ource: Ierit (1974), Table r. 

-- ?, M3, '11, and ,' are increma.inEy hirher combinations of input mana.ement packages. 

-lote that for the dry season at 	the majority of centers the economic optimum yield increase exceeds the yield gap shovn intable TTI.IA. At several centers this may partly reflect a change in nample size, but in 	 general is due to the point raisedIn footnote (a) in tables T7.10 and rI1.11. 
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TABLE 7-Etimates of the Proportion of Rice Area in Five Major
 

Environmental Categories, 11 Asian Countries, 1970-75
 

Total Rice 
Country Area a/ 


000 ha-


India 37,755 


Bangladesh 9,766 


Indonesia 8,482 


Thailand 7,037 


Burma 4,985 


Philippines 3,488 


Vietnam / 2,713 


Pakistan 1,518 


Nepal 1,200 


Malaysia (W) 771 

Sri Lanka 6o4 


Source: lierdt (1976), Table 1. 

a/1970-7 average area, FAO data. 

b/Former South Vietnam 

Irrigated 


40 


16 


47 


3.1 


17 


)l 


15 


100 


16 


77 

61 


Rainfed 


50 


39 


31 


80 

81 


48 


60 


0 


76 


20 


37 


Proportion of Area
 
Upland 


- percent
 

5 


19 


17 


2 


1 


31. 


5 


0 


9 


3 

2 


Deep-water Second 

Crop 

5 5 

26 10 

5 19 

7 2 

1 1 

0 14 

20 5 

0 0 

0 0 

0 50 

0 25 



contr4bute most significantly to lifting constraints to the further 

adoption of modern inputs in rice production. 

The dominant reasons for the loy level of input adoption revealed 

by the IRRI study were poor water control, lack of knowledge, infrequent 

extension contact, difficulties in obtaining credit and problems of 

obtaining inputs on time. It is important to note that these constraints 

are largely outside the control of farmers and do not imply inefficiency 

or ineptitude on their part. It is, however, within the realm of policy
 

to expand credit facilities, increase extension services and improve the 

input supply system, although the IRRI research suggests that the returns 

to such policy developments may be modest. 

Though the IRRI research did not explore constraints to the adoption 

of KV, this aspect was examined by Fachico (1979), in a study of the 

middle hills of Nepal. Pachico's research concentrated on the factors 

determining the proportion of the vet season lowland rice acreage allo

cated to each of three rice varieties -Taichin, a nitrogen-responsive 

dwarf variety; Pokhtreli, a comparatively high-yielding Nepalese variety; 

and Thapachinia, formerly the most commonly grown local variety. Of
 

these, Taichin is the highest yielding, though it is more difficult and 

time-consuing to thresh than the lover yielding Pokhw,-eli. Taichin's 

slightly shorter growing season also makes it an attractive variety, off

setting the fact that it has somewhat poorer taste and cooking qualities.
 

Pokhareli requires more transplanting labor than Taichin, and the Pokhareli 

plants are frequently bound together before harvest to prevent lodging. 

This practice amplifies labor requirements before and during the harvest 

period. The seasnal labor requirement profiles of the two main varie

ties are therefore distinctly different. Thapachinia, the local variety, 
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has markedly lover yields than Pokhareli, but it also has a much shorter 

gro i- g season and excellent cooking qualities. As a consequence of the 

interaction of these varietal differences, a place exists for each of the 

varieties within the system, although Taichin is dominant. The complexity
 

of the interactions can be illustrated vith three points: (1)the higher 

yielding Taichin is preferred by sma)l farmers operating close to sub

sistence, but with adequate family labor to cover the harvest peak,
 

(2) larger farmers, who must hire :abor, react to the cost and difficulty 

of obtaining harvest labor by groving a relatively high proportion of 

Pokharelli which has a lover harvest labor requirement than Taichin, 

and (3) larger farmers combine a higher propnrtion of Thapachinia with 

the other two varieties because its early maturation spreads the harvest 

labor peak, and it supplies fresh rice at an earlier date for festivils. 

These findings give an indication of the constraints that exist to the 

introduction of a new variety, such as Taichin, into an existing farming 

system. Such a system operates within certain patterns of labor availa

bility and food needs, wd.ich dictate the use of a combination of varieties 

rather than one single varicty, and so represents constraints to the com

plete adoption of any new high-yielding varieties.
 

It has already been noted that the economically optimum level of 

input use is sometimes lover the- might have been expected and that 

economic considerations impede the adoption of technology. However, the 

economic optimum is a function of the price of rice, the prices of inputs 

and the cost of credit. In many cases these are largely determined by 

agricu3.tural and industrial pricing policy, and as has been reported, 

these prices di appear t , be discernably related to the levels of adoption 

of the new techiology. Thus, the economic constraints to adoption 
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perceived by farmers are to a large extent determined by policynakers, 

and are outside the control of farmers. 

The Hart (1979) and Ranade (197) studies used production function 

analysis to examine economic and technical efficiency in the use of 

factors of production. Their findings are of greatest interest relative 

to the use of labor. Hart found that with respect to labor, larger 

farms tend to operate at a point which is suboptimal in terms of profit 

maximization. Her empirical results cast doubt on the presumption that 

very small farms tend to be inefficient and sugest, in fact, the oppo

site. The analysis also indicated that the marginal value product of 

rice labor in this Indonesian village is far from zero. In the case of
 

activities performed by males, increasing labor inputs per hectare did
 

not decrease thi marginal value product of labor, whereas it d14 produce
 

significantly higher yields.
 

In the Philippines, Ranade found that farmers using traditional 

technology operated at the optimum level for labor use, given their 

supply of land. It was concluded that laborers were not paid less than 

their marginal product on either traditional or mechanized farms. The 

analysis shoved that modern technology was both land and labor-saving; 

the land-saving bias substantially outweighed the labor-saving bias. In 

both areas, production function analysis bore out the conclusion that 

farmers were rational in their use of labor in combination with availa

ble land end other inputs. _ 

-/Interested 
 readers will find a specialized bibliography concerning 
constraints to improved rice yields in Asia on pages 104, 105 and 106. 
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The Effects of Technology on Income, 

Dwployment and Factor Returns
 

Clearly the nev rice technology should not be examined as if it
 

vere an indivisible whole but rather the separate components of that
 

technology must be studied. With survey data, it is generally 
too diffi

cult to disentangle the separate effects of new varieties, fertilizers, 

tractors, pumpsets etc., and some compromise is necessary. Such compro

mises were adopted by Ranade (1977) and Dorasvauy (1979) in their studies 

of the impact of technological change in the Philippines and India. In 

Ranade's study of Laguna and Central Luzon, the combined effect of the 

adopted nacka#7e of technology on employment, and the revenue accruing to 

the various factors of production, as well as the different socioeconomic
 

classes, were examined. In addition, there was extensive analysis of
 

the effects of tractors and mechanical threshers, plus some partial 

results for the effects of irrigation and the use of chemicals.
 

In Dorasvamy's study of "'hittoorDistrict, India, attention was 

focused principally upon the effects of mechanization (tractors) on
 

employment, out, it and cropping patterns. roraswamy's study is especially 

interestinp,in this latter regard, for unlike the studies by IR:-I and
 

those by Ranade (117) and Hart (197M), vhich took place in -ireas where 

rice was virtually the sole crop, the Chittoor District study examined 

a situation where rice was only one of a niber of major crops (the 

others heinR sutar cane, Proundnut and other "rains), thus permitting 

analysis of the effect of *ractor.s unon c-ropping patterns and intensity. 

Ranade's results for the Philinpines confirmed that in irrigated 

areas, farmers adopting M. and fertilizers can expe-t marked increases in 
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both yields and net returns. In fact, over the study period it appears 

that the adoption of these inputs increased average yields by up to 50 

percent and benefited all participants: landlords, tenants and landless 

laborers. It was determined that there were positive returns to the 

factors of production themselves. That is, it was economically rational 

to use fertilizer, insecticides and herbicides. The distribution of the
 

additional outnut between the different factors and the different par

ticipants was by no means equal. This, however, was due in part to a
 

highly effective land reform scheme carried through in the Philippines,
 

which disadvantaged landlords and favored operators.
 

In the Thilipplnes it was excected that ?4V, fertilizer and irrigation 

would have significant output-increasing effects; this is entirely con

sistent witn other survey resilts, including those published by IRRI. 

Ranade's findings with respect to the impact of mechanization can be 

surmarized as follows: 

1) "'here is no evidence to suggest that the use of tractors or
 

mechanical threshers had a positive effect on rice yields.
 

2) Tractors in the Philipnine study were not employed in activities
 

other thin land prenaration and they substituted1 for labor,
 

mainly from tlie onerator's family, in this task. The reduction
 

of labor Aenani for this ta3k on tractor-using farms tended to
 

be more than offset by increased demand for labor (mainly hired) 

in nlanting, weedinr and harvesting. None of these latter effects, 

however, can 1,e attributed to the use of tractors. The first two 

were probably due to inroved husbandry practices such as the 

aloption of strairht-line planting and row-by-row weeding; ind 

since there was no evidence that tractor-using farms had higher 
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yields, the reaon for the latter effect Is unclear. 

3) Since hired labor constituted a high proportion of harvesting 

and threshing labor, the enploymwnt effect of threshers fell 

mainly on hired labor. This contrasts with the effects of 

tractors, and suggests that the effects of threshers upon income 

distribution may be much less desirabie Eocia.,Jy than those of 

tractors. 

4) In Central Luzon, the shares of operators and operators' residuals 

were appreciably higher on farms employing tractors than nonon 

mechanized farms.
 

5) The use of threshern was associated with operators' shares and 

operators' residuals even higher than those on farms using trac

tors only. This suggested the existence of a strong private 

incentive for the adoption of threshers in Central Luzon, against 

which the social cost of Job displacement must be set in per

spective. 

6) As a result of changes in the labor task composition due to 

mechanization, average wage rates were lower on tractor using 

farms than on nontractor(i farms, and even lower on farms 

employing mechanical threshers. From the standpoint of the wel

fare of hired laborers, t'V:is is a most interesting finding which 

does not appear to have been considered in other studies. 

DoraswanV's results for the impact of tractor use in Chittoor 

District, India are very similar to the Philippines. Again, tractor use 

in crop production was found to be almost exclusively confined to the 

plowing, operation. Hence the only crop operation in which tractor use 

was found to significantly affect (reduce) labor demand was plowing and, 
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since nloving labor constituted an average of only 5 percent of labor 

demand, the effect on the total labor required for any particular crop
 

was small. Th.e possibility therefore, was that the main effect of tractor
 

use on labor demand might be to change the composition of crops produced
 

ani to increase the Droportion of those requiring more labor.
 

An interesting analytical technique was conducted to test this 

hvpothesis, with the expectation that if the use of tractors for nlowing 

showed any effects on cronning patterns it would be for one if two 

reasons: (1)Because of its effect on timeliness, it might .ermit 

expansion of the acreage of crops with a short ,,lowing to sowirr interval 

primarily paddy on vet land and grotundnut on dry land, and pern.it expan

sion of crops which are hirhly specific with resnect to nlanting date 

this applies hiefly to groundnut on wet land, a--d ' l..a,.,: L 'edce 

labor an'! bullock re ,uirenents for plowin;,, it might permit expansion of 

the acreare of naddy, which has an es!pecialy high deman,] for plow.nc 

time. A third effect night also have been exT)ected: the possibility 

that acreage used to nroduc~e forage for draft animals would ',e freed for 

the produrtion of other crops. This was not the case. Lin,- in the 

study site !-aft animrls were fed largely on rrain stubble, there was,
 

therefore, little fnranae acreage to disnlace. it was anticipated that
 

any crop effects of mechanization would shov up largely in increased
 

paddy and groundnut acreages. This in fact was what the statistical
 

analysis showed, but .he effects were undran-atic and in several cases not
 

significant.
 

The main results of this analysis can be smrnmarized as follows:
 

1)In general, the net effect of tractor use on plowing labor demand
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was negative; the change to crops requiring more plowing labor Uas 

outweighed by the displacement of labor in the plowing operation. 

2)The main crop effect associated with tractor use on labor demand 

was found in all nonplowing operations, aad this was positive in
 

most cases. 
The largest of these effects was found to be on
 

tractor-hiring (vs. owning) farms. The increase was 28 percent 

on farms owning tractors and 70 percent on farms hiring tractors. 

3)One of thf, notable features of the results was that from the point 

of view of increasing hired labor demand, the hire of tractors
 

was more favorable than ownership, since farms hiring tractors
 

used them more sparingly than the owning farms. 

4)If the four Indian sites are aggregated, it appears that tractor 

hiring was associated with some increase in total (plowing and 

nonplowing) labor, but the effect was not marked. No such con

clusion is possible for tractor ownership. 

5)In view of the difficulty which is usually encountered in sepa

rating the employment effects on tractorization from (the inde

pendent) yield effects, it is worth noting that Doraswamy's 

procedure successfully differentiated the separate effects. 

The results obtained by Ranade (1977) and Doraswamy (1979) confirm
 

that tractors are not necessary for increased rice output in the areas 

studied. They also fit into the pattern of results presented by 

Binsvanger (1978) in his recent review of over one hundred studies of the
 

effects of tractors in South Asia. lie concluded that: 

The tractor surveys fail to provide evidence that
 
tractors are responsible for substantial increases in
 
intensity, yields, t~meliness an! gross returns on 
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farms in India, Pakistan and !lepal. At best, such bene
fits may exist but are so snall that they cannot be de

tected and statistically sunported. . . . Indeed the 
fairly consistent view emerping from the surveys largely 

supnorts the viow that tractors are substitutes for labor 
and bullock power, and thus implies that, at existing
 

and constant wages and bullock costs, tractors fail to 
be a strong enrine of growth. They would gain such a 
role only under rapidly rising prices of those factors 
of production -which they have the potential to replace. 
(Binswanger, 1071, p. 73). 

The results could be interpreted as indicating that tractor mechani

zation is neutral in a rice-based economy; however, this conclusion must
 

be tempered by two additional considerations. First, at present the use
 

of tractors appears to be orimarily confined to plowing. It can only be
 

assumed that in order to make better use of tractors, the range of activi

ties in which they are emnloyed must increase, with a resultant Increase 

in labor displacement. Second, althourh adoption of tractors may not 

appear to reduce the demand for hired labor in the areas studied, the 

sunply of hired labor has increased rapidly as a consequence of popula

tion growth. Thus, to the extent that tractor use has retarded growth in 

labor demand it has important social implications. 

The Econonic Condition and Behavior of Differing 

Socioeconomic Classes 

The distributional impact of technological change upon different 

socioeconomic classes is conditioned by 1) an:, scale biases in that tech

nology, 2) any biases in the institutions involved in the factor and prod

uct markets, and 3) by differences in the economic behavior and reactions
 

of the different socioeconomic classes. This latter topic has been the
 

object of an in-depth stucd by Hart (1978) in Indonesia, with comple

mentary findings emerging from the other studies. The research findings
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provide a valuable background for any consideration of distributional
 

issues reluting to rice technology. Hart's study illuminates the marked
 

differences in the capacities of the different classes to advance them

selves, by demonstrating th, relative lack of dependence of the richer
 

members of the rural community upon tne poorer. :artts analysis indi

cates 
that sccial and technical changes are weakening the dependency
 

between classes.
 

Three classes of households were identified in the Indonesian
 

village. 
These classes were based on ownership of land sufficient to
 

generate various levels of income. 
The poverty level is defined as
 

income equivalent to 
the value of 300 kg milled rice per person and sub

sistence as an income equal to 
150 kR milled rice per person- the
 

quantity necessary to meet basic staple food requirements. Class I
 

households were those with adequate land to 
produce income equivalent to
 

or grter than 300 kg per person. Class II households were those with
 

sufficient assets to enable 1,roduction in excess of the staple food
 

requirement of 150 kg milled rice per consimer, while Class III households
 

were those controlling insufficient assets to meet even staple food
 

needs. The percentages of households in each of these classes were
 

approx~nately 21s, 
 33, &.-d h3 percent, respectively. Given that the
 

principal productive asset determining asset status was agricultural land
 

contril!-A, it is evident that the largest class, Class III, consisted
 

essentiall.y of landless families who had to find wage employment or some
 

role in the inform&1 
sector to attain even subsistence levels of con

sumption. While a further third of households operated small amounts of 

land and generated sufficient own-prnduction to cover subsistence needs, 
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they also needed to find employment in order to aenieve the poverty
 

standard of consumption.
 

Hart observed major Interclass differences in employment patterns, 

and the nature and extent of these differences is particularly interesting.
 

In terms of hours worked, clasr, differences were found to have the least
 

effect upon men, for whom only a small direct relatioitship was noted
 

between hours worked and class. Naturally, however, the nature of adult
 

male employment differed greatly with asset status, with men from Class I
 

spending 87 percent of their time working with their own assets, while
 

men from Class ITT spent 01 percent of their income-earning time in wrge
 

emnloyment (Table 3).
 

:.wever, in terms of income earning contribution, the main impact of
 

clans 'as revealed in the econcnic role of women and children whose con

trlhution Increased substantially as asset status declined. Indeed, in
 

the rnorest families there was surprisingly little difference on average,
 

between the otal working hours of an:, type of family member over nine
 

years of age. Roys in Class III were recorded as averaging 1,368 hours
 

of work per year, lirls 1,751 hors, womer. 2,342 hours, and men 2,374
 

hours. Lhis contrasts with the comparable figures for the richer Class I
 

households of boys/(h'i, rirls/1,'3, wonen/2,1l3, and men/2,f07 hours,
 

resnectively. Thus unren antl children in families with little land were
 

forced to participate more extensively in income earning activities. It
 

is important to add that rlespite their efforts, the average ::iass 1It
 

household only achieved an average inco*.me of 274 kg milled rice equivalent
 

per consumer, which was below the 300 kg noverty level. Moreover, because
 

of their need to find a relatively sure source of income, members of poor
 

families (particularly women and children) exhibited a tendency to accept
 

http:inco*.me


TABLE )'--Avera.e Hours 1orked tcr Y-,ar tt D)1feront Job Ty.rs, b. mass, Sex and Ag,, Village A,entr..1 Java, Indonesia, 1075. 

Job Type Class 

3vn Production- / 1 
2 

3Tradinm- 1 
2 

3Wase Laborx- 1 

b/3 
latherinng- 1 

? 
b/3Ocean Fishin r- 1 

2 
3All Income 1 

Earning b/ 2 
Activitie 7 3 
Housework- 1 

2 
b/ 3,25

All Activities1 

2 

3
Travel to and 1 
from york 2 

3 

Source: Hart (1073), pp. 1214, 12P6, 

*[ours 
per 

Household 

3,813 
1,567 

-,or)4,156 
,48 

,237952 

11,14 
65 

3111 

167
29 

982 
536 

5,074 
5,736 
5,7r,3 
1,812 
1,539 

,8 
7,325 

',57 
713 
723 
490 

12A. 

Hours 
by 

Femnales 

31 

1418 

170 

Q02,7086 
1,1, 

145 
221, 

P77 
-

-

-
1,n9o 
l,bi78 
9,1091) 
1, s66 
1,111,3 
1,173 
,716 
311 

3,672
126 
2,99 
191 

Hours 
by 

titles 

3,1192 
11'1,327 

240153 
30 

473P30 
1,802 
2,1.1 

20 
117 

191:) 
58? 
536 

11',024 
3,8581 
3,211 

1115 
V,6 
80 

,169 
,004 

3,pq4
987 
1494 
399 

Perons 
10 yrs 

1,048 
1431 

02171 
122 

7515 
771 

1,290 
19 
94 

1117
9 

160 
169 

1,4.00 
1,578 
1,773 

499 
437 
390 

1,899 
2,015 

2,163 
nc 
nc 
nc 

Average Hours ger Person 
rirls Women Boys
10-15 15 10-15 

144 2?42 508 
44 183 43, 
17 46 1710 369 0 
,3 325 36 

5 132 1454 155 52 
416 641 304 

1168 1,202 554 
23 28 22 

172 97 9T 
169 162 124- - 32 

-- 12 
- - 461
.121 797 614 

675 1,246 1,290 
1,359 1,542 1,331 

362 1,416 31 
438 1,O'J3 57 
392 800 37 
483 2,013 645 

1,113 2,249 1,347 
1,751 2,342 1,368 

nc nc nc 
ne nc no 
ne no ne 

Men 
15 

2,246 
839 

1hl108 
1 

56 

1,291 
1,706 

5 
245 

1209 
265 
290 

2,577 
2,441 
2,313 

90 
82 
61 

2,667 
2,522 

2,374 
nc 
nc 
nc 

cIn 

-/Hours per male < 10. 
b/Including travelli.-y. time. 

no. not calculated. 
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low vages in return for some security of emroyment. These and related 

findings assue particulftr significance within the context of Hart's study, 

since ther support the main conclusion of her theoretical model that house

holds with no or few productive assets will be forced by survival con

siderations to participate continually in the labor market, even if this 

involves working long hours for very low returns. It is also significant
 

that it was women, elderlv males and children who provided this anchor
 

role for the household economiy leaving men, who had a wider range of 

income earning oDnortunities, to participate in higher return employment.
 

in striking contrast, ownership of even very small amounts of land allowed 

household production of rice at a subsistence minimum, thereby making it 

unnecessary for women of Class II households to participate as much in 

low-wage contract labor. 

There is a further noteworthy economic dimension to the extensive 

participation by the 1 to I1 year-olds in Class III households in the 

labor market; it restricts their attendance at school, thereby limiting 

any oDportunities to escape from their poor circumstances through educa

tion, Thus, they are effe,!tively caught in a low-income trap. This is 

reinforced when it is noted that Hart observed that even children below 

1' .ears of age played an indirect but important role in the economy 

of the poorest households. In the poorest households, children between 

the ages of 4 ani n were ,eesponsible for looking after younger siblings 

in order ta free mothers for paid employment. 

The overriding imnression presented by Hart's study is of family
 

members forming in an integrated work team, with individuals adopting 

roles which permit the family, as a unit, to maximize income and security 

of work. Furthermore, the observations support the theoretical hypothesis 
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that this behavior is dictated by poverty and that the degree of coordina

tion within families declines as their productive asset base increases. 

It is also worth noting that the conclusion regarding the economic 

role of women and children within the family is also supported from an 

entirely different standpoint by a hypothesis proposed by Doraswamy (1979), 

in his study of mechanization in Chittoor District, India, The situation 

there is essentially one of a much higher level of affluence than that found 

in Indonesia, and is one in which educational levels are higher. Based on 

cross-farm analysis, DoraswaMy hypothesizes that increased school enrollmen. 

may cause increased mechanization on farms by reducing family labor availa

bility. It does this by removing children from direct participation in 

farm work, but more importantly it necessitates the withdrawal of women's 

labor from the farm in order to take over the child care formerly performed 

by older children. 

Class differences in household work patterns are not solely the direct
 

product of asset owner3hip and household preference; they can also be in

fluenced indii-ectly by asset ownership (|art, 1978). This is to say there
 

are restrictions or preferences on access to Jobs which depend upon class
 

(asset ownership). Hart identified a number of mechanisms for the distri

bution of patronage in assigning available work. The overriding effect 

of these was that the small land-owning households in Class II had an 

advantage over the landless Class III households in gaining access to the 

employment offered by large landowners. One result of this was the 3yStem

atic '2l.ency of wage rates paid to ,'Xass Ii members to e;.ceed thot for 

Class III. The existence of these biases calis into serious question the 

notion that in traditional rural systemz, institutions exist to share work 
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with the poorest. Instead, what exists Is a highly competitive labor 

market into which are built mechanisms hich actively discriminate against 

landless households. 

The Influence of Technological Change on the
 

Labor Market and Other Institutions
 

The distributional consequences of technological change are, in
 

part, a function of institutional arrangements in the factor markets.
 

This Is especially true of labor markets and it is therefore important that 

significant chan es were observed in the arrangements for hiring and pay

ing harvesting labor in Indonesia and the Philippines. Harvesting labor 

is the main source of wage employment for landless laborers. 

A major change which has been observed in both countries is the 

moving awvay from the traditional situation where anyone who wished to par

ticipate in a farmer's harvest could do so in return for a predetermined 

share of the harvest, to one in which there is restriction on who is per

mitted to undertake harvest work. In addition, the changes serve to 

restrict the share of the harvest wVich is paid for harvesting labor. 

More specifically, in Indonesia a c1%ange has been observed from the tradi

tional bawon system, in which harvesting was open to all, towards closed 

bavon systems, in which only certain people can participate, and more
 

significantly to the tebasan system, in which the landlord pays a contractor 

to organize the harvest. These canes have been accompanied by a reduction 

in the share of the harvest paid out to labor, although to the extent 

that yields have increased this does not necessarily signify that total pay

ment to harvest labor has declined. In the Philippines (among other changes) 

there has been a movement away from the system in which all could partici

pate in the harvest in return for a sixth share, to a system in which 
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workers must provide ftee weeding labor during the growing season in order 

to participate in the hturvest an%' receive the one-sixth share. 

Although these insV;itutional changes cannot be wholly attributed to 

the introduction of new r .ce technology, it seems entirely reasonable 4o 

argue that it has provided a significant stimulus for them. Given that 

the higher yields obtained with the new varieties are not primarily attri

butable to harvesting labor-, there is an obvious rationale for reducing the 

share of production distributed to such labor. The changes noted in Indo

nesia and the Philippines have provided an effective means of accomplish

ing this. Of course the other major incentive for these changes has been 

the growth in the number of landless people and those with inadequate 

productive resources of their own. This has swelled the supply of 

harvesting labor to the point where some mechanism other than price for 

rationing available work has become necessary in certain places. 

It is debated by Hayam:t and Hajid (1978) whether or not these 

institutional changes, caused in part by changing rice technology, can be 

interpreted as being biased igainst the landless and other poor. It is 

certainly conceivable that if'the price of harvesting labor were alloved to 

find (fall to) its equilibritm level, total returns to labor might be lower 

than in the emerging labor rcttoning systems. Nevertheless, these insti

tutional changes do represent some breakdown of the paternalistic ethic 

which has often been assumed to operate in rural communities. They dis

criminate against poor job seekers and they represent a significant 

element of the process vhereby economic change excludes poorer people from 

its benefits.
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The raising of this issue of marginalization through institutional 

change and throu' the way in which economic institutions and relations
 

operate, indicates a shortcoming in the work smarized here. In the
 

studies reported, no results have been obtained rc+garding possible impacts
 

of the new technology upon the size distribution and number of holdings,
 

or upon the pattern of control over land and wealth in general. Rather,
 

the inquiry has been from the opposite end, how the adoption of technology
 

is influenced by these factors. There is an expanding literat.re (especially
 

for areas of Asia, where mechanical technology has been introduced) which
 

suggests that the new technolopy intensifies forces leading to concentra

tion of land ownership/control and to increasing inequality in incomes.
 

The main reasons for such tendencies are thought to be attributable to the
 

large farm biases in factor , and this is particularly true of
 

credit used for the purchase of tubewells, tractors, pumps, fertilizer,
 

etc. If such tendencies are inherent in the new rice technology, as
 

authors such as Iriffin (l7},) argue, then any adverse distributional con

sequences noted for the new technology in this sunary would be increased.
 

It would be anticipated that the higher yields result-ng from 

adoption of the seed-fertilizer technology would be accompanied by in

creased labor demand. It is here that the difficulties of disentangling 

this effect from the labor demand effects of other technological changes 

Dresents problems. While the Cornell research does not address this issue 

directly, evidence from other sources does indicate that adoption of MV 

and higher fertilizer use increases labor demand, but this increase is 

proportionately smaller than the increase in yields, so that labor input 

per ton of rice declines. 

http:literat.re
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Policy Implications
 

The research conducted by Cornell provides support for the prevailing 

view that the new rice technology has had a significant positive impact 

on rice yields, output and to a lesser extent, employment in South and 

Southeast Asian countries. It is also apparent that there is further
 

progress to be made, since the use cf nodern varieties (Mv) and associated
 

inputs could be increased in rnny countries. This is particularly true 

since use of the associated inputs (fertilizer, insecticide and improved 

weed control) are apparently being used below economically optimum levels. 

Care must be taken not to exaggerate the potential for further development 

with the current '4V and technology. "he main thrust of plant breeding re

search to date has been directed to rice varieties with high fertilizer 

response on irrigated land, while lesi research has been directed at in

creasing potential yields for rainfed, upland and deepwater rice varieties. 

The potential yields of MV are appreciably higher for the dry season irri

gated rice cron than for the wet season crop. It should be noted that the 

dry season irrigated rice acreage is relatively small compared to wet 

season irrigated acreage (Table 7). Furthermore, it was found that in the 

wet season, farmers who grew MV were applying associated inputs at levels 

far closer to the economic optimum than might have been expected (Table 6). 

In part, this is becquse the economically optimum application of inputs 

from the farmer's point of view was less than the level required to maxi

mize yields per hectare. In th- dry season, it was found that the extent 

to which farmers were uising input levels below the economic optimum was 

more marked. The prin,.-ipal restrictions on this acreage are (I) that in 
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the colder northern 	latitudes in Asia the dry season is too cold and has 

season for rice, so that any second irrigated crop musttoo short a growing 

wheat), and (2) that water supplies are inadebe hardier than rice (e.g., 

quate to provide irrigation for significant portions of the r~rea during 

tothe dry season. To lift these restrictions calls for further research 

develop cold-resistant varieties and also calls for more investment in 

irrigation, where this can be economically Justified. 

The research also indicates that farmers in Asia have been highly 

receptive to the new seed fertilizer technolog, have reacted rapidly and 

are very capable of 	perceiving what is to their economic advantage. Evi

dence of this has emerged in a number of ways. First, adoption of in

organic fertilizer and other new inputs had been quite extensive in some
 

areas prior to the drive to introduce ?TV. Adoption of MV has proceeded
 

rapidly since their introduction in 1966 and there has been a rapid
 

It is also notable
further increase in 	the use of other modern inputs. 


that the smallest farmers appear to have been the most avid adopters of
 

the seed fertilizer 	technology, applying their abundant family labor to
 

these and traditional inputs -'t higher levels than larger farmers, and
 

obtaining higher yields. Indeed, the evidence supports the position that 

breaking up larger holdings will result in increased production. Certainly 

the land reform carried out in the Philippines appears to have been suc

cessful in the study areas and to have had no adverse impact on production.
 

It is particularly relevant for nolic that the constraints causing 

farmers to underamploy resources were found to be largely outside their 

control, but susceptible to policy action. In some cases, significant 

nmbers of farmers were found to be ignorant of the economic possibilities 

of the new technoloy. Uhile from one standpoint this could be interpreted 
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as a reflection on the drive and initiative of farmers, from another, 

it reflects weaknesses in the institutions which disseminate technical and 

economic information. Many farmers were aware, however, that higher re

turns could be expected fro employing more inputs. Risk (an uncontrolla

ble factor) was one reason given as inhibiting higher input use, but from 

the policy standnoint it is more significant that the cost and availability 

of credit, and the physical nonavailability of inputs at times when they 

were wanted appear to have been major constraints to higher input use. 

There are economically rational reasons for not fully adopting the modern 

rice varieties. Such reasons were identified by Pachico (1979) in Nepal,
 

and help to explain the rationale for continuing to plant some of the rice 

acreage to traditional local varieties. These reasons suggest that expec

tations about the potential penetration of MV should be tempered.
 

At an even higher level of policy, it shoul be observed that the
 

economic returns from adopting technology are directly influenced by 

political intervention in factor and product markets. It is not uncommon 

to observe government agencies exhorting farmers to greater efforts, while 

pursuing pricing nolicies which restrict the economic returns to such 

efforts. This is particularly significant in that technically feasible 

rice yields are held up as targets, but they may exceed the economic 

optimum. Changing policy-determined prices will change the economic 

optimum production levels of farmers. 

It should be emphasized that the modern technology being applied to 

rice production is not an indivisible set of complementary inputs. It is 

true that there is a very high degree of compleentarity between irriga

tion facilities, MV and inorganic fertilizers. In certain localities 
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insecticides, and less frequently, mechanization may be highly productive. 

From a social welfare standpoint, the most questionable inputs are tractors 

and mechanicAl threshers, which appear to be crucial complements only in 

special situations. Tractors are being increasingly adopted in most rice 

growing areas and mechanical threshers are also being used in a few 

countries. The evidence, however, suggests that in most of the areas where 

mechanization has occurred its impact on yields is negligible, but more 

critically, mechanization has had no detectable influence on the potential
 

for double .ropping in rice production. The social benefits from mechani

zation thus appear to be rather small, in general, although they may be 

high in special circumstances. 

The private benefits of mechanization are evidently high. This 

appears to be especially true of threshers in the Philippines, where their 

labor-Raving effect was observed to be large. In contrast, the labor

saving effect of tractors was found to be quite modest and to be confined 

almost enti:relv to land preparation activities, which account for a small
 

proportion of total labor demand. This contrasts with the impact of tractors 

in wheat-growing areas of Asia, in which larger four-wheeled tractors are 

being used for a wide range of cultural tasks. In the few areas of South 

and Southeast Asia which still have relatively favorable land-labor ratios, 

the divergence of private and social returns to these mechanical tech

nologies jay be small at this stare, but in more densely populated areas 

the divergence nay be large, and be exacerbated by policies of cheap credit 

and subsidies on inputs. In such areas, the spread of mechanical technology 

should be geared to the size of social returns and policy should be 

directed to reducing the gap between these and private returns. 
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This la-it observation raises the issue of the distribution of the 

benefits of the new technology, that is, of how the returns are distributed 

between different socioeconomic groups. This is of particular significance 

against the background of increasing rural landlessness in large parts of
 

Asia and the fa,.ct that while the economies of virtually all Asian nations 

are growing, the absolute number of people living in abject poverty is 

expanding. Thus, critical issues for policy are whether additional employ

ment for hired laborers and particularly landless laborers is created and 

also of whether the new technology sets up forces leading to further con

centration of land control and increasing landlessn-q. 

Regrettably, no complete answer to these questions is possible, but
 

there are a number of partial indicators which are suggestive. Corn,.ll re

search conducted in the Philippines (Ranade, 1977) concluded that all rele

vant socioeconomic groups (landlords, operators, hired labor and input 

suppliers) have gained where the seed fertilizer package has been adopted,
 

although the size of these gains has been affected by the land reform pro

gram which restricts the extent to which the results can be generalized. 

What is clear, however, is that the seed fertilizer technology has resulted 

in higher yields and in an associated increase in total labor demand, 

although labor requirements have increased at a slower rate than yields.
 

Hired labor demand, however, has been observed to increase at a faster 

rate than that for total labor, since there appears to be a discernible 

tendenc:y for families operating larger land areas to decrease the amount of 

family labor performed by sending their children to school, by reducing
 

female labor input and by diverting some male labor to other activities. 

Nevertheless, the rate of increase in hired labor demand remains less than 

the increase in yields. 

http:Corn,.ll
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Hart's (1978) study in In&nesia has provided evidence that the 

landless do not benefit from i-'ie increase in labor demand to the same degree 

as small farm operators and that large land operators exhibit a bias in 

their hirirg, nolicy in favor of those owning land. This suggets important 

impli ations relating to policy decisions which promote rural employment 

through public works urojects, such as construction of roads, dams or 

educational facilities. Fc"-rural people view public works employment as
 

permanent or reliable. Consequently, the survival strategy of the land

less would probably induce them to maintain established work Datterns. In
 

contrast, self-sufficiency in rice production places smll landowning
 

households in a stronger position to accept the risk associated with this
 

employment. Even if the landless are willing to disregard Job uncer

tainty, there is reason to suppose that unequal work opportunities would
 

operate against them. It therefore appears that pub.ic works projects
 

would be only marginally successful in providing increased employert for 

the landless. 

When tractors are employed in conjunction with the seed fertilizer 

technology, the increase in labor demand is moderated somewhat. Where 

threshers are employed, there is a marked saving in threshing labor on a 

scale which may be sufficient to nullify the demand-increasing effect of 

adopting 4V with fertilizer. In addition, where machines are employed,
 

there is evidence from Ranadets (1Q77) work in the Philippines that average 

wage rates are reduced. Presumably this is due to the changing task compo

sition of the work performed towards traditionally less well-paid tasks, 

for example, weeding. This cannot be interpreted as being due to the 

direct effect of mechanization on the averagc price of rural labor, 
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although the wage rate has been recorded as declining in real terms in
 

several Asian countries, evidence that the growth of agricuitural labor
 

demand in rice growing areas in the poorer Asian countries has not kept
 

pace with the growth in labor supply. Undoubtedly the adoption of modern
 

rice varieties, fertilizer and irrigation have ameliorated this position
 

somewhat.
 

The main gains from the new technology appear to have been made by
 

land operators and landowners rather than by labor. This raises the
 

important issue of whether or not the iistitutions organizing the diffusion
 

of the technology have a built-in bias toward large land operators and
 

againost the small farmers, despite evidence that the latter tend to achieve
 

higher yields with the new varieties. There is also the ancillary quandry
 

of whether or not the new technology actually serves to heighten this bias
 

in some way, despite the inherent scale neutrality of modern varieties
 

and chemical inputs. The studies undertaken were not specifically directed
 

to these issues, but they have produced a number of relevant insights. In
 

both the Philippines and Indonesia, similar changes were observed ii the
 

institutions governing the harvesting of rice. From traditional systems,
 

in which the harvest was available to laborers willing to work for a tra

ditionally determined share of production, these changes iiuvolved a shift 

t more reastricted Prrangements of reducing the share of the harvest paid 

W, labor and in v ,rious ways controlling access to harvesting work. It 

is not surprising that labor's share of the harvest would be reduced,
 

since the higher yields associated with MV are not attributable to labor;
 

thus in part, the new technology ha' provided a stimulus for the abandon

ment of harvesting arrangements, which in their original form guaranteed
 

the landless some rice. It should be kept in mind that preservation of
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traditional relationships is increasingly unmanageable, due to the rapid 

increase in total labor, particularly landless labor. 

The new technology has provided an excuse, as vel i.s a stimulus 

for erosion of patron/client relationships, which can be interpreted as a 

breakdown in the traditional arrangements of conunity assistance to its 

poorer men-ers. 'he adoption of tractors and threshers reflects something 

of the same phenomenon, in that it permits farmers to overcome difficulties 

in adjudicating the issue of who will be hired in a labor-surplus situation,
 

and provides yet another incentive for setting aside traditionally recog

nized rights. From a policy standpoint this is an undesirable secondary
 

consequence of the adoption of these mechL-nical technologies, especially
 

if their social returns are small, r-,d it underscores the desirability of
 

pursuting policies which keep the gap between private and social returns
 

negligible. Noting that the social cost of mechanical threshing is par

ticularly high, Ranade stwgested the possibility of l3adless laborers 

forming cooperative units which, with ,government-backed, low-interest 'Loans, 

could purchase mechanical threshers. The landless might then capture a
 

portion of the pr!vate benefits accruing from the ownership of labor

saving threshing equipment. 

Althougrn the key inputs of the new rice technology-water, seeds, 

fertilizer and insecticides-are highly divisible, cLin be supplied in 

small quantities and are inherently scale neutral, it has nevertheless 

been widely accepted that there is a bias towards larger holdings in the 

economic processes set off by the new technology. In part, this is because 

the means of delivering irater do not always lead to equitable dietribution; 

there is a minimum size of holdang required to justify the acquisition of 

tubewells and pump sets.
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Where tractors and threshers are important elements of the tec.

nology, this problem of technological indivisibility in private ownership 

becomes even nore acute. It is, however, also evident that in certain 

areas, this larvae farm bias is reinforced in the nrovision of credit for 

the purchase of the divisible inputs; subsidized g-overnment credit may be 

available more readily and cheanly for large landowners with extensive
 

holdings for collateral.
 

In this situation small farners, despite their demonstrated indus

triousness, nay be trapped into debt situations where they are forced to
 

nortgage or s ll their land to larger landowners. Clearly, the new 

techAolot, has intensified this tendency to increasing concentration of 

land control by raising the ret'ns to land and prcvidlnp tne incentive 

to the larger economically 7owerful land onerators to increase their
 

holdings. it is concluded that strong public policy must be formulhted in
 

a manner which will 1-uild cn the scale-neutral aspects of agricultural
 

technologyv and direct benefits toward small farmers and landless families.
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IITRODUCTION 

Until recently the major focus of development efforts in many poor 

nations has concentrated nrimarily on increasinR productive caDacity
 

within the arricultiral sector. Increased availability of modern In

puts, irrigation, nrice policies and imorovements in the rural infra

structure were comronlv used tools of develonment. While instrumental
 

in Increasing overall production, these tools often bypassed two groups:
 

families with limited land holdings and the households of landless
 

laborers. In some iacales it can be deronstrated that the relative 

economic condition of these poorest income grouns deteriorated, while
 

overall farm production rose.
 

In Brazil the group which has not been able to participate in overall 

development or whose participation has been marginal constitutes a sig

nificant proportion of the rural n-pulation. There is a pausity of data 

concerning not only the economic stattw of these families, but also the 

constraints limitin, improvement in their level of living. This lack of
 

data has caused manv develonment efforts to be poory conceived or fail to 

target and reach the truly needy. The research reported here is an 

attempt to enhance our understanding of the low-income nroblem in Brazil. 

It is honed that it will Drov'ide valuable insights relative to this prob

lera in a broader international context. 
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The Study Regions
 

Groups designated for study in Brazil included the small owner

operated farm, sharecroppers and landless laborers. Small farm were 

those with less land than the modulo unit defined by the land Reform
 

Apency to provide full employment and an adequate income for a family.
 

This group constituted over 6O percent of Brazil's total farm labor
 

force and also shared the major burden of poverty in the country. In
 

all, 401 households were selected for intensive surveys. The sample was
 

drawn from three states of Brazil. Within the states, regions were
 

selected as representative of the agrarian practices of poor rural house

holds and incomes within that state. The states, with regional names in
 

parentheses follow: Sao Paulo (Vale do Pibeira), Minas Gerais (Campos
 

das Vertentes and "ona da 'lata) and Ceara (Caninde).- / Data from the
 

sannle households were collected for the agricultural years 1972-73
 

and 1173-7h by survey using prestructured qestionnaires. 

All the regions were relatively low-income regions and to that 

extent they were not statistically renresentative of Brazilian agri

culture. H[owever, they did represent conditions and problems of the 

low-incone ,r-aps typlca: of najor rural areas in Brazil. Also, because 

of differen:es in locations, studv uf the three regions sheds light on 

sorm of the imnortr.nt differences in regional characteristics, resource 

endowments Lrd agroeconomic conditions that imnos2 constraints on 

regional development. 

The four stu;JY areas as re::resented by regions exhibited fairly 

wide differences in climatic characteristics. The Vale do Ribeira 

l/See map on oape 110.
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region receives annually .500-2000 mm of rainfall without a pionounced dry 

season. In bo'h Campos das Vertentes and Zona da Mata, the annual rainfall 

exceeds 1000 mm bu there is a period of about two month: of very Little
 

rainfall. The Caninde region in the north has the most unfavorab-t cjimatic 

conditions with only ,00 mm of annual rainfall ;,.oicentrated almost entirely 

in a three-month period of the year. Additionally, the distribution of this 

.canty rainfall. in the region is higlily erratic both over t:.mnu and syace. 

Caninde had the highest proportion (76 percent) of its total population 

1.:ving in rural areas, while Campo. das Vertentes, had the .owest (L5 per

cent). in the other two regions, Vale do Riheira had 6( percent and 7ona da 

density was the lowest at 10 persoris .er .n 2 
Mata, 17 percent. Population 

in Vale no Ribeira, while it was the highest (50) in 7ona da Mats. Fo'r 

Caninde ana Cx.pos das Vertentes the densities - re 18 and 28 persons, re

sreztively. 

One coinon characteristic of the cropping system practiced by the small
 

farmers of the four regions was that subsistence crops covered a fai'Ly large
 

prtion of cultivated A'nd. Differences were evidenced in the nonsubsistence
 

or cash crop. The i.mportant food crops in Vale do Ribeira were corn, rice, 

teans and cassava (:.anioca). The cash crops we;: confined to 1;o ticuitiral 

crops, bananaz ana "ea. Livestock tended to be comparativeLy unimportant 

and were limited mos..y to small-scale poultry and swine production. The 

,.rincipai. food crops grown in the Zona da Mata region were corn, beans and 

rice, but coffee and cassava were al.so important. In Campos das Vertentes 

the main food crops were corn and beans, while the principal cash crops were 

sugarcar.e and coffee. Additionally, dairy cattie were important in the re

gion. The most ccnmnon production system in Caninde involved cattle, cotton 

and subsistence crops. 
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Three tenure groups were studied in each of the sarnled regions: 

owner operators, sharecronners and andless laborers. It will be useful 

to (1escribe diffe'ences hetween these tenure Proups. The distributon 

of age in the sample households disclosed intergroup and interrepional 

differences ir the averare age of the ho-Asehold heads and their spouses. 

Of the three studied, the landless laborers vere the youngest with the 

averRe wu.e of males at 39 years in Vale do Ribeira and 1.2 in Campos das 

Vertentes and Zona da ata. The owner farners were the oldest ranging 

from V) to 9
7 years. Similarly, age differencez existed among the re

rions with average age in the Caninde hi,7.hest and that in Vale do
 

Ribeira lowest.
 

"he educational level wits extremely low in the sample w~th an 

average schooling of about one year for adults. '"he owner farmers 

generallY had more schooling than either the snarecroppers or the 

laborers. In Vale do Ribeira, Campos lac Vertentes and Zona da Mata, 

the landless laborers had ailower level of schoolinp than the owner
 

farmers and the sharecronners. Anorg the rerjons stidied the level of 

schooling was the lowest in CanInde. 

Another important characteristic of the entire sample was the fact 

of relatively large family sizes. The owner farmers ir Caninde had 7.5 

survivinp children per married counle, while those in Campos das Verten

tes and Zona da Mata ha (.?, and in Vale d.b Riheira 4.7 children. For 

th~e sharecroppers this figure varied from 3,9 children in Vale do 

Ribeira to 7.6 in Caninde. The lan(I3.tss households in the sample nad a 

relatively smaller number of children, ranging from an average of 3.6 for
 

Vale do Ribeira to 4.. "or Campos ,iai Vertentes and Zona da Mata. In 
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terms of' the nurmber of persons actuaily living ir the households, Lhis
 

was again the highest for Caiinde region with 7.1 persons per house

hold in the case of sharecroppers, while it was the .(-cest in Campos 

das Vertenter- and ona aa Mata at 5.2 persons in the case of iand-.ess 

nouseholds. 

The data on landholdingi; indicated thut the a:erage size owned or 

operated as smail famns Is much below the modulo, which varies from re

gion to region based on varying environmentai factors. The average 

size of a farm o'.ned by the smal. farmers in Vale do Hibeira was 20.6 

hectares, 51.5 percent of the modulo; in Campos das Vertentes and Zona 

da Mata F.3 hectares or 22 percent of the modulo and in Caninde 32.7 

hectares, hO percent of the modulo. WhiLe some of the sharecroppers in 

Vale do Ribeira, Campos das Vertentes and Zona da Mata regions owned 

some ).and, none ir 4ne Caninde region had any land of their own. The 

estimated per cap .a income revealed that the low-income households in the 

Vale do Ribeira region enjoyed a relatively highar :tandard of iiving than
 

the rest of the regions. For the year 1972-73, the lowest estimated per 

capita income (US $82) was that of sharecroppers in thL Campos das Ver

tentes region, while the highest (US $!80) was that of the owner farmers 

in Vale do Ribeira in the southeast. The Irndless households in Vaie 

do Ribelra had the highest per capita income (US $170). It is important 

to note, however, that the estimated per capita overall income for al 

of the groups in the sample was extremely low (US $13-). Because the 

samp, was restr:;.-!" tc specific groups in selected regions, these in

come figures do not r'present estimates of the per capita income in aari

culture as a whole nor even for the sections of the country from which 

they were selected. On the averagcI a person in the overall sample of 

lov-income households earned an income which is les3 than one fifth of 
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the national averaPe. ThL- it is felt they renresent an accurate nor

'.raval of conditioas aon, the Braziiiin rural noore 

Tncome and ConsiDtion 

Poverty in Iranil in heavily concentrated in the agricultural 

sector (Largoni, 11471). Tn 1071 over !h nercent of the economically 

active nopulaion was ennioyei in apricult.ure but generated on'.y II; ner

cent of the :nternal income in Ira:1l. Rividence also shows that the 

ao:riciiltural st.:or has not be.efi. .d from the recent economic boom. 

hlirinr. the lO,,s the Brazilian econon:' experienced ranid growth. However, 

the nroportion of labor enloved in agriculture decreased from 1h7 to 4O 

nercent of the total. Farmers shar-- of income declined from 2 9 to 20 

pernen- which resu2.ted in a decrease in the income ner laborer in agri

calture relat~ve to the urban sector. 

Income Sources 

:n the 107P-73 agricultural year, net annual family income varied 

from ."95 h-1,22 (US) for sharecroppers and lando'iners, resDectively. For 

salariel wor:ers the estirated net family income ranred from , 107-737. 

Although these eiures are not particu1srl:: low in an absolute sense 

conpared with other LPCs, they are substantially low in the Bra7ilian 

context, where the average per capita income was US '730 in 073. In 

general, ltndowners have higher family incomes than sharecroppers and 

landless workers have i.he lowest incomes. 

The main source of income for small lanuowners and sharecroppers was 

"net agricultural production" defined as the sum of sales, hone consuni

tior. and changes in inventory of agricultural nroducts and J ivestock 
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minus nurchased inputs, hired labor costs and payments for ].end rented or 

sharecropped. For the landless workers, the salaried work in agriculture 

was the major source of income. All of the groups were largely dependent
 

on the agricultural sector and, excluding landowners in Vale do Ribeira, 

received from 83 to )5 perce.nt of the family income from it. N:*nagri

cultural emplovment was a source of family income for all the groups 

excedt temoorar?, workers in Campos das Vertentes. Other sources of 

income included pensions, gifts from relatives, handicrafts, etc., and in 

general were of limited importance. 

Income Generation Model
 

Based on the amsll far. ineom generation model (Patrick and Graber, 

177), it was foxr, *at an &.ditional labor equivalent of available 

labor would increase family income by an amount equal t,- about 20 per

cent of the annual minimum wage. The small increase in household income 

resulting from %dditional labor may be partially due to the lack of com

pleient .ry resources. However, the increase in net household income 

resulting from additional use of some of the other resources vas also 

limited. For example, if the use of purchased inpalts and hired labor in 

regions of !!inas Gerais were doibled, net hou3ehold income would increase 

only slightly more than in percent. In other cases (e.g. livestock, 

machinery and emiitiment in the 'Iinas Gerais regions) ti... ,stimated net 

returns were relatively near the real rate of interest and large in

creases in the variable might rot be economically sound. The results of 

this study further indicated that within regions of relatively homo

geneous agriculture, such as Caninde or t!ie regions of Minas Gerais, 

landowners did receive higher incomes from the same resources than did 
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sharecroppers. However, the small landcwner's income was probably not 

sufficiently higher than that of a sharLcrooner to provide a narket rate 

of interest on the landoirner's capital ir:-lstment. In Vale do .ibeira, 

probabl,,because of crop nattern differences, the renter-sharecronper 

group achieveI greater Incomes than landowners from the same quantity of 

:e'sources. 

'he contribution of land to net household Income in Vale do -Ribeira 

and Mlinas lernis irmalles a return on the capital invested of about 15 

and ' nercent, resnectivel y. lhese relatively low rates of return may be 

?ue to wo factors. Firs;, the price of land na- he increased because 

of the demnind for reai is!-ets as a ne,lge against inflation. jecond, the 

unrealiieii (rowns it. )ropor,.-' va]'zis were not included as a return. 

However, in hoth icrions, an increase in the area cropped would lead to 

onlyr a small 2ncrease in current income. liven nresent technology, labor 

can only cultivate a limited amount or land and -hi- will not provide an 

income for the small farmer comparable .o that o" the i,rban worke:-. 

The adontion Index used to measure knowledre obtai:ied from extension
 

contacts an-I other sources haft substantially si;,nificint cc-!'ficients for 

Vale do RibeirL and Caninde. The 'linas Gerais regions coP'ficient was 

not statistically sirnificant, althoiigh it had a nositive sign. This 

n!iht have been due to intercorrelation hetween purcriased inputs and the 

adoption index. 

Improvire. the functional literacy of the small farmer would also 

increase net household income in the states of '1lnas ,erais and Sao 

Pau.lo. If the averai.e household head chanred from being able to read 

slowly and with difficul tv, to beini, able to read raiidly and without 

difficulty, the results sugest net household income would be increased 
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about ?') nercent. However, such a change would involve substantial 

social and private cost. Perhaps the greatest effect of education is in 

preparin, the nent generation for noragicultural employment. 

Income Distribution
 

The data on income distribution in all of Brazil (Langoni, 1973) 

show two noteworthy features. First is the inequality of incomes among 

sectors, and second is the unequal distribution of inccme within the 

agricultural sector. Lanponi's analyI.:, of income distribution in Brazil 

indicates that income was more unequally distributed in the tertiary and 

secondary sectors than in tihe primary sector. For example, the Gini 

coefficients for the tertiary, secondary and primary sectors were 0.5668, 

0.h1052, an,! O.YdsOl, respectively. 

Anail:!s of inrnor.e distribution in the country's primary sector 

flurinp -" shows that the lovest four deciles of the income distri

butior increase'i their share of total income, whilp the share of the next 

five d,! iles declined. Ilowever, the share of the top deoile increased 

by a larger a-unt than aniy of the other deciles. Furtherore, the largest 

percentqre ,airs were attained by the ton 1 and 5 percent groups. The 

average income nf the hifghest decile irour in agriculture was over 17 

times as large as for the lowest decile in agriculture (this differen-!e 

was 1:6 times ir.the irban sector). The average income of the top 1 per

cent *f the ormiary sector increased almost 37 percent between 1960 and 

1970, the largest increase of any groun in the primary sector, while the 

-verage income in the urbar. sector increased 42 percent. 'Te average 

income n,.r -ember o' the agricultural labor force2 increased only lII Der

cent in the lqrns. "'his emnhasizes the fact that the income nroblem in 
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TBrazilian agriculture is two-fold. First, rural incomes are low relative 

to the urban sector. Second, the rural-urban disparity is Pro'iing due 

to the lack of prowth in agricultural income. 

Analy3is of the distribution of income among rural households was
 

undertaken in two of the study regions based on a subsample of households 

consisting,of 101s sharecroppers and small owners in Caninde and 156 small
 

owners, shar..cronpers, renters and arricultural workers in Vale do 

Ribeira. 

In the Vale do Ribeira region in 107P-73, the distribution of income 

anong all the sample households was rather skewed with the top 20 percent 

of the households accounting for about 36 percent of the income and the 

loivest 00 percent of the households only 0 nercent of the income. In 

the next year, 1973-7l1, the share earned tiy the households in the top 20 

percent of the Vale do Ribeira study region increased markedly to L7 

percent of the income. In contrast, the lowest 7) nercent of the house

holds experienced a decline to 4.3 percent. These results indicate that 

in the Vale do Ribeira repion, even amonrp the small farm househoids, the
 

income gap between the relatively well-off farmers and the relttively 

poor farmers tended to widen over the two time periods considered. 

In Caninde, the income distribution anonr the saiiple households for 

the neriod 1072-73 was similar to the distribution in Vale ,!o Hibeira. 

The ton 20 Dercent of the households earned about hl percent of the total 

inccne while the households in the lowest two decile groups earned only 

about 10 percent of the income. There is, however, one noteworthy dif

ference between the two sample regions. horeas these percentages varied 

over time for Vale do Ribeira, they varied little for the two time

,x-riods in Caninde. 
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Alr.ost the ine nattern of income distribution is illustrated by the 

coefficients o' variation and the standard deviations of the logarithm of 

income 3-stiTated for the study re'-ions. Both of thse measures showed a 

larger increase in intone dispersion for .Sao "aulo from 1972-7S to 1973

74 than the increase in income dinnersion in Ceara which occurred from 

-)2-'1 to 1076-.75. 

The greater inen-ian]it in the distribution of inccme as well as the 

faster ",rovth over time in this inonuality observed for the sample houne

hold. in the study reri-n of .ao -.vtlo may he considered from two view

noints. 3ecau-e of higher levels of economic development in the Vale Jo 

Riheira r,:Pion, income levels were relatively hirher there than In 

Caninde. 'tore innortantl'v, Vale do Piheira is closer to sources of 

develonnrt rnd rrcvwth th.an is Canin'Ie. 'he income gains associated 

•4ith 2ocaion advart-ve. -f grvin. iirban-industrial centers, or of 

levelop:rent as rrich !o not seem to have been evenly distributed among 

rira-" i e- 's. Tn "act, as the data revealel,discrepancies in income 

distri'vation among, the samrle ho'seholds in the rural region of Vale do 

tibeira have increased over the two tine-neriods. 

Cnnsnmotior .atterns 

ner ca- ita cxne!.Htures estimated for 197)-73 varied from '1133 (US) 

for sharecr-nners to '153 'or landovnern in Vale do Ribeira, wh'le in 

'aninde thesc were f7 ani lnli, resnectively. As expected ar.6nf, low

income ho'iseholds, the larrest componen'; of household consumption expendi

,t,'L-e. ,a °rr ('"-71 ,ercerilA, housing,, clothing and othcr iter4qn "ood 

,iere minor. in Canlnnde ! onsunntion expenditures appeared to be higher 

F:ong the ownern than anoir the sharecropners who had a relativel:" lo-er 

level of' Income. in the Vale do Ribeira region on the other hand 

http:1076-.75
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consumption expenditures were about the same for sharecroppers and ownars; 

the average income of these two groups was also about the same. The 

proportion spent on food in both regions declined with the average level 

of income. In Caninde, households uith annual income up to $333 spent 

on the average as high as QP percent of their income on food as compared
 

with h8 percent for those households with incomes in the range of 11000-

1667. For Vale do Ribeira, food expenditures were 83 percent and 62. 

percent for the louest and highest income groups, respectively. 

The results of regression analysis have shown that, among the house

holds analyzed, income is the largest determinant of the level of con

st~mption expenditures. In Sao Paulo, where the mean income is higher 

than in Cera, the average level of consumption expe ,itures tends to 

be higher. 

The analysis did not show consistent results in regard to the effect 

of the number of persons in the household on consumption expenditures.
 

The coefficient of this variable was consistently small and statistically
 

nonsiLnificant in all the equations for Ceara. 

Income: Policy Implications
 

The research suggests that a single specific barrier to higher houst

hold incomes does not exist. A number of ch~nges would have minor impacts 

on incones, but none of the changes would result in a doubling of income, 

the approximate level required by comparing land operated to the modulo. 

This suggests that government policy must be relatively comprehensive in 

coverage in order to substantially increase income levels of the small
 

farmer. 

The results of the estimating equations for both regions are fully
 

consistent in showing a strong consumpt-cn-income relationship. When
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income levels are already low, increases in consumption can be expected.
 

The vstinate:l coefficients for the income variable for both rural areas
 

fully support this hypothesis. However, the data provide limited -overage
 

of both tLime and cross section of households. This should be recc,,nized 

before drawing generalized conclusions.
 

Production Systems Technology
 

Resource Efficiency
 

The production characteristics of low-income farms within the three 

sampled regions of Brazil were similar. The Ceara (northeast) sample in

cluded farms of up to 33 hectares in size whereas the Sao Paulo and 'linas 

Gerais samples included only those up to about 30 hectares. As determined 

by 1'ICPA, the land reform agency, the si:es of farms intended to provide 

full emnployment and an adequate income for a family with four workers in 

these areas begin at the unper limits of these ranges. 

A low level of mechanization was prevalent. The Sa, Paulc area had 

fe': farmers with tractors, jeeps an.- trucks, ,ut for the most part, the 

hoe was the principal agricultural implement used to cultivate and prepare 

land. ?!ost of the farms had some !toultry with minor sales o' eggs and 

poultry neat. In Ceara less than half had rattle but the mnority kept
 

swine for 1 oth familv use and sale. About two-thirds of the farmers in 

the Ceara sample kept draft animals. This perreentage was considerably 

higher In Sao Paulo (07") and louier in ?inas 'erRis where less than half 

had work animals. 'his inclules horses !or transportation as well as 

draft oxen. 

Ceara was selected for an in-depth comparison of efficiency in 

resource use among tenure classes of oaers, part owners and .hare 

croppers (Teixeira, 1976). The production of owner operators tended to be 
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more responsive to capital and labor whereas the sharecroppers' output 

was more responsive to land. As expected, the part owners *sually fell 

between these two groups with minor exceptions.
 

The landowners' capital-labor ratio appeared economically efficient 

when the prie or wage rate was taken as that under the current practice 

of labor guaranteed to the landowner .,nder the sharecrop rental arrange

ments (suzkeicao). 3n the other hand, landowners used less capital rela

tive to lanr! than was most economically efficient under c.inditions
 

prevalent in the sample period. Undr Vese same conditions sharecropDers 

had less of both capital and land in proportion to labor than was econom

ically efficient. Making credit and education in the use of credit 

available appear feasible as policies to improve the incomes and pro

ductivity of these farmers.
 

Analysis of the on-farm market for family labor indicated, as ex

pected, that the demand for labor for farming activic es was responsive 

to chenges in the imputed wage rate or return to labor in farming. The 

houseioVs' supply uf such labor was responsive but inelastically so. 

Owners' families tended to be more responsive than sharecroppers' families 

in fu:nishing labor when the imputed wage rate increased and vice versa. 

Increases in nonfarm income were associated with increases in household 

labor going to farm activities. Increased education appeared to lead to 

high imputed wages for land owners but not so for sharecroppers. 

Possibilities for increasing farm incones with currently used 

technologies and enterprises are very limited.-/ Substantial 

!/Studies in this area include: Graber, 1975; Garcia, 1975; Teixeira
 

lQ76; Patrick and Graber, 1977; Barbosa, 1971; Patrick and Carvalho
 
Filho, 1975; IPEA/IPES, 1970; Panagides and Ferreira, 1972; Cesal
 
and Bandeira; White and Roche; Patrick 19711; Sanders and 11ollanda, 
l76; Carvalho, et al, 1974; Junqueira, 1073; Ferreira, 1975; Lisboa
 
Sobrinho, 1975; Gomes, 197hi; P4agalhaes, 1971; Lima and Sanders, 1975.
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inefficiencies in resource'qllocations do exist an! renerally more family
 

labor is available than can be effectively used durinr ost or all of the
 

year !:vcn exrcr'el'," large changei in resource allocations result in only
 

limited chaniges in the absolute level of' the marginal product or labor. 

Linear pro:-rammin anlysis was used and tha results indicate that the 

a,!"Itional income renulting from a recombination of resources with
 

current technology is very limited.
 

The inability to obtain substantial increases in income by reallo

cations of' resources should not be interpreted as suggesting that farmers
 

not be In"ormed of resource adjustments needed or that resource aUljust

ments Lhould not be encouraged. Policies which encourage an outflow
 

of young people should reduce the long-run aspects of' the income prob

lem in agriculture. In additior to reducing the supply of labor in the
 

shortrun, outniration will reduce the pressure for continued subdivi

sion of holdings.
 

Linear programing studies using sample data commonly suggest that
 

the problems of farmers differ greatly even within the smell farmer
 

category. For the very small farm, one with substantially less than the
 

modulo, excess family labor is commonly a problem. In the Zona da Mata,
 

even the introduction of labor-intensive activities did not provide
 

employment optortunities on the farm for the available operator and family
 

labor, For households in these situations, off-farm work is a critical
 

need as a source of income. In contrast, farms of about the modulo in
 

size, in both the Zona ds ?Mata and Serra Talhada in the northeast hired
 

additional labor during certain periods of the year to assist with various
 

seasonal cropping operations.
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The large seasonal variations in the labor requirements for crop 

activities leads to households having excess family labor during certain
 

neriods and facing the need to hire labor in other neriods. This also
 

makes clear the pressure for selective mechanization observed in some
 

areas in which labor was generally assumed to he abundant. In some in

stances it nay be possible to expand livestock :,'.iiri t, effec

tively utilize labor and other resources available.
 

Alternative technolo,7ies nrovide possibilities for increasing
 

incomes on farms of the size being studied. In both Ceara and Minas
 

erais, properly designed technology resi,.ted in large relative increases
 

in production and incomes. Some technologies which did not meet the
 

needs of the farms considered resulted in very limited increases and some

times decreases in production and income.
 

Production Technologies: Policy Implications 

Considerably greater attention shoul!l be given to the economic 

evaluation of the technologies which a')ear agronomically feasible before 

they are recorncnded for adoption by farrers. Ideally, these technolo

gies should be evaluated in a whole-farm context because of possible 

deleterious interaction with other phases of the production process. 

Additional research is necessary for the continual evaluation of newly 

developed production technologies. Information on the economic viability 

of individual practices or packages of technology is very important for 

guiding additional agronomic research as well as advising farmers. For 

example, the research showing that fertilization is not economiLal in the 

semiarid Ceara indicates that physical scientists should emphtize 

other techniques. 
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Although properly desiigned aiternative technology can increase the 

Dotential income of small farmers, technology alone is not the answer. 

As inddated oreviously, despite substantial increases in Income levels,
 

the abso!ute levels of income are generally low in comparison with the
 

ninimum wade. This is esnecially true for the farms which are substan

tially smaller than the 'cdulo. The effectiveness of technology can be 

increased if combined with other programs such as relaxing constraints
 

to credit availability.
 

It is important for researchers and policy makers to recognize that. 

some farms are simply too small to provide a family with an income equal 

to the minimum wage. Tecra'-ology will not nrovide an answer to their 

probles and major investments ir, an attewpt to discover technology or 

enterprises to solve their income problem would be futile. instead, 

programs which will facilitate the transfer of these people or their 
'4, 

children to situations in which their labor and other resources can be 

more productive appear to offer better pay-offs. In some cases because
 

of age or other characteristics, welfare programs may be the most effec

tive and efficient means of improving the household's situation. For
 

the long--rin solution of 4-he rural poverty problem it is of crucial 

importance to avoid nerpetuating the current situation in which the 

younger generation is entrapped in the circumstances of the parents. 

For the small farm with a more adequate resource base, new or alterna

tive technolories and enterprises can become the heart of a comprehensive
 

program to imnrove income levels. Currently, much of the reseaixh under

way in 3ra'il is not directed specifically at the problems of this size
 

farmer. This is probably not too serious a problem with much of the 
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biological research, but the nroblem of selective mechanization does
 

deserve some attention. The lind-saving, la1or,-u3in types of technolo

gies need to be carefidly evaluated to see that they do not create bottle

necks in the production process. in fact, this type of technology has the 

potential to create a denand for labor-saving technology. 

Exreriments analyzi ig level o' fertilizer use, comparing varieties 

cr the effectiveness of different chemicals are often evaluated in isola

tion. However, the !nteraction effects of these technologies, indivi

dmlly or in a package vith the rest of the production process make it 

necessary to analyze the jhole farr when atteanpting to evaluate whether a 

parti--1a- t'me of tecrnology is economical. Given the large nivaber of 

siall farms in Brazil, innroverents in techno]ogv could have a substan

tial impact on both rural incoLes and emnlo.yicnt. 

Increases of ?:; to 5) percent in net incomes from use of new
 

technology would be essential to alleviate the orobl¢ms of rural poverty. 

hese •ianges are very substantial but wculd not solve the problem if 

such incomes cannot provide returns for labor and capital similar to that
 

whi' h they receive in other uses. However, technology does have a maor
 

role in incrwasing botential incomes of the small farmers and contributing
 

to th. process of overall development even thowh it should not be 

expected to Filely resolve all the p"obiens. 

Factors in Technolegy Adoption 

Production techniques surveyed among the Brazilian small farmers 

vere classified according to whether their use might be induced by land

saving or labor-saving purposes. Furthermore, each of the techniques 

in these two groups were classified according to whether they required 
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investment or only current expenses. This was thought to be as relevant 

as the usual breakdown into mechanical and biochemical techniques. As 

it turned out, the techniques requiring investment were of a mechanical 

nature while those requiring only operating expenses were of a chemicerl 

nature. No purely biolcgical technique was considered in this study. 

The mechanical tecnniques (working animals3, -uractors, cultivators, etc.) 

involved investment capita. ,ue to the nonexistence of well-functioning 

markets where the services of such factors could be rented. 

The four t,'rnes of techniques defined were: labor-saving michsnical, 

labor-saving chemical, land-saving mechanical and land-saving chemical.
 

A farmer was considered to be adopting labor-saving mechanical techniques
 

If aninal or mechanical energy was used in the land-preparation and/or 

cultivation process. Labor-saving chern.csl techniques were defiLed if 

herbicides were used in tne cultivation Droce3s, even if the ultimate 

ob.ect've is land P.ugmenting. 

The farmer was considered as adopting land-saving mechanical techni

ques if conservation practices were used to avoid erosion, e.g., building 

terraces and planting, on level curves on the hillsides. Land-saving
 

chemical techniques incluaed the use of chemical treatment of seeds
 

before planting and/or the use of chenical fertilizers.
 

Logit analysis (Tollini, I'u77) was used to associate the adoption 

of the various production-techniques with location (region), type of land 

tenure, education of the farmer and the use of institutional credit. The 

results were statistically significant at the 5-percent level with the 

exception of labor-saving mechanical techniques. However, the coefficient 

of determination for cnly one of the enuations vas particularly high.
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Several observations came to light. A large proportion of the 

Brazilian small farmers still relied on human energy and primitive pro

cesses to carry on their agricultural production activities. This pro

portion, however, varied a great deal with the type of practice and was
 

very much affected by profitability which was related to the product and
 

factor markets, institutional credit, land tenure and farmers' manage

ment abilities.
 

Considering types of practices, it is not possible to afrirm without
 

qualifications that mechanical techniques have a higher probability of 

adoption than chemical techniques. Although this is true in conjunction 

with labor-saviig, techniques, in conjunction with land-saving techniques 

it is not uniformly true. !1e-hanical techniques do have a higher proba

bility of adoption in the northeast (Ceara), where the environment
 

(physical and economica'l implies an txtrenely lou, or even negative,
 

return on the risky land-savinp chemical techniques (Hollanda, and
 

3anders, 17r)). In the southeast (9ao Paulo and i4nas Gerais), land

saving chemical techniques have a higher rr3bability of adoption than
 

land-saving mechanical techniques. This difference In the adoption
 

behavior of farmers in thn two areas may be the consequence of different 

levels of investment in research and extension (Thompson, iQ71). 

M'ueller argues that mechanical practices are mor . easily-transferred and 

adapted to local conditions than chemical practices and that the lack of 

a good research system may reduce the teciinolopical alternatives availa

ble to farmers. The results of this study seem to lend empirical support 

to this hypothesis. Given the cron mix nrid the factor and product 

markets in the two areas, the lack of a responsive research organization
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in the northeast restricted the adopting of new technolofdy in that region. 

Mechanical techniques, being easier to adopt, are more likely to be used 

than chemical techniques. 

Education was found to substantially affect the probability of 

adoption of chemical techniques. The role of education in the adoption 

of mechanical techniques, however, was less important. This may be
 

caised by the different degrees of difficulty in decoding these t'oo types 

of techniques, resulting in differences in the required management abili

ties (Welc., lQ70). 

.Athough education increases the probability of adoption of tech

nology, and more so in the case of chemical techniques, profitability
 

was an essential cordition. The lack of profitability of chemical tech

niques for small farms in the northeast made their probability of adopcion
 

nil, rei'ardless of the educational level of the farmer.
 

Profitability also dominated the positive effect of institutional
 

credit. Credit was very important for the adoption of labsr-saving
 

mechanical techniques and of land-saving chemical techniques. it also
 

had a small but significant effect on the adoption of labor-savtn
 

chemical techniques.
 

Surprisingly, land ownership did not increase the probability of 

adontion of any type of practice. Renters and sharecrcppers showed a 

higher probahility of utilizing land-saving practices and of labor-saving 

chemical practices. Even for mechanical, Inbor-saving practices, land 

ownership did not play any significant role in the adoption process. 
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Agricultural Information Systems 

The majority of the low-income farms in the sample acquired informa

tion from informal sources such as transistor radios and newspapers; only 

a stall portion of the information furnished by such sources is relevant 

to production management decisions. On the other hand, onlV a small
 

fraction 
(less than 25 percent) of the farmers utilized institutional and 

formal sources such as the agronomists and extension vnykers working with 

government agencies that provide mostly production information. Share

croppers, especially in the st-i* areas of Ceara (northeast) and Minas 

Gerais (southeast), acquired much less information from these sources 

than did the ovner-operators. 

The fact that a vast majority of low-income farms remain ovtside of 

the orbit of public institutions concerned with dissemination of agri

cultural information should be of concern to policy makers. The rela

tionship or %ssociation between information acquisiti.on and the charac

teristics of -"he decis!on maker and the household, including its resource 

endowments and environs under which decisions are made, is pertinent here. 

Hence, variables that were incorporated in the information model included
 

education, income sources, land tenure and regional characteristics.
 

The results of regression analysis support the hypothesis of a
 

positive association between information and education. The coefficients
 

of both the household head's schooling and the schooling of children in 

the household were positive. Thus, it is not only the education of the
 

head of the household but also the education of children that was impor

tant in influencing the household's search for info-nation relevan, to
 

farm production and resource allocation. The present evidence shows a 

http:acquisiti.on
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relatively greater impact of the education of children suggesting that 

with an increase in the level of education among the farm people there 

will be greater search for production-related information. The economic
 

value of information realized through education can be explained by two
 

improvements: efficiency of resource allocative decisions on the farm,
 

and mobility of labor leading to off-farm employment.
 

Farm size had a positive effect on the quantity of information 

acquired by small farm households. The coefficient of this variable was 

positive in the institutional and all-credit models tried. It was sta

tistically significant In the institutional credit model at the 10

percent level, and at the 15-percent level in the all-credit model. 

This also suggests that households with the larger sized farms have made 

greater use o' institutional sources of information such as governmental 

research and extension agencies. This information/land relationship 

might have been more pronounced if the sample had also contained meditn
 

and large sized farrs using higher level production technologies.
 

Farr households which own land acquire higher levels of information 

than those not ownin,r land, other things held .onstaw.t. Proprietors 

(owner-operated farms) acquired significantly higher levels of information 

from the institutional soirces as well as from overall sources. 

The variable representing nonagricultural sources of income appeexed 

consistently positive in all four information equations tried. In three 

out of the four equations, the coefficient of this variable exceeded the 

standard error of estieite and the coefficient was statistically sinifi

cant at the lf)-percent level in the institutional credit model. A part of 

the nonagrlultural income is accounted for by migrants' income transmitted 
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to farm households from outside the region or locality. From migrant

members, the households could also receive information by exchange of
 

letters, visits end gifts. Gifts such as transistor radios and bicycles
 

help households acquire information. It is reasonable to expect that 

households with outside contacts will pErceive the benefits of informa

tion better than those that do not have them. Migration from this 

stanipoint enhances the economic value of information. Although the con

verse may also be true, information in this study vas the dependent 

variable.
 

The variables, education, land and off-farm income influence the 

demand for informationl positively because they enhance the economic 

value of information to the household through more efficient resource 

allocation. The impact of these variables on the search for production 

information can be viewed through a cost-benefit perspective of household 

economics. 

Information Systems: Policy Inplications 

Public agencies engaged in disseminating production and other kinds
 

of information in agriculture need to make concerted efforts to break the 

various constre nts that have prevented the low-income farms from 

acquiring relevant information and hence from tak.ing advantage of improved 

farm practices. It is equally important, however, to supplement and
 

complement the efforts of public agencies in charge of information and
 

extension services with appropriate policies in other areas, such as
 

farmers' education, development of technology suitable for the small farms, 

the release of credit and land constraints and removal of labor market 

imperfections. 
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Credit Availability
 

Analysis of macrolevel data on rural credit distribution in Brazil 

shows that the major Droportion of credit advanced by institutional 

sources has Pone to large farms. Tmpirical evidence also shows that small 

farmers are receiving only limited credit. Farms less than 109 hectares 

(?7 acres) which account for 99 percent of total farms in the country 

(24 percent of land area and 51 nercent of total production) durint .9'; 

received only 30 percent of total credit ad-anced by the government, 

whereas farms with 10)-100 hectares of land which account for 8 percent 

of total farms (37 percent of total land area and 27 percent of total 

production) received 411 percent of the tota. amount loaned. The remaining 

18 percent went "o farms with 1009 or more hectares of land. This trend 

in Brazil is, of course, in lin with the general phenomenon of the low

income small. farms having been bynassed by development efforts made in 

recent years in most of the developing countries. 

The nrenent study of small farm credit investigated the borrowing
 

activities of low-income farm households ard so'ht to identifyf some of
 

the factors that determine household bar iwings or the household demand 

for credit. The study utilized the data from a subsample of 129 small
 

farm households (out of a total of (18 sample farms), comprised of 

owner-oncrated farmers and sharecroppers. Lack of completeness in the 

data on credit and other related variables was the reason for confining 

this analysis to a subsanple. 
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Credit Sources and Constraints 

In the rural repions studied, only 11 percent ol all sample house

holds received credit from institutional sources, while tnother 7 percent 

received credit from noninstitutional sources such as Drivate money
 

lenders, traders and merchants, friends and relatives, etc. A greater
 

proportion of the landowners (owner-onerated farms) received credit from 

institutional sources than did the sharecroppers. Also, their average
 

amount borrowed was much higher than that of the sharecroppers in the
 

sample. 

The majority of landowners and sharecroppers felt they had credit 

restrictions in their production and investment decisions. This was
 

felt most in Ceara in as much as 03 percent of the owners and 97 percent 

of the sharecronners on small farms reported credit restrictions. In
 

Sao Paulo these figures were 37 percent and 54 percent while in Minas
 

Gerais they were 51 percent and 50 percent, respectively.
 

The single most important item of intended credit utilization for 

both tenure groups was future investment in agriculture. The sharecroppers 

shoved a greater tendency to use credit for land purchase. Lack of 

adequate secu-ity in the form of capital assets such as land and livestock, 

and lack of ownership title were offered by sample households as important 

reasons for denial of credit by organized institutions. 

The data on institutional credit utilization show that most of the 

credit obtained was used to purchase land (51 percent of ,otal credit in 

Minas Gerais, 63 percent in Ceara.) Data for Sao Paulo were not available. 

Sharecroppers tended to spend relatively more credit funds on implements 

and working animals than did owner farmers. Likewise, sharecroppers used
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more credit on consumntl )n t.hin landowners. Unwillingness to finance 

consumption nay he another reason why institutional sources are reluctant 

to advance credit to sharecroppers. 

Factors Influencing Demand for Credit
 

The results of regression analysis indicated that income sources 

were a major determinant of the household's borrow4 ngs. Both the agri

cultural income and non gricultural income variables had positive and 

statistically significant impacts on household's borrowings from insti

tutional and other sources of 'redit. The coefficient of the land varia

ble on the other hand, although positive, appeared nonsignificant statis

tically. Land in models without income variable did not reflect 

agricultural ncome among small farmers since it did little to explain 

credit obtained. Of the two incone variables, nonagricultural income
 

exercised a much greater impact than agricultural income with respect to 

both magnitude and statistical significance of the coefficient. The
 

positive and statistically significant e'fect that the nonagricultural 

income variable had on borrowings may reflect increased information 

transmitted to households through members who had worked off farm, as 

well as the ability of such households to spread their risk; both condi

tions are conducive to household borrowing. Also the presence of non

agricultural income helps assure the landing institutions that loans 

will be repaid on time.
 

Possession of nonland capital assets (small implements, household
 

durables, livestock) by small farm households was another factor that
 

had a positive effect on borrowing from institutional sources. This 

indicates that those who possessed savings in alternative forms had a 
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better chance of receiving credit. The variables representing livestock
 

and other investments in canital equipment, both farm and household,
 

generally reflect farmers' ability to save.
 

The regression analvsis also highlighted the education variable.
 

DesDite the fact that overall schoolinp is low amonp low-income farmers,
 

the schooling variable did have n positive effect on credit obtained.
 

The positive effect of farmers' schooling on credit usage is probably 

brought about in several vays. It enables farmers to acquire relevant 

credit information at lower cost and increases their ability to make
 

better use of credit in combination with other farm resources. Farmers 

having some schooling have an advantage over those with no schooling 

when dealing with credit agencies. Their perception of the potential
 

returns from credit is better also. 

"he coefficient of the household head's age variable was negative 

and statistically sinnificant in both the institutional and noninstitu

tional credit models. This may imply two things. First, an older 

farmer is less willing to take risks or search for newer opportunitiec, 

and consequently uses less credit, other things being equal. Second,
 

credit institutions may prefer to advance loans to relatively younger
 

farmers. 

Credit: Policy Implications 

Two things bear on nolicy. First, credit is perceived as a constraint 

by the operators of siall farms but the institutional credit agencies have 

directed the major share of their credit to large farms. Second, if the
 

credit constraint faced by low-income farms is to be relieved as a part
 

of conferted efforts to help the low-income households participate in
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and derive benefits from Brazil's developmental efforts, provision of
 

credit as such will not be adequate. Along with it must be provided 

information and training in obtaining and using credit if tne small 

farmers are to make productive use of this scarce resource. 

Time Allocation 

Decisions to allocate time to different activities are important 

for several reasons. First, labor supply is lirked with the pattern of 

time allocation of household members. Second, the way a household
 

allocates its time resource between market and nonmarket activities
 

has important bearing on its economic well-being. Third, the way indivi

duals allocate their time between good-intensive and time-intensive con

sumption activities also reflects the economic opportunities in society
 

and the way different groups of individuals and households avail them

selves of such opportunities. Lmr-income households face a number of 

constraints which deny or substantially limit their opportunities to
 

participate in productive activities outside the household and the farm.
 

The analysis of time allocation had two objectives: 1) to provide a
 

descriptive analysis of the existing pattern of time allucation of house

hold members, and 2) to analyze with the held of the new household 

economic model the time-nllocqtion behavior in order to identify the 

major factors that Influence the pattern of time allocation of the
 

household members.
 

The major part of the husband's total work time was devoted to 

farming activities. The nroportion of time devoted to off-farm activities
 

was generally small among the low-income rural households, although in the 

study regions of Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais there was more of this than
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occurred in the study region in Ceara. The dominant consumer of the 

rural vife's labor services, on the other hand, was the household sector 

accounting for about 55 percent of her total work time in Sao Paulo and 

68 percent in Ceara. Work on own-farm did not account for more than 10 

percent of her total time.
 

The percenta,-e distribution of children's time among various activi

ties indicated that children in low-income rural households begin to
 

participate in economic activities of one kind or another from as early
 

as 7 years of age. The activities performed in the household such as
 

work on maintenance, child care, cleaning, cooking, collection of firewood,
 

etc. took the maJor share of children's total work time in all regions.
 

The household members' time allocation rclationships among the low

income groups were estimated with models of basically the Becker-Lewis 

tpe (Becker and Lewis, 1073). It includes five labor supply equatioks; 

three explain the total work of the husband, the wife and the children, 

and two explain off-farm "aork: of the husband and other members of the 

household (Lopes, 1170). 

Husband's Time 

The regression coeff!.ient for the husband's implicit wage variable
 

(value of the marginal product) appeared consistently positive and sta

tistically highly sirn.ficant in all the equations tried. The own wage 

of total labor supply of the husband was relatively Inelastic to wage 

chanpge. A 1-percent increase in the own implicit wage is likely to 

Induce a 3.f. percent increase in the total quanti.y of labor supplied 

by farm husbands. The results of the regression give no evidenue that 

incone variables influenced the husband's time allocative decisions. 
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The statistical results did not exhibit the predicted effect of
 

husband's !--:-.ation on his total labor services supplied to work. The
 

coefficient of this variable was negative, though statistically non

sigmnificant. The already low level of education that characterizes the 

lc:-income rural heads of households may explain why the education
 

variable remains in the background in irfluencing the time -1locative
 

behavior of the husband. The opportunity wage of the husband defined 

in terms of his perceived wages in off-farm activities (if he were to
 

leave his present occupation) did not appear to affect his total time
 

allocation in any important manner.
 

Wife's Time
 

The wife's implicit wages (value of the marginal product) had the
 

predicted positive impact on her labor services supplied to fhXm and
 

off-farm work. The elasticity coefficient for the implicit wage variable
 

was consistently greater t'an one and over three times that of the hus

band. It was statistically significant at the 1 percent level in all the 

models. This implies that with a rise in the implicit wages, the value 

cf the wife's time will increase and she will Ahift greater amounts of 

her total time away from domestic activities to work on own-farm and 

outside. The negative ,rnn si,nificant coefficient of the husband's 

implicit wage variable on the other hand suggests that the husband's time 

may be a substitute for the wife's time allocated to work activities. 

The education of the wife had a negative and statistically signifi

cant influence on her total time allocated to work activities. It is
 

,enerally a3sxied that education will e:,hance the productivity of time in
 

work outside or the nousehold; the results do not support this. The
 



explanation may or miy nct lie in some socioeconomi- reasons, such as 

the following: 1) tae value of her time increases more in the household 

than outsl!e, 2) limited alternative employment opportunities available 

to the educated wife within the locality, 3) difficulties in her movement 

outside the locality as it is dependent upon that of the husband as well 

as deficiencies in transportation facilities, 4) working on farming
 

activities of the small farms does 
not require formal education, nor are
 

wages related to schooling, and 5) low . .stige attached to farm work
 

outside of own farm for the educated wife, however low that education
 

may be. 

The coEfficients of total earnings, household size and number of
 

young children in .he household had the expected signs but statiswere 


tL 'ally nonsignificant. The coefficient of the number 
of older children 

appeared negative and statistically significant at the 15-percent level. 

This implies that the older children's time substitutes for the rife's farm
 

and off-fen work tine. However the job opportunities off farm are very 

limited so most of this substitution takes place in own farm work. Age 

of the wife had th. expected effect in that slhe supplied lees tot..al work
 

as .he became older. 

Children's Time
 

The children's time allocation nodel yielded mixed results. The
 

coefficient of the own-wage variable was negative and significantly
 

diFferent from zero. A negative work-w- e response implies that the
 

supply curve of children's total work is downward sloped. The coeffi

cients of the husband's waae and wife's wage did not affect the total 

work rrom children. The coefficients were not statistically significant 
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and were small in size. Similarly, the statistical results do not
 

support the view that the husband's opportunity wage affects total work
 

of children.
 

The coefficient of total earnings was positive and statistically
 

3ignificant at the one-percent level Such positive income elasticity
 

suggests that a rise in family income would reduce children's home work
 

time and increase their total vork allocation. However, the sigr on
 

this coefficient is nrobahly related to the failure to identify the param

eters o: the wage "%riable as indicated by its n.egative cocffic:ent.
 

The coeflicicnt of the non'.abcr income variabies: children's education
 

and husband's education, had signs consistent with expectations but were
 

not statistically significant.
 

"he size of household had a deterrent effect on children's time
 

allocated to work. It seems this variable nicked up the effect of an
 

increased demand for hone nroduced services, particularly subsistence
 

needs, induced by a larger number of household members. Tha .-oefficient
 

of number of vounper children was positive, relatively large in size and
 

statistically slvaificant at the one-percent level. An increase in the
 

number of younper children in the household will lead to greater alloca

tion of older -hildren's time to jork on own farm and outside of own farm.
 

Ageise, the 7-11 year c-ids spent relatively more tine in the house

hold (l-14 percent) as compared with older children (12-20 percent).
 

Interestingly, children of all a es devoted a comparatively 3rester frac

tion of their total time tc the farm than did their mothers. Rural
 

children had limited off-farm onportunities, although the older children
 

aged 18 years and above in the household supplied relatively more labor
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services to the market than did younger children. This suggests a 

substitution of labor services within the household consistent with rela

tivt, wnge anI emplovment opportunities available to the household. The 

younger children perform work in the household while the older children
 

supply more labor services to the market, where their marginal produc

tivity is hir-her than in domestic work which can be zerformel by younger 

cOildren. 

The data on children's time allocation exhibited rather marked 

interregional differer.ces. For all age-groups, Caninde in the Ceara
 

region has the lowest participation rate (').-l percent) in off-farm 

activities while Vale dn Ribeira in Sao Paulo his the highest rate of 

participation (9 percent). Minas Gerais rericn is in betv.een (1.A

6.i percent). These differehices reflect labor market condi' ions in the 

three repions. 

Regional Differences in Time Allocation
 

The coefficient of the regional durvv for Minas Gerais was negative
 

and statistically significant in all the models, implying thay, other
 

things equal, the level of total time allocation to work by the husband, 

the wife as well as the children in the Minas region is significantly 

lower than that of the Sao Paulo region. This could 1- due to the fact 

that the Sao Paulo region has a relatively better Job market as it is 

economically morp developed with richer resource endowments including
 

infrastructures.
 

The !oefficient of the off-farm wage variable was positive and 

significant at the 10-percent level. Implicit wages consistently exer

cised a strong negative effect on the h"iband's off-farm work in all the 
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equations tried. Off-farm work was competing with on-farm work for his time.
 

The coefficient of the total earnings variable was positive, rela

tively larger in size and statistically significant. An increase in
 

total family earninps induced ti adjustment towards off-farm work and
 

away from am work, with husband consitmption time remaining unchanged.
 

Statistical sunport for an effect of nonearnings income (rifts, etc.) and
 

capttal on the off-farn work of the husband was, however, weak. Increase
 

in farn sine did hWve some deterrent impact on the husband's off-farm 

labor sunply.
 

Surnrisinaly, the education variable had a significantly negative 

effect on th,' husband's off-farm time allocation. At extant low levels, 

education enhances his own-farm productivity more than his off-farm
 

productivity.
 

Time Allocation: Policy Implication
 

Important policy implications flow from the analysis of time alloca

tion of household members. Farm and off-farm wage rates influence the
 

level of emnlo.'ent. The greatest imnact is on the supply of labor by
 

the vives, but there is a resnonse as well by the husbands, suggesting
 

that labor rarket policies such as ninimum wage can influence the level of
 

employment. The low wage-supply elasticity for the husbands indicates
 

that nolicies which shift the terms of trade against awriculture will
 

have little influence on their enployrent, although the implicit wage
 

they receive will decline proportionately more. The imnact of such
 

policies on the wives, however, is likely to reduce their level of employ

nent relatively more than the wage rate they receive. The increased 

employment of women in Brazilian agrictilture in recent years is a logical 
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response to the increase in vage rates in the agricultural sector and
 

does not appear to be the result of declining family income as is often
 

alleged. The failure to find statistically significant cross elastici

ties for the various wage variables suggests that w.age policies can be
 

focused on particular groups of the labor force if so desired. This has
 

important implicattons for reasiu'es designed to influence school attend

ance of the young. The statistical results pertaining to the real
 

income variable sugest that, within the range of the data, increases in 

incone do not seen to lead to any substantial change in work effort.
 

To that extent it does not appear likely that labor supply would decline
 

with rising inccme. Finally, the amount of off-far time ullocation 

appears to be responsive to wage rates. This indicates that as wages 

continue to rise in the nonfarm sector, there will be an increase in the
 

amount of off-farm work. This in turn nay lead to an increase in farm
 

wages if the labor market functions in a competitive way.
 

Fertility Behavior and Human CaDital
 

The Brazilian experience exhibits a characteristic of marked inter

regional differences in the levels of both numbers and schooling of rural 

children (Singh, Schuh and Kehrberg, 1978). Regions with high fertility 

rates are also region2 of low level of quality in terms of the education 

of children. The number of children born per married CouDle in the 

sampled regions varied from as high as 9.1 in Caninde to as low as 4.8 in
 

Vale do Ribeira. In terms of schooling per child, the range was from
 

l.9 years in Cea-a to 2.3 years in Sao Paulo for all groups of households.
 

School enrollment also differs among the three regions under study.
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While demand for nmrber of children is quite high, investment in 

their schoolin (quality) is quite low in low-income, rural households.
 

The Becker and Lewis (1Q73) generalized household economic model for
 

schooling and fertility -was extended and accounted for some of the
 

special economic conditions of poor rural households and their environ

ment in Brazil which may have bearing on the household decision-making 

process.
 

Data used for empirical testing of the model were drawn from 

aproximately 511 households out of the total of 608 households in the 

sample. In the macrolevel analysis of the demand for schooling, however, 

secondary data collected from census reports were used (20 states being 

the units of observation). 

At the microlevel child quality was measured in tuo ways, school 

enrollment and averag~e school years per school-age child in the household. 

The latter performed better in explaining household demand for child 

quality in the regressions. Overall, school years per child is concep

tually a better measure of the level of child quality in the household 

and tj that extent it also gives a truer reflection of the effect of 

household investment in child quality than does school enrollment. 

Demand for Children 

This study indicated that the economic value of children to the 

household is a major determinant of fertility behavior. In poor rural 

households economic value of children comes from participation in house

hold activities, own-farm activities and off-farm earnings. 

The parents' schooling and contacts outside of the household vicinity 

had a nor,tive, although relatively weak statistical influence on the 
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number of children per household. The mother's age, as expected had a 

Dronounced effect on fertility. On the other hand, the allocation of 

her time to farm activities whether own-farm or outside of own-farm had 

little significant influence on household demand for children. 

Mount of land farmed had very little impact on fertility, but house

hold annual income evidenced a significant positive effect on fertility
 

at low-income levels. !owever, at higher levels of income the effect on 

fertility from increasing income would be less and conceivably could 

be negative. 'his was suoported by a negative coefficlent on the
 

quadrrtic income variable in the regression.
 

Use of modern agricultural technology tended to be associated with 

reduced numbers of children per household. Agricultural technolopr was 

reflected in the model through purchased input and capital assets varia

bles.
 

Another significant determinant of fertility behavior in low-income
 

nouseholds is infant mortality. Infant mortality may reflect 1) physical
 

health of the mother arid/or 2) availability of medical care facilities
 

in rural areas. The statistically significant positive coefficient for
 

this variable supports a nartial replacement theory. The greater the
 

incidence of rxrtality among, young children in the household, the 

rreater the irLcertainty about the number that will survive, and hence 

there is increased incentive for the parents to have more children. 

The tenure characteristics (owner-orratorship and sharecropping) 

did not appear to lead to any significant difference in the number of 

children per household, other things equal. The purely laniless house

hold did have fewer children per household with other conditions held
 

cor. +Ant.
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Demand for Schooling
 

Increased schooling of children was associated with lower number,

of children per household. Children's off-farm income was negatively
 

associated with amount of schooling althc'-g1 the strength of the statis

tical evidence varied. Participation by children in off-farm activities 

raises the economic value of their tine. This implies a rise in the 

opportunity cost of schooling and hence a reduction in demand for
 

schooling. On the other hand, allocation of the children's time to
 

work on the family farm did not seem to hinder schooling. Interestingly,
 

the amount of work done by children in the household such as maintenance,
 

cleaning, cooking, etc. was positively associated with the amount of
 

schooling. Apparently, these activities can be carried on at times
 

that do not conflict with school attendance.
 

Mlration was associated with greater demand for schooling. This 

finding is consistent with the hypothesis that with more possibility for
 

migration, the returns to schooling are expected to be higher. Whether
 

parents expect returns for themselves in their old age or through help
 

from children in better Jobs is not certain. The parents may simply
 

view this as an opportunity to help their children. Education helps
 

children take the opportunity t migrate and the incentive is probably
 

enhanced by success.
 

The presence of young children and elderly persons in the household
 

had a depressing effect on demand for schooling. This relation probably
 

resulted from the greater amoimt of work required of school-age children
 

in households that had to care for very young and very old family members.
 

The care of young children (n to 5 years) is partictlarly time intensive.
 

Their presence increases household demand for labor services of older 
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children in order to allow the mother to conduct other household tasks 

and work outside of the household. This situation increases the oppor

tunity cost of education and leads to a greater number of children and
 

less schooling per child in the household.
 

The positive and statistically significant effect on schooling of 

child-en associated with the level of the mother's schooling suggests 

the importance of women's educaticn in the human caDital investment pro

cess. The educability of subsequent generations is also enhanced: a 

long-run social benefit in the development process. Although the 

mother's schooling was important, the way in which her time was allocated 

among household and outside activities did not evidence a strong relation 

tt" investment in children's schooling. 

Evidence that children's level of schoolinv was associated positively
 

with the father's schooling and outside contacts was relative]y weak
 

although coefficients In the model had the appropriate sign. Analysis of
 

macrolevel data on enrollment in rural primary schools indicated a
 

positive and statistically significant effect of education of older
 

persons (15 years +) in the household on enrollment of children in rural
 

primary schools. The father's age was more important than his schooling
 

and its advance apneared to have a declining p.ositive effect on the level
 

of children's schooling.
 

The average number of years of schooling of children in the house

hold increased a3 the area fanied increased. Land holding, whether owned 

or rented, was important in the context cf investment in human capital. 

On the other hand, household income aDpeared to have a negative influence
 

on schooling though the evidence was statistically weak. It would not
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be unreasonable, with other factors constant, for income to increase at 

the expense of schooling in situations where child labor can be used to 

increase income. 

Nonownership of land had a deterrent effect on schooling. The chil

dren of both sharecroppers and landless laborers received less schooling 

than those of ovner-operators, with other variables at comparable levels. 

Children from landless labor households were the most disadvantaged in 

this respect.
 

Modern agricultural technolor represented by purchased farm inputs 

and canitai assets had a positive effect on household demand for 

schooling. 'his in'luence can be explained through the impact of modern 

technoloF7 on farm income and the household's demand for labor services.
 

The positive effect of technolory on schooling of children and its nega

tive effect on number of children per househo'ld definitely influenced
 

the quality-quantity mix of children in low-income farm households. 

The macrolevel analysis of demand for schooling yielded an important 

result with resnect to the child-teacher ratio variable (measured by the 

number of children per primary school teacher in rural Brazil). The coeffi

cient of this variable turned negative and statistically highly signifi

cant. This means that in areas where the supply of teachers was deficient,
 

there was less enrollment in schools, other things constant.
 

Average levels of schoolinp per child in households and the average
 

number of children per householdI varied among regions of Brazil. A
 

considerable portion of this variation may be associated with explanatory
 

variables such as postulated in this study, but some cannot. The Sao 

Paulo region in the southeast evidenced the greatest tendency to reduce
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the level of fertility and increase the level of schooling even when other 

explanatory variables were at the same levels. Of the three regions 

studied, Ceara had the highest number of children per household and the 

lowest schooling per child, other thing s equal. The Minas Gerais regions 

were between Sao Paulo and Ceara in these respects. 

In terms of investment in human capital through schooling of
 

children, Ceara was therefore making the least progress even with the 

explanatory variables at comparable levels. Some of the possible 

factors involved in these regional effects are infrastructure, low
 

quality of resource endowments and agroclimatic conditions. Ceara's 

disadvantaged position in these respects tends to favor high levels of 

fertility and to depress the level of investment in schooling of children.
 

Fertility and Education: Policy Implications
 

The results of this study help identify variables which can be
 

manipulated through educational policies designed to affect decisions 

relative to fertility and feasible levels of education. Such policies
 

are important for a country where the educational deficiencies among its
 

people not only place a sevzre constraint on development but also pose
 

serious limitations on efforts to deal with the problem of poverty among
 

low-income households.
 

The empirical evidence suggests that the quantity-quality decisions
 

of low-income parents in rural Brazil are influenced by factors that are
 

interpretable from a cost/benefit perspective. In the present economic
 

environment of rural Brazil, the opportunity costs of education are high
 

for the low-income households. Given the prevailing budget constraints, 

it is quite reasonable to expect that these householls will substitute 
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quantity for quality. If a goal of public policy is to raise the level
 

of human capital in children by inducing parents to invest in education,
 

it should aim at easing the various economic constraints which act as
 

deterrents to the household's demand for child quality. In addition to 

tuition-free schooling there are opportunity costs of schooling to the 

household which must be reduced before it is economically rational from 

the household's viewpoin' to school their children. 

There are at least three possible ways to reduce the opportunity
 

costs o.f schooling for the poor households. First, the government might
 

provide direct monetary Incentives by means of cash payments to the families
 

which send their children to schools. These payments might have to be
 

equivalent to the prevailing wages for child labor. Perhaps better, the
 

government night provide on a modest scale school-going children with 

meals and school supplies. Three out of every five school teachers who
 

were interviewed in the study regions indicated that these provI'ons 

would provide low-income parents a strong Incentive to send their children 

to schools.
 

A second possibility is to lover the opportunity costs of schooling
 

through classes in shifts. The shift system allows children to attend
 

schools when free from the wage-paid jobs or farm work which hinders their 

attendance during normal school hours. Our evidence does not support 

this measure strongly because the coefficients for the key variables are 

small and nonsignificant. However, if operating schools in shifts would 

encourage attendance by school-age children involved in child care, this 

policy may have some merit. This possibility can be inferred from the 

significant negative coefficient for the preschool children variable 
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which may imply that school-age children stay home to care for younger 

children. 

A third policy device will have to deal with the barriers on the
 

supply side of schooling. The deterrent effects of location and trans

portation costs could be broken by expanding the primary level educa

tional facilities in rural areas with proper locational planning and by 

improving the means of transportition. However, the aim should not be To
 

merely build primary school buildings at particular locations. Care
 

should be taken to provide adequate numbers of teachers as well as school 

facilities that creatii incentives for parents to send their children to 

school. 

Another significant policy inference suggested by the results of 

this study pertains to the role of modern agricultural technology in 

influencing the quantity-quality decisions of farm households. The 

technology variables as incorporated in this study evidence a signifi

cantly deterrent influence on the number of children and a positive 

influence on child quality demanded by the households. This points to 

the vital linkage that exists between the country's farm modernization 

policies and those pertaining to fertility rates and investment in 

education. Recognition of these rather indirect effects of modern 

agricultural technology further suggest. the need for public policies 

concerned with, 1) evolving and spreading appropriate technological 

changes in agriculture, and 2) creating the conditions conducive to the 

adoption of such technologies by low-income farmers
 

The empirical evidence on school-tenure relationship indicates that
 

land ownership influences parents' investment in the education of their
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children. The land ten ire coefficient shows that households that own
 

land (owner operators) had, other things equal, significantly higher
 

lovels of inve.:tment in education (per child) than those households
 

(sharecroppers and landless farm laborer3) that did not own any land. The
 

converse was true in the case of child numbers. The schooling equation
 

results indicated that the role of land ownership in influen:ing household
 

invest'nent in children's education needs to be recognized. Polic:es 

that assist agricultuxal laborers and tenant farmers through credit for
 

land purchase may have merit. 

1he relationship between the education of the parents and the house

hold's cuantitv-qualit" decisions that cmerged from the regression
 

analysis nrovides guidelines for :public policy. The mother's schooling 

especially appears as a powerful factor that influences the hou2iehold's
 

decisions to invest in the education of children. The intergenerational
 

effects of women's education on quality, and through it ultimately als:
 

on number of childrerN takes on importance in the context of public 

policy. This is in addition to other socia. benefits such as allocative 

efficiency associatei with the education of mothers in decoding and inter

nret~ng new technical and economic information pertaining to production
 

and consUlntion. Increasing the mother's education in rural .reas - not 

necessarily formal education in all cases - would appear to warrant 

serious consideration in development policies. 

The results of the fertility model indicated a positive relationship
 

between the demand for number of children and the incidence of infant
 

mortality anong low-in2ome households. TAhe observed high mortality 

among yourg children may be c us3d by factors such as poor health of the 
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mother that results from nutritional deficiencies, lack of Droper 

medical facilities and poor informatior. These conditions are often 

severe in rural areas with poor transportation. 

The empirical evidence indicating,that fertility decreases with
 

decrease in infant mortality nay be turned to advantage in public 

policy, although fertility as such ig only one part of the population
 

problem. If reduction in the fertilit rtes is a goal of public policy,
 

one way to achieve this goal in the long run my be through measures which 

help reduce mortality rates among ycung children. important among such 

:easures could be the provision of extension centers for health and nutri

tional guidance (including family planning and nirth !ontrol measures) 

as well as medical facilities. Also, improved sanitation and other forms 

of assistance under the general health improvement programs c* govern

mental and other agencies could he supplied. Making these facilities 

accessible to poor households could form a broadly based approach to 

fertility reduction.
 

Briefly, this study has emphasized and given considerable evidence 

for two conclusions bearing on policies. First, whatever causes the
 

quality of children to rise will, ultimately, cause the number per family 

to decline. Second, the problem of high fertility and low schooling 

among poor rural households should be viewed as a part of the low-income 

problem and vice versa. Policies to deal with fertility behavior, 

investment in human capital and rural development are definitely inter

related and together must form an integral part of a country's overall 

development policies. 
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labor Market Imperfections end Mobility 

The existence of an imnerfect labor market constitutes an important
 

source of economic disequllibriu and consequently of continuing rural 

Poverty. The development process requires a large transfer of farm 

labor cut of agriculture. The question then is whether or not and to what.
 

extent the labor market resnonds by transferring labor from the rural
 

sector into the rest of the economy. Imperfections may exist in the 

intersectorial and interrerional labor markets causing sectorial and
 

regional differences in the levels of living and hence poverty. Such 

imperfections can be caused by a number of factors such as geographic 

dispersions of agriculture, imperfect communications, underinvestment in 

schooling ind training systems and economic policies of the gove'-nment.
 

Labor Force Participation and Wage Structure
 

.he sectorial distribution of the labor force indicates that
 

significant structurai transformation has taken place in Brazil's labor 

market over the last three decades (Schuh and Singh, 1976). The rplative 

role of the nonagricultural sector as a hirer of labor has increased in 

recent years and employment in the economy as a whole expanded at an 

average annual rate of 2.7 percent during the decade 1960-70. In the 

earlv seventies it even exceeded 3 percent, vith the highest rates of 

growth in the nonagricultural sectors, i.e., social services and industry. 

Also, the labor market has ezperieaced some increased participation by 

women. As compared with 13.6 percent of all women participating in the 

market in 1950, there were 18.5 percent in 1970. The increase in the 

rate of their participation has been accompanied by a relatively small 
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decrease in the male participation rate. A part of thir decline can be
 

ascribed to tha increasing enrollment in schools causing withdrawal
 

of the young men from the active lnbor force. Changes have occurred 

also in the sources of employment, with agriculture as a source declining 

for both men and women. 

Therre-ional characteristics of the labor market experienced some 

noteworthy developments. First, employment growth was so generali7ed in 

the pexiod 1060-7 that little interregional migration of labor was
 

required. Hence, intersectcrial migration took nlace largely within
 

regions - the one exception being, Mlinas Gerais. Seccnd, agricultural 

employment in this period continued to dLcline absolutely in two important 

regions of Braizil: Suo Paulo and Minas Gereis. Finally, there was a 

substantial replacement of mcn in agrirclture by women - only one Dart 

of an overall increase in participation rates of women in the labor
 

force.,
 

The research findings regarding mobility suggest a favorable 

situation for the adjustment of labor out of agriculture. However, the 

wage data present a rather dfferent picture. Relative wage rates in
 

San Paulo increased most for the uper income groups and least for the low 

Incoe groups. The marked widening in the wage structure occurred in r 

relatively short period of time. Although the economy created a large 

number of nigh-peying Jobs, it failed to increased demnRnd for Labor to 

relatively the same extent at the lower end of the wage structure. A 

number of factors are involved. First, the dynamic sectors of the econoy 

require a relatively high skill intensity. This situation probably re

flects the capital intensity of these sectors as well as the level of 
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technology. Second, most of the additions to the nonfarm labor force 

consisted of migrants from agriculture and women entering the labor 

force; both groups lack education. This reflects a lack of investment in 

education and training at the appropriate levels and failure of the
 

educational system to equip these people with the necessary skills. 

Connared with prevailing wages for various categories of workers in 

different regions, the northeast salaries were below the national average
 

throughout the period 1966-75 and they have tended to fall relatively 

since then. The Minas reg'on witnessed much faster increases in wages 

for skilled labor than did the urban center of Rio de Janeiro and Sao 

Paulo. It appears that scme equilibrating adjustment has taken place in 

the labor market of the sourthern regions to narrow wage differentials
 

between farm and nonfarm sectors. However, the northeast has moved 

relatively further from equilibrium. 

In order to compare the relative rural-urban wages within each of
 

the regions, wages for two groups of workers were considered: those paid 

4 paidto unskilled farm labor in the rtl-c. sector and those to unskilled 

labor employed in the construction industry of the urban sector. Agein, 

i was found that the northeast was lowest, while the highest farm wage 

relative to construction wage wss !n the state of Sao Paulo in the south

east and the south (Parana, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul). Ove 

might have expected the northeast to catch up because of te Government's
 

special development efforts in this region during recent years. Instead,
 

it moved farthe- out of adjustment in the country's labor narket by 

manifesting an almost continuous decline in its farm wa3es relative to 

almost all other categories. Rio de Janeiro in the scutheast represented 
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the next lowest rural-urban wage, with rural wages as low as 53 percent 

of the urban wages for comparable occupations as compared uith 45 percent 

in the northeast.
 

Education and Training
 

Difficulties in the labor market arise in part because the market is
 

unable to match available skills with its requirements and because the
 

educational and training system is not able o respond quickly enough to
 

provide the appropriate skills. The widening imbalance in vage structare
 

appears to reflect an educational bottleneck, suggesting that education
 

and training can be an imDortant means of facilitating a larger out

migration from agriculture, while at the same time providing much needed 

skills for the nonfarm sector. ':lie fact that deficiencies in educational
 

systems cauM problems in the labor market may not be given enough 

emphasis in Brazilian approaches to labor-market policy. 

The macrolevel data on income, wages and education indicate that 

there is a strong correlation between the level of education and the per
 

capita income. For exaiole, during the 60s the illiterate groups of 

industrial .vrkersexperienced practically no increase in per capita
 

income, while those with higher levels of education experienced relatively 

large increases. The labor supply was not keeping up with demand, with 

the result that income differentials increased. And, the increase in 

demand was more for qualified and skilled than for unqualified and un

skilled labor. Unless educational attainment is broadened, earning dif

ferentials will probably continue to widen, with the result that only a 

relatively snall proportion of the labor force will be participating in
 

the benefits of economic growth. 
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The data on schooling among the household heads in the three areas 

sample disclosed differences in schooling among the income groups that 

are not very large in an absolute sense. None of the groups had an 

average of 2 years of schooling. However, there is a tendency for the 

small land owners in each region to have completed more schooling than 

hired laborers. Further, the educational attainment in the northeast 

sample is extremely low, an average of less than half a year of formal 

schooling.
 

Since lack of formal schooling is not an absolute barrier to 

literacy, a simple literay test was applied to members of the sample. 

It was found that over ona-half of the household heads in Sao raulo and 

linas Gerais could read as compared with less than a third in Ceara. 

Apparently informal education of various kinds has been effective. The 

low-income groups aparently do attach considerable importance to literacy 

since they have made an effort to acquire it despite lack of formal 

teaching. 

The data on children's s-_hooling, indicating that migrant children
 

have completed more years of schooling than the nonmigrant group,
 

suggests that those with the higher investment in education have been
 

able to move away from the farms in search of better employment oppor

tunities.
 

I4obility 

The sample appears to be particularly irmobile with the exception 

of Vale do Ribeira. In addition to geographic mobility, jcb mobility 

within the sane locality was ubirved. Th . of indiiduals who 

had changed jlobs within the locality at least once was substantially 
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higher than those who had migrated farther. However, data on migration 

of children as a subgroup in the sample areas show a rather different 

picture. Of the children seven years old or older, over 25 percent in the 

northeast and over 20 percent in the other study areas had migrated. 

The reasons for migration differed by sex and region of origin of 

the migrant, but in all regions the main reason for Ligration was to
 

increase income. In the regions studied, only a small percentage of
 

those who migrated returned to their area of origin.
 

Sao Paulo provided a distinct contrast to the study regions in 

Minas Gerais and Ceara with respect to the mobility of the current 

household heads (Patrick and Ryan 1978). During the one-year neriod of 

the study, about 10 percent of the households heads in Sao Pauio migrated 

from the region rnd an additional 15 percent changed jobs but remained 

within the county (muliCiDio). In contrast, there was almost no migra

tion in the Minas Gerais samDle although there were some job changes. 

Only landowners and sharecroppers were interviewed in Ceara and both job 

change and nigra'Ion were essentially nonexistent armng the household 

heads during the period of study. 

The analysis of the mobility of current household heads had two 

basic objectives. The first was identification of factors which in

fluence the decision of the head of a poor rural household to migrate 

or change jobs within a region. The second, was an attempt to dis

criminate among groups and develop a model which could be used to 

classify individuals according to their potential mobility. The discrim

inate runctions distinguishing migrants, nonmigrants and job changers were 

statistically significant. However, the direction of influence of some of 

the variables and their relative importance differed.
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Age was clearly an important variable influencing both migration and 

job change. Mobility was lowest among those of middle age. Much of 

the previous research has concentrated on migration by the young, but
 

this study suggests that substantial migration and Job change may also
 

occur among older people. If the older migrating people were retired 

and moving to join family members who previously had migrated, the needs 

they imposed on the receiving area were quite different from people who 

arrived seeking employment. 

Educational attainment, measured in terms of both years of formal 

schooling completed and level of fnctional literacy, had a positive
 

effect on job change and migration. The functional literacy variable 

could be reflecting "drive" of ioe migrant group since literacy was 

attained without formal schoolirg. The very low level of formal schooling 

attained by the current heads of households might indicate that the 

advancement notential of these individuals was limited. Increasing 

investments in schooling or improvinf, functional literacy is one policy 

which the government could implement to promote mobility. 

A number of the other variables also exhibited the expected results.
 

Birth outside the county, having made an interstate move and having family 

in another area all tended to distinguish migrants. In contrast, these 

variables had negative weights for the job changers. Landless laborers 

were more likely to migrate than owners or sharecroppers. Those express

ir a willingness to move had greater tendencies to both migrate and 

change Jobs. The results suggested that a high family income had a 

negative innact on migration, but high per capita income had a positive
 

impa-t. For job changers, the effects were reversed, a situation that
 

may be related to the perceived income possibilities associated with
 

mobility.
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Although most of the variables included in the model had the 

expected signs, they did not explain all of the variation in migration or 

Job changes. Furthermore, a number of the individuals who changed jobs 

or migrated within the year were not correctly classified. This suggests 

that there may be additional factors which influence migration and job 

change decisions. 

Mobility: Policy Implications
 

Educational disparities are an important source of wage differentials 

because it is not sufficient to move to a new location or to obtain
 

alternative employment if one does not have the necessary education and 

skill. The government is expected to play a major role in ioviding such 

services and to make the educational market function more efficiently 

because private sector educational activities tend to favor the more 

affluent and talented. Government can also be expected to actively work 

with the problem of information and job search within the labor market 

because of the overall social benefits as well as returns to the indivi

dual. A strong case can be made for the establishment of a national 

employment service in Brazil with offices in at least the larger towns 

and villages of the interior. Such agencirs could serve as a broker 

between the employees and the employers and could provide individuals 

and business with improved and more efficient information relative to 

the labor market. A third set of policies that could improve the situa

tion has to do with subsidies to encourage migration. Public education 

which provides the appropriate skills is one such form of subsidy. 

However, a case can be made for more general forms of subsidy, or at 

least for alleviating the barrier of limited capital to mobility and 
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migration. As a minimum, credit could be provided to the prospective 

migrant to meet expenses on a geographic move and for sustenance until 

employment is obtained. A bolder program would be to provide cash grants 

to families in support of their dislocation expenses and to tide them 

over until employment is obtained. The national employment service and 

training programs would need to be coordinated with such fInancial and 

other programs of support provided to thn prospective migrants needing 

such assistance. 

In these policies elimination of distortion in factor price ratios
 

would be a major priority. Tt would take advantage of the labor

absorptive capacity of the nonfarm sector. Another factor contributing 

to the high cost of labor mobility is the considerable expense in moving 

great distances for work. This might be alleviated by "nphasis on 

decentralizinp the industrialization process and location of new indus

tries and development projects closer to the pools of rural poverty.
 

Besides ruralto-urban shifts of labor as an income equilibrating 

factor, efforts need to be made to promote rural-to-rural interregional 

migration of farn labor. 4erely opening up of interstate highways and 

providing land to those who migrate to new production areas is not likely 

to be sufficient. A whole set of policies, such as provision of educa

tional and information services, monetary assistance to facilitate the 

physical movements of people postmigration rehabilitation programs such 

as housing, recreation facilities, credit and marketing facilities and
 

the needed technical know-how are also necessary. In other words, public 

policy in Brazil has, and will continue to have, a crucial role in the
 

process of improving migrant farmers' skills and living conditions so as 

to induce and assist them to settle in the frontiers where the government
 

has initiated, or intends to initiate various colonization schemes.
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Introduction
 

Desnite the onni:ierabl,.? ,uceens o" thn seed-fertili:.er technologies 

In raisPn the oitnut -)f :wne crus in low-nr.omc countries, it has become 

increasi.wl: annarer. that these new technolories have sometimes not been 

adopted by n-bstar.tial n'Liocr. cf ftrmers, esnecially small farmers facing 

severe resolr'e constraints. The develonnent o improved airicultural 

te.hnclories whieh can increase nrcduetio,; on small farms .-y be an ettrac

tive resonse both to nressirig food qhortages as well as tc the problems of 

massive rural .overt:!. 'fan* of the disappointing exneriences of past 

development programs have shown, however, the difficulty and complexity of 

generating improved affrIcultural technologies suitable for small farms. 

This research examines some of the key decisions that farmers are 

nakingu regarlint c'irrentl available technologies. Study sites in Weat 

Africa, Southeast Asia and Brazil were selected to bette- understand the 

riddle of why a significant proportion of the rural population continues 

to live in a'.'ect noverty while agricultural technoloF- increases aggre

gate outnut. The study sitea vere selected to include a wide rar,,e of 

climate, soil, topograhv, stages of develonment, efficiency of infra

structure and level of adopted technology. The comparisons and contrasts 

distilled here flow from the research surumaries presented in the previous 

three sections. As an organizational framework the results are summarized
 

in six bro,:d categories: the impact of technology on income, barriers 

to the adoption of technologies, the efficiency of resource use, function

ing of the labor market, household tine allocation and patterns of 

household exDenditures.
 

1611 

http:increasi.wl
http:seed-fertili:.er
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The Impact of' Technolo"y on Income 

The wide geographic dispersion of the study areas along with dif

feeences in rainfall and other climatic conditiors led to a variety of
 

crons and technolc;ies at different stddv sites. As a consequence, farm 

nroduction technolowies apnropriate for one region are not necessarily
 

feasible r others.
 

There has been little important technological change in the African
 

study areas. Few imprcved nractLces have been develoned that are suited
 

to Sierra Leone and "igeria and evern fever have been adopted. This
 

restricted an ex Dost evaluation of the inpact of adoption on production,
 

incomes and employmen'. nata from a limited number of farm units per

mitted an evaluation of two improved packages: a biochemical package
 

which involved an 1mnrovei variety of inland swamp rice, with fertilizer,
 

water control and tools, and a mechanical package which involved tractor
 

land nreparation for upland rice. Unless the cost of providing this 

tUa,,olui- was heavily subsidized, changes in income foy both were modest 

or negative. For example, in the case of the biochemical )ackarje, 

returns to land increase1 by onl., 1' percent Comnared with traditional 

inland siruan systems, but due to increased demand for labor in land prep

aration and in harvest, and aue to substantially increased operating 

conts, returns to all labor declined!b, 30 percent conpared with tradi

tional nfckages. '41thin the mechanical nackare, when tractor costs were 

subsif:iied at 9 percent, there were no c tangc in .'c,'.rn-_ tt land ' 

compared with the tri-!itionaI hand cultivation hut returns o labor 

increasel bY nearlv 11" percent. With removal of the subsi-y, however, 

returns to both 1%nd andl labor eclined substantially in contrast with 

tradltional systems. It was ccncluded that at existinf. orices neither
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technology had important potential for improving the employment or incomes 

of the poorest households in West Africa.
 

In marked contrast, in the Philippine study site of Southeast Asia,
 

yields and incomes have been si.gnificantly increased by use of modern rice 

varieties, fertilizers and insecticides in combination with improved water
 

control. Adoption of these practices increased yields up to 50 percent.
 

Although, the gains were unequally distributed with landholders re

ceiving a disproportionate share of increased income, the small landowners
 

and landless also benefited as large landowners substituted family labor 

which increased employment possibilities for hired .aborers.
 

Tractors were used by farmers in both the Philippines and India study
 

sites. They were used in most part for land preparation and displaced pri

marily labor of the farm operator and family, not hired labor. The reduc

tion in labor attributable to mechanization of land preparation tended to
 

be more than offset by increased demand for labor for weeding and harvesting.
 

This was especially true on farms where the tractors were rented, since here
 

they were used fewer hours and displaced less labor than on farms 'here the
 

tractors were owned. Thus tractors did not seem to cause net unemployment.
 

The most effective use of tractors in the long run may require
 

spreading their fixed costs over more operations than plowing. Displace

ment of labor would undoubtedly restlt. Since yields did not increase
 

with tractor mechanization, this could have detrimental resu ls on income
 

dbiqtribution and overall welfare. Eitherthe displaced,!ator must be ab

sorbed more productively elsewhere or more economical combinations of crops
 

in the dry season facilitated by tractors must offset employment attribut

able to mechanization. Average wage rates paid by farmers with
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tractors were lower. Tractors displace the more highly paid labor even
 

when net employment does not decrease.
 

lse of mechani-al threshers was found to have even more serious
 

economic and social iculications than use of tractors. Because threshing
 

typicaily requires considerable hired labor, mechanical threshers directly 

displace the labor of the landless and near landless. 

The Brazilian cages were somewhat in between Asia and Africa with
 

respect to availability and suitability of technology. in the Sao Paulo
 

region, hih value ner hectare crops were nroduced using fertilizer and
 

!n,ecticides, but traditional technology was used for subsistencL crops.
 

The evidence indicated tnat nronerl. Jesignvd technology co:li increase 

the notential income from small farms, in both "linas Gerais and Ceara,
 

but techrnoln--t a.one is inuffi-ient for farmers to obtain "nicomez equal 

to the ninir-um vage. "here was no one specific barrier to tither incomes
 

on the 3rqzilian srall 'q-.rns. "or them, technology must be considered 

in a -jho2e-fRrm context in ;,hich credit, information throu,h retearch 

and extension and other ^'ictorn are often more limiting than the jack cf 

approiriaze tecnnotory. Fur.hermore, the variations in crops end 'ar.ing 

conditions mer.s a wider :ariet of techno'cg:ica± practices are required 

to meet the needs of -.L farms.
 

harriers to Adoption of '.,,chnology 

S-all farmers hxve generally been relabiveiy slow in the adoption of 

new producticn techniques. _There are several reasons for this. Lack of 

profitability is a major faccor preventinr transfer of modern technolopy 

from one country, re.'l:n or farm to another. Prices, production responses 

and insqtitutions Foverninp the inci ence of costs and benefits viry. 

Under these conditions it is difficult to draw generalizations that ale 
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not region svecific since the physical and economic environment cen sig

nificantly alter profitability. 

Chemical tecr;5ques (fertilizer and to a lesser extent herbicides 

and insecticides) were among the few improved technologies currently 

available in the African regions. Input systems are very poorly developed 

in most of West Africa and knowledge of use of low-cost technical inputs 

is not widesnread because o' an ineffective extension system. oreover, 

survey evidence in Sierra Leone indicated that low profitability and high
 

cost3 limited the adoption of biochemical and mechanical packages to
 

households already enjoying relatively higher income levels.
 

EIvicence in !:igeriaalso suggested that directing the distribution
 

of innuts through traditioial leadership was likely to result in con

siderable lenkage away from intended recipients at the village level.
 

In two government profgrans observed it was estimated that 
20 nercent of
 

inputs extended were diverted to personal use of villape leaders.
 

An analysis of grain prodiuction system3 in ?igeria also revealed 

that the economic circumstances of households already in poverty impor

tantly restricted their abiLity to perform farming operations -At necessary 

levels and at optimum times. Because, low-income farmers were short 

of both cash and food during the farming season they were forced to seek
 

off-farm employment that competed with performance of on-farm tasks. 

Moreover, shortage of calories during the preharvest period also con

strained their labor output. 
It was concluded that improved technologies
 

which require increased labor or more timely execution might benefit the 

poorest householders through increased demand for hired labor. Adoption 

rates and yield increments should be expected to be smaller on the farms 

of the poorest householders. 
In a sense, this provides an alternative
 

example of the poverty trap situation that is also prevalent in Asia.
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In Southeast Asia, it was observed that there was an imortant
 

gap between the resuit Dn exDeriment station test plots and on farmers' 

fields. There is a liff,!rcnce betieen what is techniquely feasible and
 

what is achievable within the constraints perceived b: farmers. The
 

failure of farmers to achieve e:meriment station yields is attributed ir,
 

part to lack of aptrooriate technology and soecific climatic conditions.
 

Notably in the Asian cases, most rice breedirp research has concentrated 

on varieties suitable for areas of good water control. On upland fields, 

areas subject to flooding and at latitudes where gr. ing seasons are
 

relatively snor,, suitable varieties are not yet developed or are only
 

now emerging.
 

An important finding for most of the Asian study sites was that
 

in most cases it would be !ineconomical fox farmers to add inputs at a
 

level required to achieve exTeriment station results.
 

Research in ;enal challenged the assumption that farmers were either
 

users or nonusers of technology. 'fany farmers used both the new nitrogen

responsive dvarf rice and the traditional variety simultaneously. Alterna

tive technologies are evaluated by farmers on the basis of multiobjective 

criteria. Rice yield alone, for example, does not determine the farmers' 

preferred systems. Labor availability, soil quality, the need for food 

grmirs in a subsistence context, the availability of draft power, among 

other variables, all interact to influence the choice of farmers from 

among alternative s.'stens. A combination of varieties was used as risk 

insurance, to spread peak labor requireme ts and to make more efficient 

'se of irrigation water. 'his suggests thet a new technology may meet 

some of the farmers' needs. However, ratioral use of resources may lead 

to only partial adoption. Hence, it may be noted that profitability 
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was a major factor in the adoption of technology but many other constraints 

including simply lack of appropriate technology acted as barriers to
 

adoption of' modern farming techniques. 

For the nurpose of determining barriers to adoption of technology
 

in Brazil, technologies were classified as mechanical, chemical or bio

log-al. This classification was generally consistent with-, the capital

and labor-using or saving nature of the technologies. The mechanical 

techniques ienerally implied substitution of capital in the form of 

nrachiner- for labor and likewise substitution of machinery for labor and
 

land.
 

In Brazil it was not possible to affirm without qualifications that
 

one technology had greater probability of adoption than the others. In
 

Ceara in the northeast average returns to land-saving, chemical tech

niques are low and uncertain whereas in the southern study sites condi

tions were such that adoption was profitable. Lack of education appeared 

to be more of a barrier to adoption of chemical techniques than to the 

adoption of mechanical techniques. However, -profitability usually
 

dominated such decisions, but the use of institutional credit was also
 

important, Credit was important to the adoption of some but not all 

techniques. Land ownership as compared with sharecroDping did not 

appear as a factor affecting the probability of adoption.
 

Some evidence emerged regarding risx as a barrier to new technology.
 

7n a region of Rio Grande do 'forte risk programming analysis indicated
 

that activities involving new crops and cultural practices were not
 

likely to be used until income reached a level of approximately $630 (US)
 

ia 1973 prc,;.s. Traditional production techniques were less risky and more
 

appropriate on farm, which could not achieve this relatively high income
 

level.
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Efficiency of Resource Use
 

Efficiency as defined here refers to the fact that the resources 

could not have produced greater returns regardless of the way in which
 

they were combined. Alternately, the same level of returns could not 

have been achieved with a smaller quantity of resources. Inefficiency 

maiy result from the individual manager's inability to predict uncertain 

elements and may not be the result of poor management. Individual 

managers may also be subject to uncontrollable factors and constraints 

such as lack of information leading to inefficiency in the sense indica

ted here.
 

Substantial differences in farm productivity were observed among
 

income strata in the African sites. This was due to a combination of
 

factors including enterprise selection as well as efficiency variation
 

mrithin fiven enterprises. In both Sierra Leone and Nigeria, higher
 

income households consistently were engaged in nonfarm enterprises which
 

often required relatively high capital inputs and which as a result
 

realized significantly higher returns to labor than the more service

oriented, nonfarm enternrises of lover income households. It was conclu

ded that capital shortare restricted poor households from pursuing high

return, nonfarm activities. In contrast, after controlling ecological
 

factors there was ver.y little variation in the selection of farm enter

prises aonr income strata. In the poor and less humid north of Sierra
 

,.eone, farmers were restricted to a generally low return and highly 

variable set of rain-fed enterprises, especially upland rice and millet. 

A survival stratepr characterized the selection of crops among the 

poorest households in Niperia. Under the existing pricing relationships 

groundnut was the most profitable crop which at the same time required 
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few Durchased inputs. Hence, rather than attempting to be self-sufficient 

in the production of subsistence grains low-income households concen

trated on the nroduction of proundnut which in turn were sold to maximize
 

available calories through the purchase of grains. However, it is
 

important to note that the cash crop strategy adopted by the poorest
 

households placed then in a nosition of dependence on higher-income,
 

burplan grain producers to meet their subsistence needs.
 

After controllinp: fir differences in cropping combinations, budget 

analysis in both African countries revealed wide variability in average
 

returns to both land and labor with returns ver-t closely related to
 

income status. Moreover, in contrast to the Asian results, the intensity 

of land use and ields -:)r hectare tended to be directly associated with 

farm size and income. More innortantly, the use of complementary 

factors such as fertilizer was not significantly higher among; the more 

affluent income farmers. In an analysis of upland rice and inland swamp 

rice production in Sierra Leone somewhat different patterns were 

observed. 'hereas no relationship between hours per hectare and inccie
 

status was found for upland rice, labor use per heetare ini swampr rice
 

declined strongly with income status although yields increased with income
 

level. All of these indicators point to fundamental structural differences
 

in production systems amonr income classes in spite of the general dom

inance of traditional practices.
 

Production function analysis conducted in Nigeria indicated that
 

labor was allocated efficiently in all income strata with marginal value
 

products not significantly different from market wages. In contrast,
 

land and fertilizer were significantly underutilized. With respect to
 

land, the mariret was not well developed and there were important social
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restrictions holding land costs below its value in production. With 

respect to fertilizer, the marginal return was significantly higher among 

the poorest households indicating no conflict between output and equity 

objectives in the design of fertilizer distribution programs. The pro

duction function analysis also re-emphasized the underlying structural 

differences by revealing an increase in the use of labor per hectare with 

increased income but accompanied by an increased marginal value product 

of labor. 

In the African study technical efficiency was separated from
 

allocative or price efficiency and measured as deviation from the
 

average production function. Such differentials represent a difference
 

between that which could be achieved with the same resources and what 

was achieved when constraints and/or uncontrollable factors were present. 

It was noted that low technical efficiency was associated with high 

population density villages and with fields obtained on low-quality 

rental. Liess timely execution of key farm operations (especially 

delayed planting and low weeding) also led to lower technical efficiency. 

It was significant that performance of these operations were least effi

cient anonT, the poor. This was due in large part to the shortage of 

seed which induced late planting to avoid the risk of low germination as 

well as to the shortage of cash and hence the need to give first 

priority to off-farm work to generate a steady flow of cash. In short, 

analysis showed that the economic circumstances of low-income households
 

tended to restrict the performance of on-farm operations thereby con

straining their efforts to improve their income from farming. 
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In the land scarce Indonesian village, the large farmers' use of
 

labor was lower than efficient if profit maximization were the sole
 

objective. In contrast, the smaller farmers in Indonesia and the Philip

pines tended to be efficient labor users, thereby challenging the common 

assumption that small farmers tend to be inefficient. Rather, these re

sults seem to point to Just the opposite conclusion. For example, in 

the Indonesian sample it was possible to observe farmers using identical 

technology at a constant level across farm size groups, the smallest 

class of farmers obtained 60 percent higher yield,: than did larger 

farmers. These higher yields were due primarily to more careful weeding, 

transnlanting and other labor-intensive practices. 

In the Philipnines, analysis showed that farmers using traditional 

technology without mechanical threshing and no tractors owned or hired 

were operating at the economically optimum level of labor use given their
 

supply of land. On mechanized farms, however, hired lapor was used
 

economically but less family labor was used than was consistent with its
 

replacement cost which implies some preference for leisure or release
 

time for education.
 

In India and Nepal climate and topography increased the importance 

of managerial skills relating to choice of enterprise. In Nepal, it was 

not uncommon for a single farmer to produce five different crops in com

nlex rotation and intercropping,patterns. Analysis indicated that enter

prise combinations were chosen in line with profit maximization although
 

neither site achieved what would be perceived as an economically optimum 

combination. However, the farmers' decisions appeared to avoid excessive 

risk as well as to take into account the possibility of labor bottlenecks.
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The Nepalese research was noteworthy in that it dramatized the importance 

of looking at the "whole-farming system." In one locale, small farmers 

used rdern varieties of rice on a higher pr',iortion of lowland than did
 

large farmers. At the same time, small farmers planted a smaller pro

portion of their upland to improved maize varieties than did large
 

farmers. This seeming inconsistency is explained by subsistence require

ments, seasonal labor bottlenecks and the inappropriateness of improved
 

maize for intercropping.
 

In Brazil there was evidence of economic inefficiency in the use of 

land, labor and capital. However, any generalization beyond the time of
 

the survey must be made with caution because the Purdue studies are based 

on evaluations of a crosssection of households at one point in time. 

Subject to this caveat, it nay be concluded that landowners tendel to
 

use relatively less capital relative to land than is economically effi

cient. Their capital-labor ratio also hveraged too low if labor wages
 

were used as a basis for comparison. However their proportions of labor 

and capital were in line with the least-cost ratio consistent with the
 

Drevalent practice of obtaining labor through the sharecropping arrange

ment. This probably reflects the more relevant price. On the other 

hand, sharecroppers used less capital and land relative to labor than 

was most efficient. Apnarently constraints other than the price of 

capital kept it from being used by both owners and renters whereas 

the owners tended to need nore labor and the renters more land. 

Variation in returns from similar resources was experienced by the 

farners in the -razilian sample. It was found that if an owner with the 

average quantity of resources and average production had operated with 

the sane efficiency as those vith highest returns from the same resources, 
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that individual's gross output would have been approximately 80-percent 

higher. 

The Labor M'arket 

One of the functions of the labor market is to allocate labor both 

within and among sectors, e.g., within agriculture and between farm and 

nonfarm sectors. The usual economic criteria of such a market in 

equilibrium involves equation of the marginal value product of labor with 

its wage and equation of marginal value product for comparable labor in 

various sectors. 

One of the major characteristics of economic development under a 

wide range of conditions is that labor must be transferred from the 

farm to the nonfarm sectors. This is true for several reasons: first, 

the income elasticity of demand for agricultural output in the aggregate 

is lower than for nonagricultural output; second, with the value of time 

rising concomitant with increasing productivity and wages in the process 

of economic development, agriculture tends to substitute other resources 

for labor; third, the population growth rate tends to be higher in rural 

than in urban areas; and, finally, since land in the aggregate has only 

limited alternative uses, the tendency for greater in-flow of capital 

grows stronger as a result of increases over time in real wages. Labor 

has to bear the bvunt of the adjustment process. When the agricultural 

sector experienceji technological change, and when such change is capital 

intensive, there is a strong tendency toward displacement of farm labor. 

These conditions require transfer of labor out of agricult-Ire. The 

capacity of the labor market to function efficiently is essential in 

this process.
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The African labor market while not under the 3trains of such rapid
 

economic development has its own peculiarities. Hired labor earnings were
 

. critical qunnlementary source of income among low.-income households for
 

whom it o'ten renresented a substqntial pronortion of their income.
 

"!ovev!r¢, a-. seen above, irork as a hired worker competed with work on own 

'arm an, innortantl.- reduced nroductivity within tie househo'd sector. 

Altho~ir'b lhor markets were somewhat better develoned in ,N:eria than in 

Sierra Leone, there ,,as evidence in both areas of reason'ably efficient 

markets. For examle, in Sierra Leone, patterns cf labor migration 

closely m'rr-red wage rate deviations ano.u, rerions. However the magni

tude of labor flows -as not sufficient to bring wages into e,'uilihrium. 

As in 7razil, rural-urban migrat!on natterns in Sierra Leone
 

reflected a clear dichotomy between labor markets for educated and non

educated worker,,. The educated who or!ginated ?rom higher income house

holds tendel to dominate rural-urban flows and the:y were considerably 

more successful in finding urban .lobs. "oreover, due to support from
 

relatives, c'ducated migrants experienced little herdship during periods 

of .'c-b -earch. Educated mirrants were al! o considerably more resronsive 

to urbnir wa,-c. aand ess rc.,onsi,. to the r ,rlon-of-oririn wares than 

L~e~ ?, - Y Acng• cre mi-:r~t i fun-tion o nerceived o ortun ties. 

wnre!ucatc" rernts, it vns seen that real wa.es in tbe urban info.mal 

market -*ro !iref'! from rural wagFes, reflectin- a closern-t i.ferent 

linkage between uns,.i'l]ed labor markets. *Jneducated laborers, w4ic tenaed 

to c!.e :'rom spirnil'-antly roore' hox.eholds than educatel .-.*.rants, 

were cor~niIerxb]-., less successful in "inding er-,)loyment thar. educated 

mrigrants, often exneriencinp hardsh!T, due to lack of finan'lal surDOrt. 

As a result -Lsubstantial propor,iot, retuwne, to rural areas soo; a-fter 
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the i-2t1al mov-ment. It was concluded that the net distributional
 

effect of these two streams of rural-urban migration was to widen the
 

income disparities between rural and urban areas while reducing inequality
 

within rural areas.
 

These equilibrating tendencies have been present in the Brazilian
 

labor market. In 1Og6, agricultural eMployment as a fraction of total 

employment was relatively small in the states of Rio de Janeiro and Sao
 

?aulo. Over the decade of the lqfOs the ag.ricultural labor force 

declined absolutely, and also as a part of the total labor force. There 

was a substantial Increase in real income in the agricultural sector but 

a decline of agricultural incomes relative to the urban sector. As 

another example, Minas Gerais and Esnirito Santo, the areas with the second 

lowest agricultural incomes at the beginning of the 19609, experienced 

so much out-migration that the agricultural labor force actually declined 

absolutely. The result .-is an increase in agricultural income second 

only to one other region and of sufficient magnitude that the relative
 

income position of agriculture to the urban sector did not worsen. Even 

then, the agricultural incomes in the region were higher than only one
 

other region in the country, the depressed northeast. Hence, one must
 

conclude that the labor market in Brazil is functioning. There are, of 

course, imperfections, bu the size of the labor movement in response
 

to wage and income signals is impressive. One factor involved in this
 

transfer has been the ran!d growth of the nonagricultural services sector.
 

Overall in Brazil during the l)60s the incomes in agriculture lagged 

behind those in the urban sector. The tendency in the market can be sum

marized as follows: 1) rapid growth of aggregate cm!loyment, 2) labor 

force shift from the loi productivity agricultural ector to the higher
 

productivity i:idustrial sector, 3) increased participation cf wonen in 
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economic activities mostly in Jobs renuiring little or no schoolt.ng,
 

and )1) a relatively small decrease in male labor participatioA in the
 

total labor, force.
 

!3r-'il was a very rapidly developing country at this tint,.
 

Enploynent growth was so generalized in this period that little inter

regional migration was required. Most of the intersectorial migration
 

could take place within regions.
 

it should also he noted that out-migration from a supply region tends
 

to be the younger, more educated and more entrenreneural groups in the
 

nonlation. They may take Dhysical canltal with them as well. Hence, 

the very process of adjustment adc to the disparity of interregicnal 

distribution of income and develonment. The present rolicy ir Brazil
 

fNvors iisaggregation of industries although concentration of growth
 

nrocesses still tends to be in the larger urban certers. At some stage 

balanced growth becomes desirable in order that all groups benefit. 

At nresent the market place disparity between skilled and unskilled 

worker wages suggests an educational bottleneck. The diffusion of 

literacy and education among the labor fL -ce suggests a substantial
 

difference between the rural and urian sectors. There are also inter

regional differences. A broadly based employment exchange service,
 

schooling, agricultural extension programs and vocational training may 

be the keys to long-term equitable development. There is evidence that 

even ;n the short run the extension training can pay off in agricultural 

areas that are already developing. 

The household supply of labor to the farmer's own farm was also 

ex.n!ned for the county of Caninde in the northeast. There, hired labor 

is used primarily for harvest activities. The sharecrop rental system 

http:schoolt.ng
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includes a procedure by which the sharecroppers are forced to sell labor 

to the landlords at below market rates. [oIrever, sharecroppers appear to 

pay a nefgative rent for land when all benefits and wages are considered. 

In this system the supply of family labor was Inelastic for owners 

and sharecroppers. The owner families, perhaps not unexpectedly, 

evidenced greater responsiveness. The generally more affluent owner 

families could affo-d to divert the fsmily labor to child care and other
 

activities if wages were not attractive. Sharecroppers and not the
 

smaller farmers as such tended to be more labor intensive. In Vale do
 

Ribeira the tendency for sharecroppersi and renters to specialize in labor

intensive cash crops (horticulture and fruit) led to incomes as high as 

those of the land owners. 

There was no evidence that increases in income that are independent
 

of the wage from farming activities will shift the time of the household 

members to leisure activities in Brazil. There was some evidence that 

modern technology had a positive Imnact on the demand for labor. However,
 

due to the point in time nature cf the Brazilian survey this must be 

viewed cautiously because the Drice elasticity effects of demand for he 

product could offset this increase demand for labor if the quantity of 

output on the market increased. 
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Time Allocation in the Household 

The household is a production unit which generates agricultural 

output and income from farm and nonfarm sources. The household members 

also make decisions on family size and the spacing of children. 

It is the individual household that allocates time between economic and
 

noneconomic activities. Hence. labor supply to the market and on farms 

is linked with the time allocation of household members. Low-income 

households face a number of constraints both internal such as lack of 

education and skills and external such as poor infrastructures, lack of 

employment opportunities and absence of urban-industrial growth in their 

locale. Such constraints can substantially limit their participation in 

produ*!tive activities outside the household, their farms and other domes

tic activities. Tne study of time allocation in this section offers 

some additional explanations of rural poverty in the search for appro

priate policy guidelines. 

In the three studies the time allocation of household members was 

related to a set of alternative work opportunities such as work on and 

off the farm, both in and out of the locality. In some instances
 

maintenance and other work including child care, cooking, cleaning and 

similar tasks performed by members within the household was also con

sidered.
 

Labor profiles among African households revealed considerable 

seasonal underemployment in both Sierra Leone and Nigeria. This was due 

both to the seasonal rainfall distribution but also to gtuerally low
 

employment levels overall even during peak farmiug periods. For example, 

during the busiest farming months, Nigerian men vorked an average of 

only about 100 hours per month, Sierra Leone men 125 hours, and Sierra 
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Leone women only about 115 hours. This result in land-abundant areas is 

particularly significant and surprising, in comparison to land-scarce Asia. 

One suggested causal factor is a calorie shortage which limits energy
 

expenditure during the preharvest period.
 

Women played an important role: women from low-income households
 

participated in the labor market, hiring out during planting and har

vesting periods. This was partictilarly true in vegetable and noncereal
 

grain cultivation. The :ligerian sample was predominately Moslem, but
 

even here women made a significant contribution by producing items for
 

sale and barter within the comnound. Finally, they were often active 

participants as petty traders.
 

In Nigeria, the highest absolute and proportional allocation of
 

atlult male labor time to work off of their own farms was observed among
 

lozincome households reflecting both the low returns to labor on their
 

own farms and the need to generate cash throughout the year, but especially
 

during, the preharvest, cash shortage period. Even during the peak month 

of farming, June, total hours worked by adult mples at all income genera

ting occunations averaged only 3, 5, and 3.75 hours among low, middle 

and high income households, respectively.
 

Household time allocation was studied in Indonesia in order to gain 

insights into factors influencing the adoption of technology. The 

sample households were divided into three classes depending on the amount 

of land controlled by the family. Class I households were the largest 

with Class III being landless or nearly so (averaging less than .2 

hectare). All of the farms were small. The average for Class I was
 

only l.46 hectares. The classification was used only to facilitate 

analysis within the study group.
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Class YIl households had to depend on wage employres- from off-farm 

to meet subsistence requirements. There was little difference in the 

total number of hours worked by men of the different household classes. 

It was the character of adult male labor that differed greatly with class 

status. len in Class I worked in supervisory capacity and devoted ar 

average of over 85 percent of their time to their own land. In striking 

contrast, men in Class III households spent only A0 percent of their time 

working with their own assets. 

The main impact of these classes was revealed in the role of the women 

and children. The participation of women and children and their contri

bution to the family well-being through employment increased markedly 

s the asset status of the household declined. Despite the extremely
 

large number of hours worked, the earnings of women ana children were not
 

enough to bring family incomes of households in Class III up to a
 

prescribed poverty level, defined as equivalent to 399 kg. milled rice per
 

consumer. Women and children serve an extremely important role in the 

overall strategy cf Class II and III households, Women in particular 

worked at low paying jobs which tend to provide a steady secure income 

f1low of relatively long, duration. Survival strategy forced them to work 

extremely long hours for extremely low pay but their anchor role freed 

men, who then hvd a wider range of job opportunities and could seek 

higher return employment. This employment is probably more risky since 

it is usually of shorter duration. 

It is noteworthy that ownership of even very small amounts of land 

allowed home Drodution of rice at or near subsistence leve'- thereby
 

making it unnecessary for at least some of the children ni. ',ly to 

participate in the extremely low-wage, contract labor market.
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A further implication is that the forcing of children into the labor
 

force reduces school attendance thereby lessening the possibility of
 

escape from this Doverty trap. This is especially insidious because it 

is coupled with the fact that even children of six to nine years old 

were kept at :'ixe to care for younger siblings in order to allow the 

mother to particinate in the labor force. Under these conditions, 

acquisition of even a rudimentary education in these low-income families
 

fs virtual imnossible.
 

It is clear that family members form an integrated work team.
 

Individuals adopt roles which allow the family as a unit to simultaneously 

maximize income and to meet their basic food needs. The degree of coor

dination of work effort among family members to reach these objectives 

is reduced as the household control over assets increases. 

Several of these conclusions reached in the extremely limited 

resource base area of the Indonesian site were reinforced by an examina

tion of Indian farms which either owned or hired tractors. On these 

more affluent farms, older children attended school and women withdrew
 

from the labor force to care for preschool children. Again this is 

evidence that tractor mechanization nay not displace as much labor as 

might be thought fr.- casual observation. 

Researc. in Indonesia and the Philippines also identified a number
 

of mechanisms for distribution of patronage in the dispersion of employ

nent opportunities. Households with even small parcels of land had an
 

advantage over the landless in gaining access to employment offered by 

larger land holders. A systematic bias resulted whereby women in most 

of the landless househol'ls were enraged in the lowest paid and most 

menial tasks. The research casts serious doubt on the concept of 

altruistic labor markets of traditional rural systems that have patronage 



relationships to share work possibilities with the poorest members of 

society. Instead, these turn out to be highly competitive markets which 

regulate the way in which family labor is allocated among members of 

households with different land holdings. 

In the rural Brazilian areas household maintenance activities as
 

well as working one's own land and at wage labor contribute materially 

to the household economic well-being. Any rise in the value of the 

children's time in such work raises the opportunity cost of schooling 

and consequently reduces the demand for schooling. On the other hand, 

the increased economic value of children is accompanied by an increase in 

fertility rates. 

Farm and off-farm wage rates definitely influence the level of
 

employment in Brazil. The greatest impact is on the supply of labor by
 

the wives, but there is a response as well by the husbands. The husband's
 

response to wage changes is inelastic indicating that shifting the terms 

of trade against agriculture will not effect their supplyi.lg labor as 

much as it will their wages or incomes. The farm women, however, are
 

nore resuonsive and the increased employment of women in Brazilian
 

agriculture in recent years appears to be a response to higher wages 

rather than to declining incomes as is sometimes postulated. 

':ousehold Exenditure Patterns 

If lower incone households consune products which require less of 

the scarce factors of capital and foreirn exchange, and more of the rela

tivel:r abundant factor of labor, efforts to increase the incomes of poor
 

families could result in consurmtion of more labor-intensive commodities.
 

This in turn could increase erplorlLnt ard tend to equalize income among
 

http:supplyi.lg
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secors. Rural household expenditures have linkages with the rest of the 

economy. On the one hand they are expected to have weak linkages be

ck.use of emphasis on subsistence consumption while on the other hand, 

their cash expenditures may be oriented toward ho'Zg produced goods. This 

is apparently equally true of rural nonfarm employment possibilities. 

Their income and multiplier effects are thus of considerable interest in 

an economic development context. 

The effects of income of ruralstatus households on consumption 

are best analyzed through expenditure elasticities and marginal pro

.ensities to consume. 
 Among the three studies, consumption relations
 

were analyzed 
 in Africa and tc some extent in Brazil. In the African 

situation, the expected Engel relationships were observed with food as a 

proportion of expenditure declining with income status and luxury goods 

increasing. For example, in Sierra Leone the income elasticity of demand 

for food declined consistently with income from 1.25 to .85 between
 

extreme deciles. Nevertheless, due to low incomes overall, 
 84 percent of 

total expenditures were used to purchase goods from the labor-intensive, 

small-scale sector. Thus important secondary employment effects could be 

exnected fron a general rise in rural incomes. 

As expected, higher income households consume goods with lower 

labor inputs and higher imported content, but due to rclatively equal 

income distribution in Sierra Leone, the composition shift was not 

substantial. An imnortant finding was that income elasticity of rural, 

small-scale indstry Droducts was nearly unity (.88) indicating a
 

groving demand for such products with rising incomes.
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It was also observed that the locational linkages of rural demand
 

with urban production sectors in Sierra Leone were very weak. Thus,
 

there was very little leakage of the multiplier effect into the urban
 

sectors with rising rural incomes. In short, expenditure patterns demon

strate that important beneficial secondary effects will occur within the
 

rural sector with general increase in rural incomes. Higher multiplier
 

effects iere observed resulting from increments to incomes ariong the
 

poorest households.
 

In i igeria, an analysis of food consumption showed that on the
 

average the households consumed U1 percent more calories than ,inimum
 

requirements. However, there was considerable unevenness across classes
 

with the poorest 30 percent of .he nopulation below minimum standards. 

An important finding was the considerable dependence of all but the richest 

20 percent of t~.e households on purchased foods to meet minimum standards 

indeed, only7 the richest 20 percent met minimum calorie requirements out
 

ol their own production. The poorest income households were most depend

ent on purchased foods. For example, domestic food crop production fell 

below requirements by 70 nercent and 50 percent among the poorest two 

deciles. These results underline the critical reliance of the poorest 

households on a continual inflow of nonfarm generated cash to purchase 

food. This was achieved throu, sales of cash crops such as groundnuts 

as well as ofT-farn cash labor. 

Finally, the data showed that only the poorest 20)percent of the
 

households Durchased more grain than they sold. Thus, increasing grain
 

prices would substantially worsen relative inequality given existinf
 

production patterns.
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No Study of the consumption expenditures was specifically carried out 

in the Asian area. However, the fact that tie landless and neer landless 

womL:,n entered the labor markets to allow their families to reach reasonable 

subsistence levels along with the finding that even a little land helped 

tremendously in increasing income and furnishing subsistence would indi

cate that the situation is very similar to the African situation and the 

poorest classes spend for labor-intensive rural products whereas those 

with higher incomes can save Ymore (invest) and spend more on nonfood 

products such as education and manufactured imports. As in the African
 

case only the more affluent would be able to supply their own food needs. 

The poorer income groups depend cn cash purchases. Women worked a con

tract labor on sugar aid tobacco plantations at wapes well below one 

dollar a day to insure adetizu-te daily family rice consumption. 

in Brazil, the largest part of the consumption expenditures was for 

food and as expected this proportion declined as income increased. In 

the northeast area of Brazil it was also found that tenure status was a 

significant factor in explaining fuod consumption. The owners obtained 

a larger part of their food from home production than did sharecroppers. 

This is reasonably consistent with the African finding since the owners 

are more affluent than the sharecroppers.
 

flowerer, in tue Sao Paulo study area the tenure status was not as 

important. This was probably due to the fact that sharecroppers in that 

area had incomes wizich were about th qame as those of the owners. Some

what unexpectedly, the number or pe'suns in the households, other things 

equal, was not closely aasociated with consumption expenditures. 
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"any important factors influencing incomes of rural households are
 

not under the control of individual farmers, A seeming unwillingness to 

adopt modern technology and operate ii a marmier deemed efficient by out

siders may often have roots in constraints beyond individual farmer's
 

control. These may be institutional such as ,overnmental regulations
 

and social custom. Some are physical constrains such as weather, soil
 

and water while still others involve uncertainties in the system. Tt is
 

often necessary to use a survival stratev in thi face of uncertainty or
 

variability in yields and income. An important l'inding was that, while
 

many technical improvements appear viable in an experimet-stdtion
 

setting, they may not be adopted on individual farms for the simDle 

reason that they are unprofitable.
 

Analysis indicated that social and technical changes were weakening
 

the interdenendency of classes such as those existing between landlords,
 

tenents and landless laborers. This is particularly true in Asia where
 

landowners adoptinr technology felt that they had incurred the expense
 

and risk of change. Consequently the gains in yields and production may
 

not be shared nronortionately. Households with very low incomes cannot
 

afford strategies which give good incomes on the average but leave the
 

family below subsistenk:e levels for periods of time. A lower but steady 

certain income in this case is the rational choice. 

This factor was a powerful influence in both the African and Asian 

studies where it especially affected the lowest income groups. Those
 

with small parcels of land had to slight their farming from a maximum
 

farm producti )n viewpoint in order to maintain an overall subsistence
 

level. Their off-farm employment could not be neglected in order to gain
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better timing on the farms. The wage earning job might not be available 

when they needed income the most. Similarly women from the lowest 

income groups took low paying menial jobs with long hours of work in 

order to insure subsisten(.e and release men for less certain but higher 

paying short-term Job opportunities. 

These forces bear directly on good cultural practices and timinr= of 

farming actidrties. At peak labor neriods, wage rates highest.are 

This is preciaiely when labor should be used on owned land. However, 

cash and %-itLU deficiencies force family members to seek off-farm 

work at these critical times. Incomes remain low with no caDital accumu

lation.
 

Education is frequently looked to as a means of breaking the poverty 

trap. Unfortunately, severe poverty may make the acquisition of necessary
 

education virtually impossible. When women must work long hours to
 

assure adequate cash for food, children of school age must assume house

keeping and child-tending roles. This prohibits them from attending 

school and the circle of poverty and illiteracy is perpetuated. This
 

suggests that merely providing educational facilities is not an adequate
 

strategy for improvirg the lot of the very poor.
 

An underlying conclLsion of all researcL components of this study 

was that careful farm-level data gathering and analysis is necessary if 

problem areas 
are to be identified and properly addressed. It is apparent
 

that technical change in agriculture does not in itself provide a panacea 

to rural poverty. Given the physical, social, political and economic on

straints to adoption of improved agricultural techniques, it is iDaperative
 

that comnanion changes in these areas accompany scientific advances if
 

efforts to reduce rural poverty are to be effective.
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